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Ephraim Robbins died
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MAINE,

the home of his
Contend _
son Arthur on upper Miller
street December
e
Factory—Attention,
Mr. Charles Addison Hayes, Winterport’t 5th, aged 72 years. He was born in
•hoolDeath of Mrs.
Belfast, The
1
oldest
at
his
late
resicitizen,
the
son
of
the late Samuel and Eliza
passed away
County Commissioners Decide Ad-;Hn’s Postmaster. ..ObitJones
.The
Northdence
on
29th
.vernment.
Tuesday morning, November
'..y
Robbins, who came to Belfast from Fox Island.
on Mr. Cobe’s Petition,
versely
:ar;
Transfers in Real after a few weeks’
se
illness, at the advanced ag€ The deceased lived until about four
was a surprise to many to learn that at
jvrsonal...Wedding Bell.. of eighty-six years. Mr. Hayes was the sor on Swan Lake Avenue and was a years ago
stone mason the meeting held in the court house last Saturi elfast.. Resolutions of
of Jonathan and Hannah (Durgin) Hayes ol by trade although much of his life had
been day the county commissioners had decided
Let Us Meet It. Frankfort, now Winterport, and was one ol
spent in bay fishing. His wife, formerly Mary
pe. ibmission
adversely on the petition of Mr. Ira M. Cobe
ynk!iand’s Growth. .One Wild five children. Martha, the oldest of the fam- Arey of Rockport, died many years ago. Nine of
Chicago, a summer resident of Northport,
Resolutions of Respect.
ft
was
the
of
wife
the
late
William
Ritchie
children
survive him: Lester of Knox. Eph- for a
Roosevelt Leads. .The ily,
•. r.
change in a short section of a county
of
this
a
place; Harriet, twin sister of the sub- raim, James, Hermon L., Arthur and Fred Rob- road running through his property. The pro/. rium Pudding. .FakeB and
The Freeport Tour- ject of this sketch, died in infancy; William M.
Eliza Aldus, Mrs. Annie Richards posed new road would have a better grade, and
binB,
The Christmas Goose a resident of Orono,
y
Me., was a soldier in oui and Mrs. Nellie Robbins, all of Belfast. The Mr. Cobe
proposed to pay all land damages, all
.dutiful Indian Baskets..
Civil War and died at Frederick City, Md., ir funeral will be held today,
Thursday, at 2 costs of construction, including macadamizing,
K.rbes.
1862; Elizabeth died at the age of twenty-twt o’clock.
and keep it in repair for ten years. There is
,v Hix of Rockland. .The
To Boom New Eng- years.
Mr. Hayes was born April 16, 1824, ai
so much interest in the case that we give the
Rev.
Elton
H.
Boynton, one of the best
ngressional Outlook.. Boyd’s Corner, then Frankfort, and lived then
p,..t
known Methodist ministers in eastern Maine, | following report of the hearings furnished by
-nals.Aroostook
with his parents until they moved to the olt
died December 2nd at his parsonage in Hamp- Mr. Orrin J. Dickey:
-anas Express Packhomestead near Moody’s Mills, which has nov den. He was born in Aina in 1842 and graduatto Dr. Aley.. WinterThe second hearing was held in the Cobe
ed from Kent’s Hill seminary. He taught
gone to decay. April 23, 1846, he married Man
school for a number of years. In 1876 he was garage in Northport Wednesday afternoon,
of
Brooks.
The
New
A., daughter of the late Cornelius and Betsei
ordained to the Methodist ministry and held [ Nov. 30th, after spending the forenoon in go(Littlefield) White, who with one daughter pastorates in East Pittson, Searsmont, North ing over the grounds. At the hearing those
s t.
Vassalboro, Dexter, Machias, Bucksport,
Mrs. Emma H. Larrabee, survives him. By this
the change
us try.. Pension LegBrewer, Camden and Hampden. He served opposed presented a protest against
union there were but two children, the other
a
infor six yfears as presiding elder of the
1 from Lippincott’s.
Bangor in the road signed by more than hundred,
district of the East Maine conference. He
irenchment The Na- a daughter, passing away in childhood at th<
cluding some whose names appeared on the
was
noted
for
his
and
was
Will They Do It?..
knowrn
as
of
seven years from a contagious diseast
energy
age
be made. In
“the church builder,” for in nearly every pas- petition asking that the change
:.!i ory Mfg. Co. .Their
which carried off six other children in the im.
torate he built a church or made extensive im- this list of remonstrants none of the cottage
ding.
mediate neighborhood, and her death was s
provements in the church property. The owners who would be most affected appeared,
P--nation Week FreeMethodist church in Brewer, one of the finest and
'.Award Kelley, Esq.. blow from wThich Mr. Hayes never recovered in
only one had a representative present, alMaine, was built largely through his efforts.
•P
A fact worthy of note is that Mr. and Mrs I
Worst Enemy..
He was a member of the general conference of though all had been notified and this postpon; rty
The Old Color,
Hayes had, during the whole fifty years o
Methodist churches in Chicago in 1900. He is ed hearing was held on their account.
t'ierk Case. .The Pentheir w’edded life, lived on the same spot, it survived by his wife, who was Abbie E. EmerWhen the hearing was called to order H. H.
New Dances.. The
son of Wiscasset, two daughters and a son. He
the
same
house, having moved there during
ist (poem)..North
who lives at the foot
also leaves a brother, Edwin W. Boynton of Andrews of Northport,
of the hill this side of the Cobe property, read
Fitchburg, Mass.
ckton Springs. ..The Mr. Hayes spent his entire life within om
a paperain favor of the proposed change, in
-'.vs of The Granges..
mile of the spot of his nativity, and therefore
Thomas Jefferson Hall died at the home of which he advocated the change on the grounds
Belfast Price Curwas the oldest inhabitant of the place—a huhis son, A. Jefferson Hall, in East Belfast,
of increased value of the properties; the new*
Married.. .Died.
man landmark as it were.
Mr. Hayes was
December 7th, aged 76 years and 5 months. buildings and handsome lawns as proposed by
He was born in Belmont, the son of the late
—, : \ L rAL 1 UK Y.
great student of nature. Simple in his tastes
Mr. Cobe; the encouragement extended to sumAlfred and Eliza A. (Holbrook) Hall, and was
he led the “simple life." In his earlier manof Northport.
a sailor, but of late years had been unable to | mer visitors and the betterment
Assured and hood he received vocal
Belfast
jndusti.
training and was s work. His wife died about ten years ago and i He said that no great damage would be done
Will Follow.
(n,.
singing master of the old school. In early life three sons survive, William and Daniel of Deer by the change; that Mr. Cobe was a man of
Isle and A. Jefferson of Belfast. The funeral |
'••ements go it is settled he became identified with the Baptist church
I
will be tomorrow, Friday, afternoon at 2 o'clock activity and that if he was encouraged by this
and he held to the belief that those who do the
a sardine factory, and
; slight favor others might locate there who
best they can need not fear to meet theii
The remains of Mrs. Sarah Farwell of Sears- would
-v steps can be taken to
help him (Andrews) in the sale of land
j
mont who died in Lynn, Mass., were brought to
in possession of the Maker. He was noted for his charity, both ir
3
i which he needed to sell, and that the South
Belfast last
accompanied by her son, Shore
eet of the water front
word and deed. He made allowances for the Mr. Francis Monday,and
would have cleaner and nicer homes and
were taken to Sears- I
Farwell,
nrottv Hrivanrov
•r bridge, they will befrailties of humanity and ever spoke a kindly mont for interment.
Thursday the Messrs. word for all. It was a trait of charactei
Judge R. W. Rogers of Belfast spoke in favor
Kt.
the canning company, worthy of imitation. Just before passing ovei
of the petition. He said that the new road
uty Government.
f.
would increase the value of surrounding proprtland, representing the he shook hands with the unseen, his face lightThe December meeting of the city council
'•li Russell of Bangor, a
ing up with genuine pleasure at this reunior
erty and that a favor to Mr. Cobe would, no
was held la6t Monday evening, Mayor Hanson
1 fast and with President with those loved ones on the other side, anc
doubt, result in bringing other wealthy sum%
presiding. The roll of accounts was read and mer residents who would increase the taxable
Trade looked the loca- passed out with a smile upon his lips as peaceordered paid, as follows, excepting bill for ini as to details. The lo- fully as an infant falls asleep. The funeral
property of the town. Judge Rogers cited the
surance premium of M. W. Lord for $144.
ti e property of the Belservices took place at his late residence Thurscase of Islesboro, where the influx of summer
Contingent.$ 862 43
Lake Railroad company day afternoon, December 1st, under the direcresidents had greatly increased the valuation
V
Fire department.
246 45
the Maine Central R. R. tion of Mr. F. W. Haley. The officiating clergyof the town. In 20 years the valuation of IslesFree Library.
137 04
General school purposes.
company is ready to re- man was Rev. Charles Ellingwood. Three beauboro had increased from $266,000 to over a mil423 45
ttv.
School contingent.
21 05
;!.e unexpired term of its tiful selections were
lion dollars, due almost entirely to the summer
,r
sung by Joshua Treat of
Free text books.
11 00
will no doubt grant the
residents.
Kl
Northport should profit by the exWinterport; two of which were “Lead Kindly
Highways. 212 73
iease from that date.
<
and “The Sweet Bye and Bye," the
ample and with its many advantages should be
14 54
Repairs, Insurance.
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The Northport Road Case.
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Light”

niy asks for

an

latter a favorite hymn of the deceased. Many
beautiful flowers were in evidence, one beautiful piece, a large pillow, with the word
“Father," from the daughter and widow, and
others from Mr. Joshua Treat and Mrs. Charles
E. Campbell and Mrs. C. Albert Campbell. Th<:
interment was in a beautiful spot overlooking
the old Penobscot in Oak Hill Cemetery.—
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OF MRS. EDDY.

c.

tury in the livery and hotel business and widely known to the traveling public, died Dec.
2nd, at his home in Bucksport, in his 72nd
year. Although in impaired health for some

assured the parriiral would do all in its
nterprise. Mr. Russell
a
sea wall, piers and
d.ng, and Joseph A. Me•mpson

i.

d

was

Cemetery.

313 66

Total.$2,231
IN

BOARD OF MUNICIPAL

34

OFFICERS.

Waldo Telephone Company
to erect poles and wires on
Waldo Ave. to Holmes’ Mills, High, Church
and Congress streets, was read and it was voted that the customary notice be given by publication and that a hearing be had at the City
Clerk’s office, Monday, January 2, 1911, at 7
o’clock p. m.
The bond of C. H. Sargent, special tax col-

petition
for permission
The

lector,

was

of

approved.

The following traverse jurors were drawn;
Peter A. Olson, Elmer A. Sherman, Wesley J.
Bailey, and Willis B. Fletcher.
IN

BOARD OF

ALDERMEN.

The petition of I. T. Clough, et als., praying
that the city accept the offer of Joseph A.
McKeen to furnish horses for the Fire Dept.,
was read and granted. The Council concurred.
House. He hired out to work around the
The report of M. R. Knowlton, City Marplace—and spent the rest of his life there. shal was
read, accepted and ordered placed on
Castine
He was given the Bucksport and
stage
file. The Council concurred.
route to drive and for seven years never missThe petition of W. H. Clifford for lights on
ed a trip, although facing some terrible storms
Ave., was taken up in the Council
and the worst of roads. He drove on other Northport
by request of A. L. Moody and the Council
his
death
removes
one
of
the
and
very
lines,
voted to non-concur with the vote taken by
few surviving drivers of the old mail coach
Board of Aldermen Nov. 7th.
business
He
later
the
acquired
livery
days.
The petition of Carle & Jones, et. als., praying
|
connected with the Robinson House and had
that the taxes for 1910 assessed on the Foster
conducted it ever since. He was there through
Estabrooks Co., Leonard & Barrows, H. Holton
the long administration of the late James F.
Wood and Coe-Mortimer Co. be abated, was
Moses who was succeeded by Pearl H. Wardmad and eranted.
well, meanwhile forming a partnership with
The following orders were read and passed
name
the
firm
his son, H. Rufus Googins, under
in concurrence with the Council:
of F. B. Googins & Son. About three years
Ordered: That the Mayor be and is hereby
authorized, empowered and instructed to cast
ago the firm bought the entire hotel property
the vote of the stock in the Belfast and Mooseof the Moses estate and the famous old tavern
head Lake railroad company, owned by the
has since been conducted by R. Googins, ancity of Belfast, at any stockholders or direcother son, Warren Googins taking charge of tors meeting, in favor of a lease to the Lubec
the stable and livery. Almost everybody whc Sardine Company, a corporation organized
unde:* the laws of the State of Maine and havhas ever been in Bucksport knows “Fred’
ing a place of business at Lubec in the county
Googins. For years he was at every boat anc j of Washington and State of Maine, for a period
of
ninety-nine years, of a certain lot or parcel
train and always had a cheerful word foi
of land situated in said Belfast, and situated
charitwas
kind-hearted
and
He
everybody.
on the easterly side of the track of said Railable and never turned a deaf ear to anyone ir road Company, next southerly of the Lower
Bridge, so called, a distance of four hundred
loses
his
death
real distress. In
Bucksport
feet and of sufficient width after reserving
of the best citizens the town ever had,
room
for side tracks as may be required be^>ne
Besides his wife and the two sons who were tween the main track of said railroad and
land
to be occupied by said Sardine Comassociated wdth him in business, he is sur- the
pany to permit the building ol a structure
vived by his son F. Angus Googins of New
sixty feet wide with walk around the same and
York, and a daughter Alice, wife of Thomae with the further privilege of building a wharf
and
brothers
two
extending toward the channel of sufficient size
also
by
Swazey of Bucksport;
to accommodate its business; pravided, howa sister, George of Bucksport, William and Mrs.
ever, that all of said land not occupied by the
E. Parker of New York. He was a member of said Sardine Company in pursurance of its
Knowlton lodge N. E. O. P. and Bucksport business within a period of three years from
the date of the said lease, shall -evert to the
lodge A. O. U. W.
said railroad company.
TViof tKa Cit,,
J-I_
Augustus G. Rose, formerly of Brooks, Me.,
recommend to the assessors, that the taxes
died November 9, 1910, while visiting his son
assessed by them in 1910, against the ManufacNewton in North Amherst, Mass. He was turing Real Estate Co., the Foster Estabrooks
born in Monmouth, Me., July 5, 1831, and he Co., the Leonard & Barrows Co., the property
lived there until he was eighteen years old. of the Duplex Roller Bushing Co., (assessed
to H. Holton Wood and
assessed to
He then moved to Brooks, where he residec the Belfast Industrial Realformerly
Estate Co.) and the
the
Coe-Mortimer Co., be abated, and the city clerk
until 1873, when he was persuaded to buy
Oak Hill Farm in Fitchburg, Mass., and livec | is hereby instructed to furnish a copy of this
order to the assessors.
there until 1907, when he took up his residence
Ordered: That the city treasurer be and is
in Ashland, Mass. Mr. Rose is survived by his
hereby authorized and instructed to draw his
C
order
for $72.00, payable to M. W. Lord and
children—Walter
M
and
four
widow, Abby
$72.00 payable to Field &
for insurRose, Newton A. Rose, Mrs. Andrew Pratt ant ance policies on Memorial Quimby,same to be
building,
Milton S. Rose—by one grandchild, Kate E
paid from the contingent fund.
1
Ordered: That the city treasurer be and is
Rose; by two sisters, Mrs. Hiram Pilley ane
hereby authorized and instructed to draw his
Mrs. Roscoe Edwards of Brooks, and by
order for the sum of $8.00, payable to G. C. Kilbrother, Albert Rose of Brooks. Mr. Rose was gore, the same being for medical services furnished to Mrs. Perley Gray, a town charge
t a very intelligent
and genial man, making
His occupatior belonging to the town of Plymouth, Me.
: friends wherever he lived.

Bucksport looking for a job
and applied to Daniel Robinson, keeper of the
famous old Bucksport tavern, the Robinson

man

he went to

|

1

Kristian Science Church.
Mrs. Mary Baker

and founder of
Announcement of was farming and he was very progressive ir
v^nerable
leader, which his methods. It seemed almost fitting that h»
ila..
night, at her home at
while visiting
or!, of Boston, was made should pass to the higher life
whilt
k.1 nf the Mother church ! his son Newton and his family, as it was
was only ill in bed
^,cr
there last winter that he and his wife
visiting
("iei.nu.nia was the immediate
ct
celebrated their golden wedding.

/

:

"verer

ati.

*

V

!'a*

Jhe funeral will
be
fes(j,J1atrhI,(i tbe
burial will be in
Auburr
No
new
leader
(cnietery.
JcL.-1 Wii! be
■

chosen.

*l\\

fcl^ver,

of

Mrs.

Lerd, S. W., is

on

W J1.

■' ,lobe said, editorially: “The
y Christian Scientists over
Mary Baker G. Eddy,
V;
broad sympathies
wbo
the passing of
regret
Nt.;,..,, MrsEddy is dead, but the
V’
Ptandard8
of conduct in
^tr
*'•0;:. ‘&ndf'rth within her mind will
ln^uence humanity.”

FAS1’'S

y*'

postmaster.

0j

Commends Appointment

eJJt

°f

Amos F. Carleton

Insane

Asylum, Augusta,

as

dfhst.—Kennebec Journal,

where he

had been for several months for treatment
He was a native of lslesboro and early in lift
married Miss Nellie Yeaton, who died manj
survive—
years ago. Two sons and a daughter
wife o]
Henry and Hugh Ladd and Ruhamie,
war
Ralph Gross, all of Belfast. The deceased
times hac
a carpenter by trade but at different
followed the sea. His early life was spent ir
severs
lslesboro; later he went to Knox and
owned and oc
years ago came to this city and
the house No. 1 Peirce street. The de

cupied

F. Carleton.
^Amos1 Burleigh
has recommendw

Mr. David Ladd of Belfast died Decembei

Eddy’s 4th in the

ceased was a temperate, kind-hearted mar
and had the sympathy of many friends in th<
troubles which attended his last days. Thi
remains were brought to Belfast on the morn
held a
ing train Tuesday and the funeral was
Church Wednesday at 12 o clod
the

Baptist

Rev. A. G. Roberts officiating.

Adjourned.

ATTENTION, GRAMMAR SCHOOLS!
The Daughters of the American Revolution
of Maine offers three prizes in gold for the
best essay founded on any incident in the
American Revolution occurring between 1775
and 1783: $8 for the first prize, $5 for the second and $2 for the third. The contest will be

governed by
1.

the following rules:
Articles should be written

on one

side of

paper only. Typewritten if possible.
2. Its length will be limited to 1,500 words.
3.
In judging articles, special attention will
be paid to spelling, punctuation, paragraphing
and
of style.
4
All articles must be in the hands of the
committee not later than
February 7,1911.
5. The contest is open to
pupils of all grammar schools in the State of Maine.
6.
All essays must be sent to the chairman
of the committee: Mrs. Clara T.
Sibley, Regent
John Cochran Chapter, Belfast, chairman of
award of prizes for D. A. R. of Maine, 18 High

originality

street, Belfast; Mrs. Theodore J. Brown. 48
Deering street, Portland; Miss Mary L. Newhall, Fairfield; Miss Louise H. Coburn, Skowhegan. State Regent; Mrs. John Alden Morse,
42 Summer St.,
Bath, Vice Regent. Maine
j papers please copy.
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Dr. G. C. Kilgore of Belfast spoke as
dent of Waldo county on the matter of
out

a

resi-

PERSONAL.

barring

PERSONAL.

visitors.
He believed that the
Dr. A. O. Stoddard was in Augusta on busiMiss Myra Bailey of Brooks, visited Belfast
change in the road was a matter of advantage
ness the first of the week.
the first of the week.
to the town and to travel. Mr. Cobe was a deClarence E. Read returned last Saturday
Mr. Charles W. Coombs has returned from,
serving and liberal citizen, a large liberalhearted, whole-souled man and a benefit to from a business trip to Boston.
Augusta, where he had been employed in Hotel
Mr. and Mrs. Amaaa Williams of Islesboro North.
Northport; and said that his work in the interest of the Waldo County
Miss Louise Perkins returned to
Hospital in the past arrived Monday for a short visit in Belfast.
Bucksport
year had permitted them to have the privilege
last Friday after a visit with Mr. and Mrs. M
Miss Cecile M. Littlefield was the
for
guest
of doing more than $1,000 of free work He
W.
Welch.
several days last week of Dr. Ernest S. Webber
is a great benefit to Belfast, to
Northport and in Hartland.
Norman Cottrell has taken a position with
to Waldo County.
the Waldo Telepnone company as the
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Davidson of
night
E. R. Pierce of Belfast, many years a resiAppleton
operator.
dent of the west, thought the matter a Na- spent Thanksgiving with his brother Henry
in Belfast.
Mrs. D. H. Strout returned last Friday from
tional question and one deserving of a
great
visits in Massachusetts and in Portland, with
Mr. Waldo I. Clement left last
deal of deliberation. Mr. Cobe represents the
Saturday to relatives.
a few weeks in
Florida, where he has
Chicago class of wealthy men; men who are spend
Charles G. Coombs returned to Orange.
foremost in a grpat city in wealth and philan- real estate interests.
Rev. and Mrs. J. L. Corson of Stockton Mass., Monday, after a few days’ visit at hi*
throphy, and a man whose standing in Chicago
home here.
is in the very front ranks. People are giving Springs visited Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe
Heywood
in Fairfield last week.
Miss Phoebe Staples of East Belfast left
more time to recreation and summer places
last Saturday for Salem, Mass., to
and this section is one of the prettiest. NewMr. Arthur Littlefield of
spend the
Springfield. Mass., winter with
relatives.
port, Bar Harbor and other places have sum- w-as the guest, December 1st, of his
par1- s,
mer colonies from Philadelphia, New York and
Mr. and Mrs. Horace W. Pitcher and Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Littlefield.
other points, but it remains to Northport to
and Mrs. Elbridge S. Pitcher were
Dr. Ernest S. W ebber of Hartland
guests last
came to
secure the Chicago colony, and this is their
week in Thomaston of Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Dun
op- Belfast last week to
attend the Decrow-Littlebar.
portunity. Mr. Cobe is the man who under- field
marriage. He returned home last Montakes the expense, the man at the head of the
Mrs. William V. Pratt has closed The Homeday.
great philanthropic interests of Chicago, and it
stead on Primrose Hill and with her
Mr.
Frank
A.
brother,
Luce
of
Montville
returned
lays with him to secure others to make a ChiMr. Alfred Johnson, left last Monday for Bos
home last Monday from a few
c.ncrn rnlonv in
days spent at
the home of his son, Mr. Frank B. Luce. Peach
John Bragg of Islesboro, appeared for the
Mr. and Mrs. James L. James and Mr. John
street.
petitioners and made a statement of what had
Sanborn returned last Friday
evening from
been done in Islesboro. He said that you had
Congratulations are extended*to Rev. and
visits in New York, Boston, Nahant and Proc,
| to use the summer visitor about right if you Mrs. Eugene S. Philbrook of Sanford on the
Vt.
tor,
wanted to get him to locate in your vicinity. arrival, November 29th, of an eight-pound
Miss Ethel R. Wise has found employment in
W ere it not for the summer colony in Islesboro, daughter.
a tailor shop and will remain all
that town would be the poorest town in
winter with
Mr. Colby A. Rackliff, who is teaching in the
her sister, Mrs. Emma Wise Roberts, in North
Maine today. We have always found that we Parental School in West
Roxbury, Mass., arfield, Vt.
must first make the conditions agreeable for rived Saturday to spend a few
days at his
the cottager before he will build, but in this home in Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Reynolds of Burncase the conditions have been
changed. He
Way land Knowlton, Esq. of Belfast with his ham returned home last Monday from a few
has built and you have been invited to make wife and daughter were
guests of F. J. Small days’ visit with Mrs. Reynolds brother, Mr. ti.
Esq. and wife at the house of Dr. B. F. Small, A. Spencer.
the conditions agreeable that he may stay.
Town Enterprise.
recently.—Old
Charles O. Dickey of Northport said that he
Mr. I. V. Miller will leave next
Monday on a
Among the men who made their letter at
had talked with the people on the South Shore
business trip to Boston and New York, and on
Kents
Hill this football season were
and found that as a rule they were in favor of
Cyprian his return will
open a fine line of furs for
the change, except a few who did not under- E. Bryant of Searsmont, George R. Wilson and
Christmas.
Alfred S. Trundy of Searsport.
stand the matter.
Mrs. Etta E. Savery, Past Treasurer Departttev. G. G. Winslow of Belfast
Basil Newell, who has been manager of the
spoke in bement of Maine, Ladies of the G. A. R. has
half of the petition. He said that he had seen Western Union office at Skowhegan since
July, been invited to instal the officers of
Hannibal
the grounds change from a colony of tents to is singing second tenor in the choir of the
Hamblin Circle, No. 22, of Bangor.
the present home of many wealthy cottage Congregationalist church there.
A. S. Field, manager of the Eastern .Maine
owners and he felt that some inducement in
Mrs. Sarah Hubbard was called to Knox last
State fair at Bangor, was called here last week,
little things should be oifered them for further Monday by the serious illness of her
mother,
the death of his brother-in-law. William
improvements, and with the improvements and Mrs. Sarah McGray, who recently suffered a by
Henry Clifford and attended the funeral Tues.
the additional taxable property others would shock and has since gradually failed.
day.
come and the town and county would be beneThe maiiiage of Walter F. Cui iiy of BucksMrs. Elma
Mitchell and daughter Millie
fited.
port and Miss Grace E. Fish of Brewer took
have closed their home at the Head of the
Roscoe Hurd, first selectman] of the town
place at the residence of the officiating clergy- Tide and
taken rooms at the corner of Cedat
spoke in opposition to the petition on the man, Rev. Henry L. Griffin, in Bangor, Novemand Franklin
streetB with Mrs. Luella <'
ground that it was against the interests of the ber 30th.
summer

■

willing to make such a slight concession, espe- town. He said that he had told Mr. Cobe at
j Mrs. George W. Burkett arrived last week
cially as it would not cost the town a cent.
the time he talked with him, that he saw no
from Somerville, Mass., and will
Frank Partridge, who resides in the Campspend the
objection to the change in the road, but winter with her sister, Mrs. Andrew
E. Clark.
ground, presented a paper bearing the names since then he had looked it over and had
Mr. Burkett will visit in Belfast
of over a hundred remonstrants, many of
occasionally
decided that it was a damage to the town to
during the winter.
whom were also signers of the petition for the
make the proposed change.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernes O. Norton of Thomasroad. He stated that only one person could
v.'ji. Aigcauu u. uaiigs ui
Augusta appeared
possibly be benefitted by the change in the as the leader of the opposition and as a cot- ton were in Belfast for a week-end visit with
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Pillsbury and incidentally
road, and that was Mr. Cobe, and that it was tage owner at Temple Heights. He
presented to
He was
look up a house in Belfast for their occunot a judicious or wise thing to do.
a petition signed by himself
and eighteen
in the new year.
not interested personally, but appeared as a
others asking that the road be straightened in pancy early
Monv nnAnla nf tVin
____TIT
representative of the cottage owners of South its present location by the Cobe
and
i
cottage
Shore, who, he stated, were practically all op- the grade lowered some four feet, and with Norton of the Maine State Prison to withdraw
his
They say that he has made
posed to the change. He said that he repre- the eighteen others offered to pay all the ex- suchresignation.
an excellent official that he
ought to give
sented Mr. Charles Dickerson and presented a
He did not believe that his services to the State until the end of his
pense of lowering.
i letter from him purporting to be in opposition the
term.—Portland
Express.
proposed change was for the good of the
but which really was a conditional permission
Miss Margaret L. Keene has
public and those who travel over it He conresigned her
for the change. He said further that the change sidered the
granting of such a petition nothing position in the office of Mathews Brothers and
would be a great injury to every cottage owner but class
legislation and asked that his petition left last Saturday for a visit in Boston. The
on the South Shore, and as a resident of the
just presented be allowed. He thought the first of the year she will enter the employtown, and a representative of the cottage own- change was being made for one man, and
rep- ment of Edward R. Estabrooks as bookkeeper.
ers of the South Shore, he entered a vigorous
resenting the citizens of Northport he was
Mrs. Anna F. Page of North port and Mrs.
protest.
strenuously opposed to it.
William Rice of Portland, who were called to
Col. A. S. Bangs of Augusta appeared in opHon. R. F. Dunton, attorney for Mr. Cobe
Pittsfield last week by the death of their aunt,
position, as one who drove over the road fre- said that the petition just presented was sign- Mrs. William K.
Lancey, left Thursday afteron
his
to
his
summer
home
at
quently
way
ed by a very limited number of the taxpayers noon for a visit with Mrs. Rice’s
daughter,
Temple Heights. He claimed that the grade of Northport and was an effort on the part of Mrs. E. W.
Boyer, in Waterville, before returnwas steeper in the new location and tl at the
a few to destroy the property of Mr. Cobe.
It ing to their homes.
road would be higher; that the hearing should was a blind,
short-sighted policy on the part of
Department Senior Vice President, Mrs.
have been held in the summer, when all the a few to
destroy the property of a man who
R. Tarbox of Fryeburg, is receiving concottage owners were there, instead of in the would do much to improve conditions and place Mary
in the honor that has come to her
gratulations
winter when none could get there; that only
good buildings in place of the barren land.
through her appointment as Assistant Nationthe people in the immediate vicinity were afAt the close of the hearing the county comal Inspector of the Department of Maine,
fected by the change; that the hearing should missioners gave their decision which was adLadies of the Grand Army of the Republic.
be postponed; that a macadamized road could verse to the petition in behalf of Mr. Cobe.
At the meeting of the Colby Athletic Assonot be built in one year or even two; that it
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
ciation last week for the election of officers
was a precedent set for the future, and in the
the “slate” presented by the executive counevent that it was allowed he should ask for a
The following transfers in real estate were cil was broken and a new list chosen. .Maurice
change in the road at Temple Heights back of
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds E. Lord, ’12, is president, and Renworth R.
his house; and further that Mr. Cobe could not
for the week ending December 5, 1910:
Rogers, Senior, is a member of the executive
be held to the agreement he had offered to
Sophia M. Lowell, Liberty, to Elisha Mer- council.
make.
riam, Morrill; land in Morrill.
J. R. Hurd, first selectman of North port, apMrs. Etta E. Savery, past treasurer of the
Walter F. Derry and Howard E. Blanchard,
peared against the petition in behalf of the
Department of Maine, Ladies of the G. A.

1

J

the South Shore who were
stated that the cottage
represented,
owners wanted to be on the highway and it
should be for them to say, not for other parcottage
not

owners on

and

uamaen,

to

Harry

H.

Hush, do.; land

m

Lincoln-

ville.

Harry P. Bush, Walter F. Derry and Howard
E. Blanchard, Camden, to Genevieve I. Derry,
do.; land in Lincolnville.

Judge Rogers’ property
Harry P. Bush and Walter F. Derry, Camwould be enhanced by the proposed change of
den, to Howard E. Blanchard, do.; land in Linthe road or believe that the public called for
colnville.
the change in that locality.
John O. Black, Belfast, to Lizzie E. Black,
Anson Benner said he represented a number
land and buildings in Belfast.
of cottage owners on the South Shore, who al- do.;
Michael, Martin and Thomas E. Cuddy and
the
line
of
the change were
though beyond
Catherine Foley, Frankfort, to Mary Murphy,
opposed to any change; that he was intending
do.; land in Frankfort.
to build a $3,000 residence on his land in the
Sarah E. Parkhurst, Unity, to Frances V.
spring right in the path of the road, and that
Gerald, do.; land in Unity.
it would be a great injury to him, ruining his
Charles O. Dickey, Northport, to Ida M. Milgrounds and preventing the building of his
ler, Rockl»nd; land and buildings in Northport.
if
allowed.
When
house,
questioned by Mr.
Emma A. Chase,
Thojydike, to Mary E. Ward,
Austin W. Keating Mr. Benner stated that Mr.
do.; land in Thorndike.
Cobe had an option on all his land in NorthMary E. Ward, Thorndike, to Pearl R. Hamport in that locality at his own (Benner’s)
lim, do.; land in Thorndike.
figures, with the understanding that he, Cobe, j Clarence F.
Wyman, Canton, Mass., to Leroy
could take it within a year, but he did not be- !
D. Littlefield; land and buildings in Searsport.
Iipvp Mr r.nhu wmild kppn his worH■ that ho
Clarence F. and Lizzie H. Wyman, Canton,
might back out.
Mass., to Leroy D. Littlefield, Searsport; land
Mr.
R.
F.
for
Hon.
Dunton, attorney
Cobe, in Searsport.
in closing said that there ought not to have
Charles A. Phillips, Palermo, to Fred F.
been so much said of the poor and the rich,
Parks, do.; land in Palermo.
which was entirely out of place. Mr. Cobe
Lucia A. Pinkham, Palermo, to Fred F. Parks,
had obligated himself to the commissioners to
do.; land in Palermo.
do all that he had agreed to do and would keep
Lula M. Aldred, Palermo, to Fred F. Parks,
ties.

He did not think

„

R.,
has received an invitation to attend a reception of the Massachusetts Army and Navy Association in Dorchester, December 21st. The
invitation came from Mrs. Margaret Hamilton,
secretary of the Association, who is well known
in Swanville and Belfast.

Miss Izetta Ham of Oakland was at her home
in Monroe last week for a short vacation, and
called upon friends in Searsport and Belfast.
Miss Ham, who learned telegraphy in the Belfast Western Union office, has been for several years operator for the Postal Telegraph Co.
ai

uaKiana,

two

ana

aiso

teiepnone

operator, the

offices having been combined.

Miss Winnifred Sanborn relieved Miss Littlefield at the Western Union office last week,
the latter enjoying a week’s vacation, the first
after a hard summer’s work. The manager.
Miss R. T. Newell, is still obliged to remain at
home much of the time owing to her mother’s
feeble condition, and Miss Littlefield proves a
very competent and satisfactory substitute.

Brown.

WEDDING

BELLS.

Decrow-Littlefield. Charles Ralph Decrow
and Miss Grace Edna Littlefield were married
Saturday, December 3rd, at the Universalis!
parsonage. Rev. Ashley A. Smith officiating

using

and

the single ring ceremony.
They
attended by the bride's sister, Miss Cecile
M. Littlefield, and Dr. Ernest S. Webber. The
bride was becomingly gowned in a travelling
dress of blue serge, with blue hat. Miss Cecile
was also in blue with hat to match.
They returned immediately to the bride’s home, where
a wedding lunch was served, and left on tho
afternoon boat for their new home in Ph.ladel
phia. Last Friday evening Misses Hattie M
Black, Mattie M. Pendleton, Carrie E. Green
law, Edythe Atkins and Marian M. Perry, store
friends of the bride, who recently learned the
milliner’s trade with Eva B. Greenlaw, gave
her a till shower, which comprised many use
ful articles to remind her of bye-gune days.
Later in the evening Miss Littlefield entertain
ed the members of both families. Music wa&

were

enjoyed

and ice cream, cake and

confectionery

bride to be, assisted by her
sisters, Cecile and Julia. Both bride and groom
were

are

served

popular

by

the

young

people

and enter upon

mar

ried life with the best wishes of a large circle
of friends. The bride is the eldest daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Littlefield, Cedar
street, and the groom the youngest son of Mr
and Mrs. William A. Decrow, Bayview street
They both graduated from the Belfast High
school. Miss Littlefield has been employed in
the millinery business in Salem, Mass., the past
year, and resided in Beverly, Mass. The groom
is chauffeur for the Folwell family in Philadel
phia, who furnished a tenement, fitted with a!:
modern conveniences, for their occupancy
They received a large number of vn!£: ole ana
useful presents which will add to the attract
iveness of their new home.
THE

NEWS OF

BELFAST.

The reduced winter fares- $2.25, Belfast ami
Boston—are in force. The boats of the Eastern Steamship Co. leave Belfast Monday and
Thursday at 2 p. m., and leave Boston Tuesday
and Friday at 5 p. m.
A. E. Clark Camp, No. 43, Sons of Veterans.
Division of Maine, will hold its annual camp
fire in its room in Memorial Hall, December
13th, to w'hich Thomas H. Marshal] Post and
Circle are specially invited. The banquet will
begin at 7.30 o’clock.

Charles Thomas and his son, Charles. Jr., re
a hunting trip to Grindstone with three deer. Walter Bowen of East
Belfast also returned with one deer. Harold
Daggett and T. C Paul have returned from a
turned last week from

hunting trip in the vicinity of Somerset June.
tion. Mr. Daggett bn >ught a large buck and
Mr. Paul a 175-por
jiick and a 95-pound doe.

It is announced that Hon. John A. Peters
Th mas H. Ma
^11 Post, G. A. R., elected
and John F. Knowlton after January 1st, next, j
officers last Tuesday afternoon, as follows
in
will be associated
the practice of law at
Commander, A. D. Smalley; senior vice comEllsworth. Mr. Knowlton, who has been clerk
mander, Adelbert Knight: junior vice com
of courts of Hancock county for twenty years,
mander, John Thompson; quarter-master, E. K.
j and was admitted to the bar in 1900, now enThomas; chaplain, A. E. Clark; officer of tho
ters upon the active practice of law, and his
day, Charles E. Dunton; surgeon. John W.
many friends in the State will be pleased to
Nash; officer of the guard, Thomas Gannon;
his word and there would be written agreedo.; land in Palermo.
learn that he takes up the won: of his profesdelegates to the State encampment, L. C. Putments, signed and sealed. He asked for the
Fred O. Dean, Camden, to Everett 0. Dean, sion under such favorable auspices.
nam and Adelbert Knight.
change and would do his part. All the cottage Lincolnville; land and buildings in LincolnFriends in Waterville have received anowners had had ample notice of the hearing
East Belfast. The East Belfast whist clutville.
nouncements of the marriage of John W.
and they had no excuse if they were not preswas
entertained last Friday night by Miss.
David Brackett, Brooks, to Hattie M. Robinthe Philadelphia pitcher,
Coombs,
Colby,
'06,
He was sorry that there son, Monroe; land and buildings in Brooks.
ent or represented.
Mary Woodbury. The players were Mary
Miss
Elizabeth
The
to
Russ.
took
wedding
Ella A. Marshalll, Belfast, to David Marshall,
was so much prejudice and feeling toward Mr.
Woodbury, Russell Stephenson, Julia Leary,
land in Belfast.
place at the home of the bride in Palestine,
Cobe among a few, who really had little prop- do.;
Will Lear?, Richard Stephenson, Ethel Savery.
Sarah E. Parkhurst, Unity, to Ephraim H. Texas, November
and
Mr. and Mrs.
29th,
erty interests there. He thought there should Foster, do.; land in Unity.
Mr, and Mrs. Victor V. Larrabee, Benj. Gross,
Coombs went to Havana, Cuba, for their honto
E.
P.
Sarah
summer
visiinducement
offered
Parkhurst,
be every
the
Unity,
Llewellyn
Annie Farnsworth, Edward Hogan and William
where John will play baseball
and buildings in Unity.
land
eymoon
trip,
do.,
Foster,
Mason. The first prize, a china dish, was won
tors to locate in Northport, for there could be
Fred F. Parks, China, to Georgiana E. May- with the team of stars now performing there. by Victor Larrabee, and the consolation
no reason why the town was not gaining a big
land
and
in
Mass.;
Westboro,
buildings
berry,
After January 1st the couple will be at home went to Richard Stephenson.Brower
There was no reason for Palermo.
revenue from them.
Circle will meet today, Thursday, with Mrs.
David H. Heal, Lincolnville, to Avis L. Fro- to their friends at West Kennebunk.
Elnatha Robbins.... Mrs. Stephen Prescott anq
a continuation of the petition until another
land and buildings in Lincolnville.
hock,
do.;
Raymond Fellows of Bangor, 24 years old, Mrs. Albert Prescott of Camden were in Bel
summer and he considered the increased value
H. Murphy, Frankfort, to Michael
Mary
who has been appointed a member of the fast, to attend the wedding reception of Mr.
given Mr. Cobe’s land and properties in North- Cuddy, do.; land and buildings in Frankfort.
and Mrs.Victor V. Larrabee... Richard, the 13of trustees of the State insane hospitals
board
to
would
more
the
than
offset
damage
any
port
year-old son of R. B. Stephenson, shot an owl
of
The
is
Gov.
far
the
memthat measured 4 1-2 feet from tip to
Meeting
Congress.
Fernald,
ownby
by
youngest
while
the
recently
few
cottage
townspeople,
very
ber of the board and the youngest man ever tip of wings. He has sold it_Tomorrow,
ers who objected were among those not familmet
at
noon
December
the Brower Circle of Mason’e
Monday,
Congress
on the board.
One of his colleagues ex-Gov. Friday, night
iar with just what was to be done.
Mills will give an entertainment at the home
5th, and short sessions were held in both
will
in
Frederick
be
88
old
Au391
members
of
houses.
Of
the
the
House
Robie,
The hearing was then adjourned to Saturday,
years
of Mrs. Eugene Achorn for the benefit of the
December 3d at the courthouse in Belfast. At 348 answered to their names at the roll call. gust. The new trustee is the elder son of Mason’s Mills Chapel building fund. A musiThe President's message was read in both Oscar F. Fellows
cal program will be given, including vocal solos
of
the
House.
ex-Bpeaker
this hearing tne statements made at the for- houses
Tuesday. He says there should be no
by Miss Katherine Chase Quimby of Belfast;
mer hearing were reviewed and gone over in detariff revision until the next Congress, advo- While a student at the U. of M. Mr. Fellows The Boys Quartet, Roy Macomber,
Harry
rail. Hon. Robert F. Dunton said that while cates a ship subsidy, urges economy, declares made a reputation as a reader with the Glee Coombs, George Langill and Arthur Johnson,
barrel'' methods in river and club. He made one of the
Miss Anne Kittredge will read. Following the
in the
there was no particular reason for rebuttal he against “pork
speeches
harbor and public building bills/etc. A full
mnsical there will be a social
which ice
State convention nominating Gov. Fernald and cream and cake will be sold.during
was willing to withdraw any objection and adAdmission lfi
summary of the message will be given next
won laurels on that occasion.
week.
mit any new evidence that might be presented
cents.

*

If it is Resubmission,
Let Us Meet It.
To the Editor of The Journal:
There is no doubt that the question of
resubmission had a great influence in the
last election. As a matter of policy I
think it would have been better for the
Republican party to have resubmitted
the question two or four years ago. But
as a matter of principle the party did not
believe in resubmission, and rather than
sacrifice principle to policy they stood up
for what they believed to be right, and
met with temporary defeat.
They did
not fear resubmission because they apprehended that the people would ever
go back to license; but they regarded it
as child’s play to go to the trouble and
expense of reaffirming a principle which
was already a part of our organic law,
and they had every reason to believe it
would be reaffirmed more emphatically
If the question had a dethan before.
ciding influence on the election it apd

pealed

to voters in various ways, an-

with the opposition from
The Democrats voted
A great
as a matter of political policy.
many of them would never vote for license, and if the question was between
voted

men

various motives.

prohibition

they would
time, for they

and license

for the former every

vote
have

««iwiwnaip

Pigeon Left.

One Wild

Lone Ohio Bird Survives Breed of Billions. Other Species Near Extinction.

BEAUTIFUL INDIAN BASKETS.

I

New York, December 5. One solitary
passenger pigeon, ending her life at the
Zoological Garden in Cincinnati, is today
all that remains of an American species
that early in the last century swarmed
over the continent in flocks numbering
billions, according to reports just received at the headquarters of the National
Association of Audubon Societies in this
city. With the death of this sole survivor of a bird tribe whose nesting
places often covered hundreds of square
miles there will soon disappear the last
trace of the wild pigeons that have been
slaughtered by the million by men who
fed their hogs upon the carcasses they
could not carry away. Though it is too
late to save this species, special efforts
are now being made by the Audubon
workers to bring about the restoration
of other birds of economic value that
must otherwise share the same fate.
For many months systematic search
has been made throughout the continent
by officials of the Audubon Association
for relics of the once prolific Passenger
Pigeon. Members of the organization
headed by Professor C. F. Hodge of
i Clark University have made a standing

^
.

I Have ’“Good Luck"
Each

|.
!

For “luck” lies

mostly in the

flour. The wise
William Tell and knows her bread

g
g

cook uses
will be perfection—her cake a marvel of delicate lightness—her pastry tender and flaky.

P

William Tell Flour is made from Ohio Red
Winter Wheat—which has no equal. There is only

I

a*
_

||

S

Passenger pigthe gross birds.
the con- I eons" is a female, 18 years old, whose
duct of so many of the officers in regard ! mate died recently without issue at the
to the enforcement of the law, and they age of 24.
As late as 1877 what is now known to
took that course to register their protest
The “Last of the

defeat,

have been the last nesting place of these
! wild birds was found in the State of

and if so, every official who was recreant
to his trust can assure himself that he
And
is most responsible for the result.

Michigan, where their nests thickly covered the trees over an area 28 miles long
and 4 miles wide. Residents of this city

against

this criminal

looking

over

the

I have no

neglect.

-doubt that this contributed to

disposal

our

of the cases

on

the docket at the last term of court in
Waldo county we find some of our own

officials did their share in bringing about
the result.
Some want resubmission because they
means license, and there are

think that

in the Republican party
regard for the laws of
God, or the welfare of their fellowmen,
that they would even stoop to the low,
men even

some

who have so little

of

selling
degrading occupation
make money, notwithstanding there are
so many honorable business opportunities
in which they might engage and in which
they might be of benefit to their fellowinstead of

men,

a

curse.

rum

to

But the wishes

of this last class should not be taken into
consideration at all, for their principles,
or

rather lack of

principles,

are

entirely

declare that in

they

flocked over

passenger pigtill two years ago it was discovered that only 7 could be found on the
whole continent, 4 at Milwaukee and 3 in
to

the bold

eons,

Mr. Hearst or Mr. LaFollette. It would
little matter whom, for there always are
plenty of unemployed pilots.
The great majority of the people
aboard the ship of State will insist on

Cincinnati.

I do not believe the State can possibly go
I believe resubmission
back to license.

ed

Declaring that nracficallv all the gulls
and terns in America

solely through

today

have surviv-

the work of

protection

reservations,
■would result in the reaffirming of the leaders of the National Association of
present legal status, and I see no more Audubon Societies are now appealing to
need of this than there is of resubmitting the people of this country to support the
any other part of our organic law. I be- work of preserving dying species of nalieve that a rigid enforcement of the law tive birds which
have already beand restoration

at their

skipper

of the

Platte,

or

considered

commend them to the

and

surprise

as

Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Con- |
necticut, according to the latest statists,

larger gain
population
Michigan, Missouri, Indiana, Iowa,
a

of

Him who

as

persons to hear that
gaining in population much faster than
several of the older Western States.

have

care

well.
gratify many doeth all things
Resolved, That as a token
New England is departed brother our altar

well

in

of respect to our
be draped for a
period of thirty days, a copy of these resolutions be spread upon our records, one sent to
the sorrowing family, and one to the local papers

for publication.

Committee

Laura

Jewell,
Vesta R. Varney,
M.J. Dow,
Brooks, Me., Nov. 28, 1910.

on

^

Resolutions

than
,
Kansas and Ohio. Between 1900 and 1910 |
Drop by drop the offensive discharge
Massachusetts’ gain was 20 per cent, | caused
Nasal
falls
Catarrh
from the back
by
Rhode Island 26 and Connecticut 22, | of the nose
into the throat, setting up an inwhereas the increased percentage in flammation that is
likely to mean Chronic
Michigan was 16, Missouri 6, Indiana Bronchitis. The most satisfactory remedy for
7.3, Kansas 15, Ohio 14.7, while Iowa Catarrh is Ely’s Cream Balm, and the relief
instead of a gain showed a slight de- that follows even the first application cannot
be told in words. Don’t suffer a day longer
crease.
from tne discomfort of Nasal Catarrh. Cream
The Middle West is pausing in its deBalm is sold by all druggists for 50 cents, or
velopment., but New England is forging mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New
ahead. The census when completed will York.
affect somewhat the number of' representatives i congress and possibly the
The U. S. Senatorship.
memberanip of the electoral college.
It is encouraging to know that in 10
Interest in the coming struggle over
years the New England States have the United States senatorship appears to
gained so steadily in population, for the be increasing. While the friends of Mr.

contrary belief has been entertained in
quarters. A larger New England
means more homes and more business
prosperity. The next decade should witness even a larger growth and an extensive development of all our industries.
Boston Globe.

some

—

Thfe Christmas Dinner.
In spite of the fact that the word dyspepsia
literally bad cook, it will not be fair for
many to lay the blame on the cook if they begin the Christmas Dinner with little appetite
and end it with distress or nausea. It may not
be fair for any to do that—let us hope so for
the sake of the cook! The disease dyspepsia
indicates a bad stomach, that is a weak stomach, rather than a bad cook, and for a weak
stomach there is nothing else equal to Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. It gives the stomach vigor and
tone, cures dyspepsia, creates appetite, and
makes eating the pleasure it should bs.
means

THEIR

VICTIMS.

likely by-product;

such

paid fictitious; this last is nothing
against the Maine stones, except that
quality of these so-called secondary
gems improve as mining depth is reached, while as yet no very deep workings
exist in this State. It is doubtful, therefore, if very much attention will be given
i to this phase of the company’s ground
: till the
workings have gone down 100
! feet or better; at such a depth
every
1

I

I

UNIMEX*

colds,

coughs

Try

f,,;8’®

and

and

fl

for loo
equal

use
no

;°>^B

see.

In 25c and 50c bottles at all dealers
I. S. JOHNSON &

Will I

CO.,

\ kjwnS^B

Mass.
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Magazine Bargain
McCall’s Magazine, one year, regular price,
Any McCall Pattern, regular price,

v

5(,

....

year’s subscription

One

for The

Republican Journ.i'

Tolal.-is
Our Special Offer for the Above
McCALL’S
Is The Fashion
their guide

descriptions

Magazine

Only y.ll

HAQAZINE

that is

being used by over one milli,
in all fashion matters. Each issue contains illu
of the latest styles of garments for Ladies, Misses,
u

Infants—a complete range of the month's fashions. McCall's is ai
its practical information on every subject of interest to
Women
Health, etc., Fancy Work, Cooking Recipes. Short Stories, Musi,
This special offer is not only open to new subscribers but i
friends who wish to extend their subscriptions for another year for !
The only condition is that you must pay cash in advance.

Every person who accepts the abovebargain offer may select
Pattern included in this offer from the first copy of McCall's Ma.
writing a postal request direct to The McCall Company, .V
McCall Patterns are noted for their style, fit and simplicity.
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of the eight

PLUMBING SUPPLIES,
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Gutters,

Iron and Tin

Conductors,
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Mistake.

he stood at the door.
I’ve heard that before,”

me

“That’s where you’re mistaken, young
feller,” snapped the woman as she reached behind her. “Opportunity has knocked at my door eight times this week so

far.

I’m out four dollars and ten cents,
an’ nothin’ to show for it. Jest in case

he should knock again I be’n savin’ this
kettle o’ hot suds—”
But

opportunity departed hurriedly.—

Woman’s Home Companion.

Speaking of the sagacity of animals
Business on the Maine Central.
and how they occasionally manage to get
back at one for an urkind turn, a man
Portland, Me., December 1. Busion the train the other day told of an old
Maine Central railroad for
cat of his which developed a stealing ness on the
October showed a considerable
propensity and it was decided to remove ment over the same month in improve1909, acher from the family circle.
the statement of the comp“With this end in view,” he continued, cording to
S.
Hobbs.
The
increase
“I put her in a bag and took her 20 miles troller, George
in freight revenue was $31,621, and in
from home, where I dumped her on a vaIncrease
in
$9759.
cant lot and murmured a tender fare- ! passenger receipts
well.
For two days I didn’t hear of her, j operating expenses brought the net increase down to $5287.
and then—”
“And then she came back, of course,”
laughingly interjected one of the listen-

The Christmas Goose.
When conies the Yuletide season,
The Christinas goose we sing!
All laden down with juices brown,
A toothsome offering.

And the fake schemes are not confined
mining stocks but are of great variety.
The Belfast Republican Journal recently
A Christmas goose—some argue—
enumerated several schemes more or less
Is every trusting child,
Johnson are assuring the public that he local that had taken
sums
of
Who Santa Claus adores because
money
large
is already as good as chosen, and that it from the unfortunate investors and the
His sockB with gifts are piled.
is all over except the shouting, Mr. victims of similar schemes can be found
A
Christmas goose—they’ll tell you—
Gardner himself appears to be still “in in every town. Unless
Well known to all is he!
you can lose your
the ring.” “I realize,” he is reported money without suffering, be careful
Poor patient, dad, whose purse must add
as saying to friends in Bath last Monday, where you invest it.
To every charity.
“that the State machine is against me,
Since the above was written the post
A Christmas goose—not really—
but I will give them a run for their office department has arrested the memIs mother, anxiously
bers of a firm in New York City who are
money.”
At work with zest, so fearful lest
claimed to have sold over $40,000,000 of
Forgotten some may be.
securities in companies many of which
The Christmas goose—why, he’s
have gone out of existence. The memThe biggest goose, I fear.
bers of the company are said to have
Who naught will spend upon a friend—
cleared over $15,000,000 in their stock
Nor love nor sympathy will lend
For Infants and Children.
On the beBt day of the year.
operations but R is not shown that their
customers have received anything but —May Kelly in Woman’s Home Companion for
the stock certificates. The postmaster
December.
general is determined to send this class
of promoters to prison and the public
should be grateful.—Piscataquis Observer.
TS* Stomach Tsoubl* and Const!batiom
to

by the

caller.

When the Cat Came Back.

!

j

cured

thought the housewife.
“Opportunity knocks at every one’s
door—but only once,” continued the

D. P. Ordway,

sums of money from the people.
It is
estimated that the frmidulent stock
brokers in New York City alone receive
5200,000 a day, and when to that is added
the sums received by brokers in other
cities the amount is enormous.
A “suckers’ list” of the names of 250,000 victims is used by the large concerns
who work in harmony. The Youth’s
Companion calls attention to the fact ers.
“You bet a hundred she did,” was the
that the most of this money comes from
people of small means and is lost to them soulful reply of the first party. “She
It says that there are some not only came back, but on the road
forever.
mining properties that can be developed somewhere she picked up another cat
successfully, but people of small savings and six kittens and brought them back
should not invest in them; they should with her.’’—Philadelphia Telegraph.

pointment.

“Seems to

mining operative plan.
Very truly,

The post office department is making
strong effort to suppress the fraudulent
mining promoters who are drawing large

or buy stocks or bonds
of undoubted value. This suggestion, if
heeded, will save great loss and disap-

canvasser as

j

j

H
H

“This is the opportunity of a lifetime,
madam,” declared the smooth-tongued

exists to think that Maine’s contribution to the tourmaline and beryl
market will be on a par with the best
western and foreign ones.
j My excuse for venturing this correction is that I have been personally interested in the matter from the start, and
was instrumental in securing the servi1
ces of the New York mining engineer to
1
pass upon the mining value of the company’s holdings as well as to lay out the
reason

i

deposit in banks

Opportunity’s

1

I

one

on the Republican
ticket at the last election, and on the
first of January will take office in one of
the justice courts for four years.
Mr.
Forbes came to the Eastside to live
about ten years ago, and was pastor of
the Congregational church until three
years ago, when he resigned from the
pulpit to enter the practice of law. On
graduating from the Law College of the
University of Southern California, he
opened an office in this city, and from
the first has had a large law practice for
a beginner.
Since he first came to Los
Angeles he has taken a very active interest in political affairs and was the
president of the first Lincoln-Roosevelt
Republican club organized in this county,
the one at Highland Park in 1907.
During each campaign he has been one of
the active workers and speakers in the
movement to free the Republican party
in this State from the domination of the
Southern Pacific railroad and other
special interests. For the first time in
a quarter of a
century this State and
this county has now elected a ticket,
from Governor down, of men who will
go into office free and independent of
It was only
any corporate influence.
fitting that one who has devoted as much
time to this cause as Mr. Forbes has,
should be one of the successful candidates elected to office in this city and
county.— Los Angeles News.

the

Portland, Me.

Lincoln-Roosevelt

are

family remedy in
inwardly it has

bowel disorders.

FORBES.

city judges elected

New York

mineral staples as mica, feldspar and
beryl are there in sufficient quantities to warrant commercial mining operations; lastly, the capitalization of the
company is $250,000. it is also pertinent
to add that though the ledge formation
encourages the company to believe high
gem values will be found, those backing
the enterprise are basing their
profit and
investment calculations more on the inand
sure
marketable
sight
products than
on the speculative precious s tone .ones.
The current demand for tourmalines is
fairly well provided for by the supply
from California, Brazil and Burmah,
whereas the market for the Maine variety is largely sentimental and the prices

Cry

AND

as

Original

Frank S. Forbes is

crude

—

FAKES

some

An

from William Anderson outright; secondly, gems and tourmalines are only

faith in the vessel, and never fear that
she will sink as long as she is steered
straight ahead. Nor do they mind if she
rolls and pitches, possibly because the
people'8 stomachs are not over-loaded
with
Boston
undigested securities.
Globe editorial.

vindicate it that its opponents
would have no good ground for their op-

It will

throat,

FOLEYSF
flWEYFmS
Foa Bachacha IioncvsanoBla^ou

with the result
that the new company has been formed.
Editor of Herald: —In your issue of
the 18th, inst., a paragraph on the tourmaline mine at Freeport was somewhat
inaccurate; in the first place, the ground
holdings of the company were taken over

so

NEW ENGLAND'S GROWTH.

The
Takeji

knowledge

FRANK S.

'^B

r

muscles, swelling ^

ANODYNE

pensive for any but collectors, but the
desire for baskets for all purposes that
is now possessing femininity has aroused
general interest in the work of the Indian
sister, and whenever possible her products are purchased instead of the modern
raffia or willow or those made of corn
husks, beautiful though they may be.—
Detroit Free Press.

[From the Camden Herald*]
The following item about the tourmaline mine in Freeport appeared in our
last issue among State news. Dr. Ordway who is interested in this mine sends
some corrections and additional facts in
his letter which is given below.
Freeport has a tourmaline mine and it
is going to be developed. A
company has
been organized within the past few weeks
under the name of the American Tourmaline Co. with a capitalization of $20,000.
William Anderson, who owns a large
farm at South Freeport, has found tourmalines on his property and some of
them sizable and valuable gems.
He
has contemplated the idea of
working a
mine there and with that end in view

going forward, though slowly, and seeing something new. They have every

Grange deeply deplore our loss.
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt sympathy to the family of our deceased brother

possible.

possibly has recently interested
capital in the project

they
The Christmas Plum-Pudding.
The Upland Plover, Cabot’s Tern
gun.
“Christmas without plum-pudding,”
and the Least Tern, they assert, ca 1 now
position. And the reason that it has not be saved to the nation by quick emer- says Emma Richards in Woman’s Home
Companion for December, “would seem
been vindicated is the flagrant dishonesty
gency measures for which special funds like the play of Hamlet with ‘Hamlet
of our officials, from the judges down. are to be raised. The work of
restoring left out, and while you can buy a fairly
The last election showed that the people the Wood Duck and other
game birds good pudding in a tin can, the homewould no longer uphold the existing con- that are threatened with the fate of the made article gives far more satisfaction
and a larger quantity for the same exditions, but that something must be done Passenger Pigeon is to be undertaken by
penditure. A young English friend gave
to bring about a better state of affairs. the Audubon workers with the
support me his mother’s rule some years ago.
and I have used it year after year with
Under existing conditions I believe this of the
sportsmen of the country. Sad as
real pleasure, and as it lasts my family
can be best done by resubmission.
A is the
passing of the Passenger Pigeon, most of the winter, I think it an
econommajority of the voters want it; not with its lesson may avert the extinction of ical dish. It will require one
pound of
the idea that we are going back to li- other valuable
species, it is declared, if beef suet, one pound of currants, one
of Sultana raisins, one pound of
cense; but with the assurance that the the American
people rally at once to pound
mixed peel (lemon, orange and citron),
f resent laws will be reaffirmed so em- save their remaining bird resources.
one pound of flour, two ounces of sweet
p atically that there will be no question
almonds (chopped fine), one half teaa cut their honest enforcement the same
spoonful of mixed spice, one half a nutumiaren ury
as ; 11 other laws.
1 have faith in the
meg, one pound of sugar, one small teaFOR FLETCHER’S
spoonful of salt, the rind and juice of
higr. moral principle and integrity of our
two lemons, three soda crackers rolled
citiz rs. They will never go backward,
CASTO R I A
fine, six eggs and one fourth of a' teacuponce
taken
ful
of syrup. Thoroughly mix when dry,
advanced
So
having
steps.
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.
then wet with egg and syrup, and water
let us enter the campaign that is now
enough to make very stiff, then let stand
.Mhrust upon us with that courage which
Harvest Home Grange, Brooks, has adopted
aver night.
In the morning put in bowls,
is born of a conviction of the righteous- the following resolutions on the death of Ed- and cover with
cloths, then put in a ketward B. Edwards:
tie of boiling water. Boil it for eight
ness of our cause and we cannot fail.
When wanted for use, boil again
Whereas, The Angel of Death has again en- iiours.
C. E. Smith.
tered our Grange and removed from our midst ar
steam
until
thoroughly heated
our beloved brother, Edward B. Edwards; therethrough. Serve with either hard or soft
fore, be it
sauce
or
cream.
As I own a large
Children
Resolved, That while we acknowledge the
steamer, I usually steam my pudding insupreme wisdom of our Heavenly Father, who
FOR FLETCHER’S
stead
of
has called our brother to a brighter and better
boiling it, and I like it better
world, we the members of Harvest Home that way.”
OASTO R I A
would

as

for emergencies,

sore

JOHNSON'S

Freeport

ever, they blame the
pilot, who for the moment chances to be
that weatherwise if daring mariner,
Theodore Roosevelt. They can’t be philosophers, of course, while their stomachs
are turning somersaults, and they declare that he is rocking the boat. This
is obviously absurd, for they ought to
know that no man is weighty enough to
rock so big a boat.
Nor can a mere gust
of popular passion, so much dreaded,
swerve it an inch.
Nothing but the tide
of public opinion and the waves of national feeling can sway that mighty

prepared

like ailments

to be seen on ancient baskets, but
of their making has beThe Indian woman took
come extinct.
as much pride in her basket as any Penelope of today. She counted her stitches
with most careful precision and intertwined her weaving with marvelous imof color and design.
The
Tourmaline Mine agery
The symbolism of the shape and ornamentation of the baskets is a fascinating
The American Tourmaline Co., comstudy. Students have spent years in
posed of New York and local interests, working it. Signs of the zodiac, man,
has just been organized to mine for tour- beast and flowers, all
appear on the vamalines, beryls, and the mineral staples, rious articles. The coloring also has its
mica and feldspar in Freeport. The ofsignificance and must be understood beficers and directors are: Charles K. Ben- fore an Indian basket can be
fully apjamin, Geneva, N. Y., President; W. S. preciated.
Allan, Freeport, Me., Vice President;
are
There
also ceremonial baskets used
Harry L. Cram, Portland, Me., Secre- by the Indians in their religious rites.
tary and Treasurer;F. A. Greer, Belfast, These are especially fine and elaborate.
Me., and H. M. Breen, New York City. Baskets ornamented with feathers bring
The property of the company consists of hundreds of dollars on the market
today.
15 acres located in Freeport on the tourare seldom if ever made now and
maline bearing strata which runs from They
therefore are rare.
In addition to the
the Rangeley Lake region to the fore- feathers these are often
garnished with
going town. Mr. Austin G. Dennison, an embroidery of beads, some of them so
the New York mining engineer, exam- beautiful as to be almost like
pearls.
ined the ground and laid out the plan of
Shells are also employed in the decoramining development some two weeks tion of baskets.
ago. Active work will be started as soon
The finest Indian baskets are too ex-

craft.
Manhattan Island is such numbers that
It is idle to abuse the pilot. He canthat
sun
and
the
obscured
ships not whistle up or whistle down the winds.
they
loaded in bulk with the bodies of these He made neither the tide nor the waves.
birds lay at the wharves selling them at The most he can do is to keep the ship
ahead and out of the troughs of
a cent apiece.
Audubon is quoted as ob- pointed
the sea. Pray remember, he is only the
of
wild
a
pigeons
and
not the cook- and the captain
place
serving roosting
pilot,
in Kentucky early in the last century bold, the mate, the bo’sun tight and the
and the crew of the capthat extended 40 miles and was 3 miles midshipmite,
tain’s gig.
Sometimes a Csesar, a czar,
in width. On its edges men with guns, an
emperor, or a king has insisted on
nets, clubs and torches slaughtered the sailing whither he pleased, but always to
roosting birds, each often bagging 500 in disaster.
Let Mr. Roosevelt turn the ship or try
one day.
When the wholesale butchers
to anchor her in some snug harbor, and
could carry away no more, they let loose what would surely happen?
Another
droves of hogs to fatten on what was man instantly would be sent to the
with
orders
to
hold
her
in
her onwheel,
left. About 1855 this treatment began
ward course, Mr. Bryan, for instance,
thin the ranks of the

and detrimental to the general welfare of our State.
1 was always opposed to resubmission.

antagonistic

1850

§

|

the

ties, the authorities of the Cincinnati forever cry.
Zoo have just furnished the last chapter
Their cry is loud and earnest just now,
as they line the rails with wry and anxbecause they I in the tragic tale of these butchered
ious faces.
As

Many voted against us
were thoroughly disgusted with
hypocrisy which characterized

g

the Ailments M
the Family v

wounds,

are

would not dare to do otherwise than enforce the law, as the people had demand-

ed.

|

Indian basketry saw its prime before
the advent of the white man, since when,
through the introduction of foreign elements, it has been on a gradual decadence. Fine specimens are still put out,
however, and a recent writer tells us that
the owner of an Indian basket of the
better sort is the possessor of a treasure.
Basketry antedates pottery, whose
mother it is said to be. Baskets were
used by the Indian for every conceivable
household purpose. Materials for them
were culled from the natural products of
the land round about. Hence we have
baskets of birch bark and spruce root
ornamented with gayly colored quills,
baskets of sweet grass and baskets of
hazel tongs, redbud, stripped cedar, sea
grass, pine root, fern stalk and willow.
One versed in the subject can tell at a
glance just where a basket came from,
the nature of the soil, color of the rocks
and growth of the region.
The woven baskets are considered finer
than those that are sewed. The higher
grades of these are exquisite in workmanship and design. Nine different
weaves are employed today.
Five more

limited supply—enough to go around among the
housewives who have learned the -alue of perfect flour.
Order your sack today.
<4)

offer of

me so.

Be

women.

a

$1,500 to anyone discovering a
Some Republicans voted. with the nest of this species; but, though thoufor the
Democrats because they thought by so sands have been trying eagerly
WHY MR. ROOSEVELT LEADS.
not one single claimant has apand
resubmission
prize,
we
would
get
doing
a
to
recent
In
There
are always people on the ship of
response
inquiry
that the principle would be so strongly j peared.
reaffirmed that the question would be by T. Gilbert Pearson, secretary of the State who are very poor sailors. The
vessel can’t move without making them
taken out of politics, for the officers National Association of Audubon Socie“Put back!’’ they
violently seasick.

told

I

I

Baking Day

or

The Owner of a Rare Specimen Nowadays
Has a Treasure.
All too unknown are the beauty and
the art comprised in the basketry of the
North American Indians. Their baskets
are believed to be the finest in the world,
and they are the product of the Indian

castor IA

The Kind Yon Hava Always Bought

FOUYS OMNOlAXAnVE

STATE OF MAINE.

j

Public Notice,
with the provisions of secChapter 32, of the Revised
Statutes of Maine, and upon the petition of
five or more citizens of the State, and deeming
it for the best interest of the State, the Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game, after
due notice to all persons interested in the subject matter of said petition, and public hearing
thereon in the locality to be affected, and deeming it necessary and proper for the protection
and
preservation of the inland fish of the State,
hereby adopt the following {needful Rules and
Regulations relating to the times and places in
which and the circumstances under which inland fish may be taken in the waters of Levenseller pond, so-called, in the town of Lincolnville, County of Waldo.
In conformity
tion 36 to 39 of

RULES AND REGULATIONS
Sec. 1. For a period of four years from
November 1st, A. D. 1910, it shall be unlawful
for any person to fish for, take, catch or kill
any kind of fish, at any time, in Levenseller
pond, so-called, in the town of Lincolnville,
County of Waldo.
It shall also be unlawful for any
Sec. 2.
person to have in possession any fish taken in
violation of the above regulations.
Dated this 28th day of October, A. D. 1910.
J. W. BRACKETT, Chairman,
3t48
BLAINES. VILES,
EDGAR E. RING.
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game.
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decorations but you cannot get a better
light than the low-priced Rayo gives. A
strong, durable shade-holder holds the
shade on firm and true. This season’s
new burner adds strength and appearance.
Once a Rayo User, Always One.
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Standard Oil
(Incorporated)

Company

let the baby suffer from eczema, sores
The
Doan’s Ointment
or any itching of the skin.
instant
relief, cures quickly. Perfectly
gives
Senator Hale Expects to See
safe for children. All druggists sell it.
Apportionment Bill Passed at This Session. But

Congressional Outlook.

To Boom New
Three
Will

Railroads

Exploit

Join

Little Other Legislation.
Washington, D. C., November 29
Senator Eugene Hale of Maine,
Republican leader of the Senate, by virtue of
his position as chairman of the
party
caucus of the Senate Committee on
Appropriation, forsees little of accomplishment in the coming short session of Con-

England.

Publicity

Forces.

Both Winter and Summer

Advantages.
Boston, November 30.

The latest de-

velopment in the virtual merger of the
New York, New Haven & Hartford and
Boston & Maine railroads is a new joint
department, embracing the New Haven,
Boston & Maine and Maine Central, to
take over the advertising of the three
roads, also to methodically care for the
interests of the traveling public and to
boom New England, not only as a sum-

Beyond the passage of the usual
appropriation bills, and possibly of an
apportionment measure and one provid;
ing an ocean mail bounty, he believes no
important business will be transacted.
“The Democratic party,” he said, today, “has captured the House (f Representatives by a great majority and has
specially good seasor
blueberries, which
almost captured the Senate, and with the
ardant last summer,
country apparently behind that party it
iorndike & Hix took ir : mer resort, but a winter resort as well. will, I have no doubt, insist on
taking its
While not as yet officially given a title natural responsibilities.
u,f of the berries. A ;
the
are just awakening ] this
is
called
pubjoint
“Should
department
an expiring Congress, in its
well worth theii licity bureau of the New Haven, Boston last days,
undertake, by any death bed
humble blueberry. Not & Maine and Maine Central railroads. action, to rob the victorious
party of its

P
f
r

■

fi
l'

!

gress.

Its one office is on the fifth floor of the natural inheritance it will be resisted to
South station and it has no branches.
the utmost and nothing will follow but a
-tor a snug little farm
The manager of this bureau said yes- protracted
struggle which will shut out
1st him $1,600. That’s terday that a new fireproof hotel will be certain important measures which otherBlueberries
of
Mt.
the
summit
on
erected
Washing- wise may, perhaps, carry in both houses.
-mplish.
it Hix factories were ton to take the place of the hostelry
Mr. Hale was emphatic in his declara,te of four cents a pound,
which was burned; that the Mt. Kineo tion that there would be no tariff
legisalent to about six cents house is being enlarged, and that in the lation in the
coming session. The Sena>.iilueberry pack amounts ! near future the public will be able to tor went so far as to express the convicif gallon cans and 1,00C take a seat in a parlor car at the North tion that while the President
may suggest
are known as Numbei
station, Boston, and be carried without a general program he will not try to force
chief it on
Mr. Hale made it clear
j change or other discomfort to the
Congress.
conspired to make resorts of Maine and New Hampshire on that he was not speaking for the Presi;r to:
viuashes, but never- quick schedules.
dent or in any way forecasting the probtons of them have gone
-.p
able attitude of the chief executive.
TIME-SAVER TO THE PUBLIC.
l -d cans
and will be
.i
Dismissing the question of an extra
w nne telling ui tue wuuueuui
pies in many parts ol
session as “most improbable,” Mr. Hale
furnish bill ties of New England as a summer discussed the
armors who
proposed ocean-mail subThorndike & Hix fac- resort, he took up the subject of winter
■g,r
sidy measure.
“With tht» pontrnl nnH Smith A morican
acre, and are paid foi business in the great white highlands,
and said that exploitation in this field trade
ic rate of $7 per ton.
rapidly increasing and ready to
much more plenti- was inaugurated by the original adver- come to
us,” he said, “wfc ought to pass
Maine
Boston
&
the
of
rulers nave Deen paic
tising department
some bill to aid in establishing steamship
of 55 per fon_ Th( three years ago.
lines to command this trade.
We can
“Last season,” he said, “from Decemos to 1,000 cases ol I
pass such a bill limiting it if necessary
ber 15, to February 7, 3000 guests were to Central and South
:. ">i 10 cases of 3-pounc
America, almost
entertained at small hotels in the mounin the Senate, and such a measbelieve it is possible any day
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take
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mg clams lasts frorr
for New England to be as great a winter the
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House, which I am led to believe
resort.”
a
summer
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; resort
l!ns which it receives
may be found more favorable at this sesThe basic principle of this new bureau sion than it has been before.
a.
and Deer Isle, anc !
I is concentration. Study will be given to
“We shall? I suppose,” he continued,
:ng to five cents
i methods whereby the general traveling “as
of the bivalves has
usual, in the short session, pass the
and
obtain
general
specific
may
public
new apportionment bill under which the
nee in the wholesals
at one source. At this room next
information
f 20 cents a case,
Congressional elections will be held.
station an answer may be
In this action, as to the numbers and
canned goods whicl in the South
to New
found
to
relating
any
question
e
r the T
membership of the House of Represen& Hix label anc
England resorts. The bureau, in the | tatives andr the apportionment to the
tured in that firm’s
of
be
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of
estimation
manager,
! different
baked beans, shellec
States, the Senate generally
direct assistance to the public and will be has deferred to the
clam chowder. Thi
judgment and action
a time-saver.
of the House.”
nth Seal Island addi
Mr. Haledeclared he did not look forENCOURAGING ADDED TRAVEL.
acquired fame ant
ward to a combination of the so-called
irkets of New Eng
“We find,” he said, “that the resort
comparatively shorl business in New England attracts a mul- I insurgent force with the Democratic
“either now or hereafter.” He
-ege of the New Yorl
titude of tourists, travelers and vaca- party, that he
stated
fully expected to see the
tionists from every part of the United i
in Congress get tobeen the best one'ir
States. The business is growing rapidly Republican party
3 that Thorndike
& and in view of this
is neces- gether again and present a united front
co-operation
to the majority. Incidentally, he referoi since they estab
to examine into the needs and possired to the insurgent leaders as men of
of their business 21 1 sary
bilities of the public and help build up
“conviction and natural force of charms highly probabh ;
these possibilities.
acter.”
aether enlargement a; 1
I “In the concentration of this depart“Whom the Lord Loveth he chasment we are able to direct our efforts I
said the Senator, “and the deas charge of this de
lines that have hereto- teneth,
along
publicity
of 1910 will do the party good. It
feats
Stevens, who has 1 fore been working at cross purposes
knowledge of the in with more or less perplexity to the must bear its reverses and make the best
i of it. Painful as it all is, it must submit
a personal interns
public.
o- growth of the busi
to its temporary reverses and defeats
“In the past, patrons of any one of the
and must bear up as well as it may, unthree big roads have sometimes received der even such calamities
as the repulse
1 different answers in their requests for
of Roosevelt and the lamentable overyou want the heneli ! information.
By this concentration we |! throw of
Beveridge.”
cc.vood, La., suffered with 1 avoid this inconvenience of obtaining inMr. Hale declared he had little fear
O '.
“The pains were s 3
formation. Our idea is to please and | of
:u hypodermic injection
any long continuance of Democratic
and encourage adwks started with a pai j care for the public
ascendency in politics. Republican politravel.
S
ditional
a. k which
gradually be
under,President Taft’s leadership,
“The department will study the future cies,
My attention was at i
he said, wo^l'd triumph again.
c
dney Remedy and I at
possibilities of this great vacation land
:ct this wonderful medi
In t.he joint interests oi tne puuuc
TAKE G Alt K!
thered in any way b f ourselves.
Remember that when your kidneys are afSold by all druggist:
fected your life is in danger. M. Mayer, RochTRAIN SCHEDULES SHORTENED.
i ester, N. Y., says: “My trouble started with a
IHE PRICE OF BUTTER.
“In the matter of through service
sharp shooting pain over my back which grew'
from metropolitan centers, train sched- worse daily. I felt sluggirh and tired, my kidgiv.m to the subject o f ules will be shortened, the latest im- ney action was irregulai and infrequent. I
lirected more or lea 3 proved equipment will be employed in started using Foley Kidney Pills. Each dose
edera! oleomargarin ? the service; train connections wil' be seemed to put new life arid strength into me.
now I am completely cured and feel better
of butter.
People wh ! better effected on the systems than here- and
and stronger than for years.”—Sold by all
repealing the presen t | tofore. All these have a strong tend- druggists.
cave taken
advantag : ency to eliminate any possible inconveni- |
to loudly condemn a 3 ences of travel that may have been exPITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
anti un-American” thi 3
perienced in the past.
"
m
wholesom 3
“It is necessary that the home people
Alrneda Williston passed Thanksgiving
in our resort sections prepare themselves with relatives in Troy.
■otiy forget to explai
to take a hand in the entertainment oi
Miss
Amorette Porter passed the
per cent, of the oleomai
their guests, to work in unison with every
‘H r the market is taxed a t individual having interests with the re- Thanksgiving recess with her parents,
Dr. and Mrs. E. A. Porter.
th percent
per pound. The ir sort business in this great territory, from
Dr. Edwin A. Porter was in Hallowed
that o- 'y that oleomai
the largest hotel proprietor to the smalls
Friday to attend a meeting of the execuoi'tifically colored is taxe i est rural home.
tive
board of the Grand Lodge, A. O. U.
Per pound.
“It may be interesting to know that
i
',vetH all taxed at ten cent 3
resorts re- W., of which he is a member.
the
New
last
England
year
|
W. J. Getchell and son of Unity were
ill, have
absolutely noth | ported that a total of nearly $60,000,001 in town
: 'ho
Monday visiting his sister, Mrs.
price of butter afte r 1 was spent in this great clearing house
1
John Gilman.
William Gilman accom1 thirty cents a
i ! for rest. Yet the top soil of possibility
poun
’■
ol i panied them home for a visit.
it >ut fourteen cents i
j has not been scratched, in the opinion
George Dobson of Belfast was at the
'ho very best grade o f this
department.
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alex.
to this a ten cer
PLANNED.
IMPROVEMENTS
Dobson, over Thanksgiving. He was acproduction would b ;
“The building of the new summit j eompanied by Miss Sarah Wright of BelThe product coul }|
wil
house on Mt. Washington we believe
'i cents at a handsom
j fast.
whc !
Word has
:
tur-r and retailer.
be welcome news to the thousands
J»een received here of the
death of Benjamin F. Porter, which ocquestion from any viei c 1 have in recent years visited the summit. |
1 but have not been privileged to be housed j curred in Bangor, Thursday, at the age
en that the oleomai
the grandeui | of 81 years. The deceased was a former
to d o S over night in order to view
’lutely
nothing
tv "t
| resident of this town, where many years
of scenery both at dawn and at sunset,
butter.
in the jewelry busi:
rests of the country at e
“The improvement of the Mt. Kmec j ago he was engaged
ness.
He was an uncle of Dr. Edwin A.
house
is
one of the most desired things
ibenefit
olei
through
J;y
wil
Porter.—Pittsfield Advertiser.
•V'sl-’-.tion except as the it
in all Maine. Another season there
ifosbe excellent through service from
i-’i’Jstry is maintainec
f'nnatinatinn nancps kcnHonka
wil
citizen should fei il ton to Kineo. This beautiful spot
heart palpitation. Drastic phyHe should also undei ■- be vastly improved, and although it has ness, languor,
sics gripe, sicken, weaken the bowels and don’t
we want more
*
thousands,
visited
been
by
cure. Doan’s Regulets act gently and cure conput forth by th e
"t
to be familiar with the region.
stipation. 25 cents. Auk your druggist.
oleomargarine to si
oi
which will make it eas v
“In fact, what we desire is more
New
'ini.i fraud in
The Shoe Situation.
the people of America to come to
selling olei
“"et
over to Switzerland
go
Why
for
th
e
inspired
love
England.
by
wher
1
trade wholesalers throughout the
the
shoe
In
winter
sports
"ants a cheapsubstitui e for skiing and other
field n country are more actively engaged and in conone has this vast and beautiful
are
sequence
placing larger orders with the
Proposition may be thv s New England?”
New England manufacturers.
Salesmen on
the road are also doing more business with reI ,|r0margarine is now mac
eel.
MOTHERS
FOR
Some
tailers.
labor troubles have developed
A SIMPLE SAFEGUARD
something like butte
wets and a few rets il
in different shoe manufacturing centers, but
Mrs. D. Gilkeson, 326 Ingles Ave., Youngs
these are not of a serious nature. Indications
wisdom
by
it
of
Priv*lege
town, Ohio, gained
art
putting
cold and cough* l therefore appear to point toward a revival in
so that it will look HI e
“My little girl had a severe
sister recommend* I the shoe trade, which has been unusually dull
•OKing it easy to comm it almost continuously. My The
first dose I gav * throughout the year. Trade in leather continFoley’s Honey and Tar.
in her throat an l ues quiet, with considerably more business
inflammation
the
her
relieved
c'tlz,-‘n should be interes
fc«r throat an l effected in sole than in upper stock on account
using only one bottle
of the fact that cloth and other materials than
food legislation at d after were
r2a 'ne
entirely free from inflammatior
lungs
of Foley
leather are still being substituted to a large
law is just such legi
Since then I always keep a bottle
no sub
extent in the uppers of women’s shoes.—Dun's
no less.—The Nation il
Accept
house.
Honey and Tar in the
l Review, December 3d.
stitutes. Sold by all Druggists.
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when it came to

gain

Everywhere. If not at yours, write for descriptive
circular to the nearest agency of the

Don’t

hmnln and Waldo
upon for a grand
...cteii to reach 15,000
Thorndike &
at the rate of 50
s, taking all varieis yields the farm-a barrel, and he disohout the worry of
a. to say nothing of
and wondering what
uy the time his fruit
-e paid for winter
A barrel of
a mrrel.
ut half a case of the
the apple-canning
a
will haee been paid
this firm alone about
a the factories stands
;t the same amount,
1

S'

and

though ,you pay $5, $10 or $20 for
ether lamps, you may get more expensive

steady employment
persons, utilizing

,g

low-priced,

The luncheon of the New State of
Maine club, enjoyed by several present
and former residents of that State, at
the United States hotel, Boston, the
other day, will not be forgotten soon by
those present. The luncheon was arranged by J. Currier Tarbox of Farmington, H. H. Rice of Boston and others.
Those who were present on this occasion
included, besides Mr. Tarbox and Mr.
Rice, Roy Gammon, Frank E. Bradbury,
Roy Atkins, Daniel Bonney, John Sweet,
State Treasurer Elmer Stevens and Porter Russell of Boston, F. 0. Stanley of
Newton and Dr. Mitchell, owner of the
Billerica School for Boys. Nearly every
member of the “bunch” claimed Franklin county as home. Before the luncheon
was over many stories of the old days
had been exchanged.

otjpotxtoea
Beckwith,

even

...

oifi

is

of

Four thousand bushels
from ten and one-quarter acresi is the
of
bumper crop that J.
Athens finished putting into his cellar
last Saturday. And put of aH that were
were rotten,
dug less than half a bushel
is unusually
while the proportion of culls
those
beautiful
small. Another one of
demonstrations of the Aroostook methods in central Maine.
Mr. Beckwith moved down from Fort
Fairfield two years ago. He had a nice
farm of 70 acres up there, but when he
it he took no
was offered $6,500 for
chances on letting the buyer get away.
keen
for a barAnd his nose was just as

Lamp of Real Beauty

Rayo Lamp

State of Maine Chib in Boston.

Athens.

because it gives the best light of all
iamos. The Rayo gives a white, soft,
mellow, diffused light—easy on the
e/c because it cannot flicker. You
can use your eyes as long as you wish
under the Rayo light without strain.

{rom
with interest:
^ be read
f( w people in this city
^
to which
,
the extent
;ness of Thorndike &
The Rockland firm
\
! ..
rive factories, which
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As
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portions B
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Famous

AROOSTOOK FARMING.
Beckwith
Exemplified by Mr.

buying

another

farm, too. He located the place in Athacres carefully,
ens, looked over its 250
noted that considerably more than half
could be plowed, and then paid $4,000 for
it as quickly as he could get the papers.
The land was in a bad way when he
came to turn it over, but the Aroostook
treatment was all it is cracked up to be.
Lots of harrowing, lots of cultivating,
and plenty of fertilizer, told the story in
Athens that they do everywhere else.
Three thousand bushels of potatoes came
out of the old fields last year, and while
other growers sat around and wondered
what to do, Mr. Beckwith sold his crop
and went to work in the woods. He
didn’t make a whole lot that season, but
neither did he get stung as so many oth-

Improvements

are

tonic in

shape; same weight;
same quality.
If you buy a cake of Lenox
Soap and like it, you can keep
on buying it with the knowledge

Clinton.

purchased
raising potatoes extensively.

that every other cake will be

good.

Lenox Soap—
“Just fits
the hand”

On the

“Had dyspepsia or indigestion for years. No |
appetite, and what I did eat distressed me terribly. Burdock Blood Bitters cured me.”—J.
H. Walker, Sunbury, Ohio.

n

W1NTERPORT PERSONALS.

§j

Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel Lord and family
have moved to the Seavey farm in Frank-

|

John Philbrook of the schooner
Elsie A. Bayles has been in town the

Capt.

past week.
Miss Elizabeth Treat returned Saturday from Rockland, where she spent
Thanksgiving with friends.

will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.

JACKSON & HALL, Belfast Agents.

THE

...

wood returned with them.

Alfred Thompson has closed his home
in this town and with his daughter. Miss
Laura X. Thompson, will spend the winter at the home of Dr. J. S. Thompson
in Cambridge, Mass.
Would Abolish Gang Hook.

Suggestions to Shippers—Ship Early and

Augusta, Me., November 30. J. W.
Avoid Rush.
Brackett, chairman of the fish and game i
commission, will introduce a bill in the
1
CViirt
nonlrarro starltr_Ktr Flr
legislature to abolish the use of gang
cember loth, if possible. The express hooks in
trolling. He believes the gang
a
will
small
label
to
give you
company
hook is cruel and destructive, as every |
on
the
“Do
not
package reading:
paste
fish hooked in this way is killed, whether
open until Christmas.” This will give of a size permitted by law to be taken or
for
the
to
reach
its
package
opportunity
not.
He believes it is unsportsmanlike.
destination before Christmas, and give This kind of hook includes
some of the
the additional pleasure to the recipient of most
popular forms of “spinners” used
the gift of having it on Christmas morninland
waters of
fishermen
in
the
by
ing.
and sometimes has as many as
Maine,
2.
Use wooden boxes for packing, 18
points.
especially for glass and other fragile
articles, which should be well protected.
Never can tell when you’ll mash a linger or
trntii*

a

39c.

Genuine

29c.

Himalaya Cloth,

Ask for what you want and see if
reasonable price. Call and see at

BURNHAM

| COMPLETE

afterOctober 1C, 1910, trains connectat Burnham and Waterville with through
rains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portand and Boston will run as follows :
On and

BUSINESS DIRECTORIES

ng

FROM

Full Statistics of All State Interests

Balm

absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

A.M.

P. M.

12 15
tl2 20
U2 30
12 42
t12 54
1 00
1 08
1 30
1 55

Jnity.

PRICE, POSTPAID, $2.00

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects

j
|
I
|

GRENVILLE M. DONHAM,

Burnham, arrive.
Jlinton.
Benton.

I

Bangor.

Waterville.
Portland.
3oston.

Publisher,

Congress Street,

City Building,

opp.

TO

PORTLAND, MAINE.

be destroyed, the inner mark
will insure prompt forwarding and de-

livery.

If not convenient to

ship in wooden
boxes, use strong wrapping paper (not
newspapers), and tie with strong cord.
If package contains anything of
9.
perishable nature, write the word “perishable” in large, plain letters on the box
or package, which will call for special
attention and delivery.
If people will observe these suggesassist in the
tions, they will greatly
oi-Pf in rmn/l
8.
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University of Maine

Men Honor New

President.

Bangor, Me., November 30. Dr. Robert K. Aley, who will tomorrow take uf
his duties as president of the Universitj
of Maine, was the guest of honor at e
complimentary banquet tendered him ir
the Colonial apartments hotel by alumn:
of the university.
Other guests included E. B. Winslow
of Portland, Samuel W. Gould of Skowhegan, Charles L. Jones of Corinna, Johr
A. Roberts of Norway, William T. Haines
of Waterville, Sumner P. Mills of Stonington, Edwin J. Haskell of Westbrook
and John M. Oak of Bangor, trustees;
Dr. Merritt C. Fernald, first president of
the institution; Dean James N. Hart,
who has been acting president; Henry
Lord of Bangor, ex-president of the
trustees; Charles P. Hatch, State auditor; several members of the faculty and
alumni and upper classmen, making about
125 present.
William B. Pierce of Bangor was toastmaster. The speakers were Mr. Haines,
Mr. Gould and Dr. Aley. Mr. Haines
reviewed the history of the institution,
and gave a particularly complimentary
reference to the retiring president. Dr.

George Emory Fellows.

Mr. Gould said the mode of living of
of the faculty was not a fit example
of economy for the student body, many
of whom were from families of very

some

obtaining an
education only by much sacrifice.
Dr. Aley said henceforth Maine was
his adopted State, and that his best efforts would be pledged to the development of its university.
moderate means, and were

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO RIA^

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK, BELFAST,

Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills and
Became Well and Strong Again.

Miss Florence Whitehouse, a music
teacher, of No. 536 Oakley avenue, Kansas City, Mo., found Dr. Williams’ Pink

exactly

suited to her case and hei
cure should encourage other women tc
give these pills a trial. She says:
“A few years ago I was afflicted with
weakness, which followed a severe attack
I had severe pains through
of malaria.
the small of my back and could hardly
It seemed that every bone
move around.
in my body was sore. I was chilled
through all of the time. During the
warmest days of summer I would have
I was just
to dress with heavy clothing.
1
like a skeleton and kept losing flesh.
would have terrible headaches. My head
felt as though it was whirling around.
My people thought I was going into consumption and I did not care whether I
lived or not. I was sick for nearly six
years.
“I was under the care of
3t2\eiai

Luuiiwiio.

lie

a

doctor foi

me <xxi

e

axxu

about all. I could see no imunder his treatment and, as a
ast resort, my people sent me to Excelsior Springs, Mo., thinking that the
I did not
water there might help me.
improve much but while there I heard oi
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills, and as soon as
I arrived home I began to take them. I
could see a quick change after a short
trial. I told my doctor what I was taking and he advised me to continue with
them. He said they just hit my case. I
took the pills until I became well and
strong again and 1 have since been in
good health. I cheerfully recommend
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills to weak wo-

that

was

firovement

men.”
Two helpful booklets “Diseases of the
Blood” and “Plain Talks to Women,”
giving more information about the remedy will be sent free on a postal card re•

quest.

Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are Bold

druggists,

or

will be sent,

by all
postpaid, on
her box; six

receipt of price, 50 cents
boxes for $2.50, by the Dr. Williams
Medicine Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
The genuine are sold only in packages
bearing the full trade-mark, “Dr. WilUams’ Pink Pills for Pale People.”

Bangor.

Burnham, depart.
Unity...

j

Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.

Gitypoint.

Successor to George W. Burgess,
PROPRIETOR.

|

JOB PRINTING.

I

COMMERCIAL

PRINTING

A.M.

7 00

A.M.
9 00
12 3

>

7 15
9 50
3 15
7 CO-12 26
P. M.

Benton.
Jlinton.

ELIZABETH M. BURGESS,

Tried

20
25
35
47
59
05
13
35
20
30
15
40
15
20

A.M.

PRINTINGOFFICEi

After Years of Terrible Suffering She

15
12
5ll
00

7 30

Portland. 10 55
Waterville.

Will Be Interested in the Story ol
This Kansas City Woman.

3
2
4
8

P.M.

2
t2
12
2
t2
3
3
3
5
5
5
5
8
11

BELFAST
P.M.

BURGESS

WOMEN WHO
NEED STRENGTH

Pills

BANQUET TO DR. ALEY.

7 53
8 15
8 39
8 48
11 35
8 54
11 50
315

Boston.

(Your address.)

markings

BELFAST.

Belfast, depart. 7 00
t7 05
A new Township and Railroad Map of Maine ! Bitypoint.
Waldo.47 15
Revised to date.
7 27
Brooks.
Every OFFICE and HOME needs it for ; inox. i7 39
j handy reference.
Thorndike. 7 45

the diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh and drives ;
away a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores i
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
age reading:
60 cts. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
390
From. j Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
i
Lly .brothers, 5b Warren Street, New York.

(Consignee’s address.)
This in order that, should the outer

BELFAST

II

Of 20 Cities and 428 Towns

package, with
Tags are frequently torn

furnish it at

CONTAINS

or

To.

we cannot

The Maine Register

Remedy
FOR

Cream
Ely’s
is quickly

Suesine Silk reduced to

Dow’s Corner, Brooks, flame

A Reliable

Write the address in full—State,
county, city, street and number—on the
3.

..

We have almost everything you would call for in the dry
and fancy goods line. We have some carefully selected
goods and intend to make it for your interest to trade
with us. We have remnants and cdds and ends that we
sell very cheap.

Lewis Atwood and Miss Kit Atwood

spent Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs.
O. C. Atwood in Searsport. Walter At-

safe.

]yl$

YORK.

DRY AND FANCY GOODS

Fred W. Brown, Esq., of Belfast was
guest at the home of his sister and
niece, Mrs. Clara Brier and Mrs. Belle
Erskine, last week.

a

suffer a cut, bruise, burn or scald. Be prepared.
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil instantly relieves the
pain—quickly cures the wound.

COMPANY, NEW

H
I

HARCELLUSJ. DOW

Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Blaisdell of Brookat the
home of Mr. and Mrs. L. F. French.

It may cost a few cents more, but the
danger of damage will be veryjmuch reduced, and you should do your part to
make the transportation of your gift

COE-MORTIMER

K

rt

lyn, N. Y., spent Thanksgiving

PACKAGES.

H

1910

They

|

fort.

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE5

18571

«

action, quick

ink or crayon.
off and lost.
4.
If you want to prepay the charges,
write the word “paid” in large, plain
letters on the package.
5.
Insist upon a receipt, and see that
the amount paid and the value are marked on the receipt and on the package.
6.
Write your own address in full
somewhere on the package, following
the prefix: From.”
7.
Enclose a card in each box or pack-

as

Town House Hill.

results, and restore'the natural action of the
kidneys and bladder. They correct irregularities. Sold by all druggists.

box

same

True farm, in what is known as the Town
House School District, a very expensive
house and out-buildings have been built
the past year by Mr. McDonaldson of
Montana, who married a granddaughter
of Nathan Brackett, a pioneer settler on

in

CHRISTMAS EXPRESS

size;

farms in town and commenced

gus.
Pills

is like every other cake—same

The improvements in Clinton the past
few years are worthy of notice, says a correspondent of the Pittsfield Advertiser.
In the village much has been done from
a business view while the residences
show equal improvement.
A soldiers’
monument has been placed near the village cemetery, on the road to Benton
Falls, which speaks well for the patriotism of the citizens. The farms throughout the town are in a high state of cultivation. Several Aroostook farmers have

There were oats this year where potatoes grew last, and the crop just filled
the big barn right up to the gables.
Most of the barn floor space was taken
ap with what was harvested from one
In fact the looks of everyicre of corn.
thing sets one to wondering what Mr.
Beckwith will do with his crop when he
gets his big farm to really producing.
Here :s everything full before he has
turned over a quarter of it.
Ter horses, two cows, and a few
'hickt-ns are all the stock on the place
now.
A little later there will be some
sheep, and after the fields are once seedid, cows. Then we shall see one of the
banner farms of central Maine. Five of
the horses are of trotting stock, since
Mr. Beckwith has quite an eye for choice
things in that line. There are two brood
mares, two suckling colts and one yearling. The latter was sired by May King,
while the youngsters are by Pilot Nelson.
Mr. Beckwith is so agreeably surprised
with the way his farm produces crops of
all kinds that already he considers it
worth at least $2,000 more than he paid
for it. Then he thinks that by the time
the Athens electric railroad has been
running f»r a while, and he is ready to
take life a little easier, somebody will be
very glad to part with about $15,000 to
get possession of the establishment.
And his judgment to date makes that
figure look conservative.—Portland Ar-

Foley Kidney

in

Every cake of Lenox Soap

A SPECIALTY
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Belfast, arrive..
tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and ali stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest, via all routes for 6ale by L. J. Sanborn

Agent,

i

7 21
7 30
8 35
8 54
9 02
t» 10
9 25
19 35
t9 45
9 50

Belfast.

F. E. BOOTHBY, General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President & General Manager,
Portland, Maine.

FOR YOUR

Eastern Steamship Co.

Fancy Groceries
-AND-

REDUCED

Canned Goods
GO TO

CHARLES F.
i

MASONIC

SWIFT,
co n

FARE,

BELFAST

BOSTON, $2.25.

TURBINE STEEL

STEAMSHIP BELFAST

Leave

TE3IPLE.
Se

WINTER

AND

d- h and I
1

Belfast 2.00 p. m., Monday and
Thursday for Camden, Rockland and Boston.
For Searsport, Bucksport, W
interport and

Bangor, Wednesday

and

Saturday

7.30

a.

m.,

goods of every de- or on arrival of steamer from Boston.
Furniscription.
KETl'llMXU
ture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Leave Boston, Tuesday and Fridav 5.00 p. m.
furniture
Antique
Leave Rockland Wednesday and
a specialty. If you
Saturday
5.15 a.m., or on arrival of steamer from Boston.
have anything to
sell drop me a j
FRED W. ROTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.
postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS,
Corner Cross ami Federal Streets, Belfast,

S. W. Johnson, M.D.
OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.
Office hours every afternoon from 1 to 4.

Evenings 1 sliall l»e at my residence, 23
Court Street, to answer calls.
Office telephone call, 256, ring 11.
House telephone call 32. ring 22.
Phones— Hospital 114-13.

Residence 108-18

William Lincoln West
Ex-Veterinary Inspector Bureau of Animal
Industry V. S. Department of Agriculture.

VETERINABIAN
T KEATS

All.

DISEASES

iOF ANIMALS

Bo.pltfil. Ptiaimacy and Office.
BELFAST.tMAlNE
81 BING STREET,
Hoapltal Never Closed.

Dr. W. C. LIBBEY,
DENTIST,

92

MAIN STREET,

BELFAST, MAINE

TKLEPIIOSK

333-3

For Sale
One of the finest residences in Belfast—containin g 12 rooms and a bath. Hot and cold
*n 8*x
8^eeP^nS rooms. Excellent closet
Waier
and
storage accommodations. Fine stable connected. For other particulars apply to.
CHARLES F. THOMPSON.
Belfast; March 24, 1910.—12tf

WANTED
A girl or woman as an assistant at the Home
for Aged Women. Apply at
THE HOME, 22 Cedar Street.
I

gravitate to the bargain counter,
marked down to 50 cents, or less. The

old-time dime

BELFAST. THURSDAY. DECEMBER 8. 1910
PUBLISHED

EVERY

THURSDAY BY

| Business Manager

The editor of Turf, Farm and Home
recently interviewed Aroostook potato
growers as to the cost of raising them
and found that no two agreed, their estimates ranging from 23 to 46 1-2 cents a
bushel. One successful grower plants
potatoes one year, then oats and then
seeds down to grass. Turf, Farm and
Home tells the Aroostook farmers that
they should raise horses, should make
their own butter and cheese and have
some to sell, and says that adherence to
one crop will sooner or later prove ruinous to the county.
That this idea is
gaining ground would appear from the
following editorial in the Fort Fairfield
Review:
Would it not be a perfectly reasonable
thing to raise fewer potatoes in Aroostook, have more ground to devote to
other things and more work to put upon
them; pay out a little less for fertilizers,
and buy much less of everything we
need to use? Of course everybody sees
that potatoes should be, and always will
be, the leading crop in Aroostook, but
there is no reason why we should go
crazy over the matter and raise practi-

Gardiner Reporter-Jcurnal dis“He
missed Tolstoi with the remark.
■was doubtless a great man, but something of a crank.”
The

The Evening Star reports the arrival
in Washington, in good health and good
humor, of Speaker Cannon. Yes, and
from now until March 4,1911, the Democrats will have to face the Cannon’s

mouth.
the Supreme Court
that the clerks of courts were duly
elected by the votes cast for county clerk
is a practical, sensible and just solution
of the problem presented, and will be so
The decision of

,j

Some

i__ui„

one

has said that

an

optimist

who can make lemonade out of
lemons that are handed to him.—Exis

a

man

change.
And some one else has

said that

a

is a man who can steal your
coat and vest and explain it in such a

diplomatist

Roots

stories of

were

j

cally none of the other things
to use and cou'd raise so well.

we

The Travellers Club will meet with the
Misses Field, Primrose Hill, Tuesday, Dee.
13th. Program: Paper, “Peter the Great,” by
Miss Mabel R. Mathews; readings, Tsarskoe
Selo and Peterhof, to be supplied; Nijni Nov-

That have great medicinal power, are
raised to their highest efficiency, for
purifying and enriching the blood, as
they are combined in Hood’s Sarsa-

parilla.

40,366 testimonials received by actual
count in two years. Be sure to take

j

gorod by Mrs. Amos Clement.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated, tablets called Sarsatabs.

A new Belfast basket ball team has been organized, with Albert Mudgett manager. Henry
Cunningham, Wilbur Colby and Harold and
Herbert Dickey will play. They have engagBlock for
ed the
room in the Pythian

dining

—

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mies Frothingham to-morrow, Friday, afternoon at 2.30
o'clock.
A list of donations to the Waldo County
General hospital is published on the 7th page.
Some additional lists, including many donations from Searsmont, we are unable to print
this week.
Two gypsies, evidently mother and daughter, appeared on the streets early Monday
morning. They were in extremely gorgeous
array, the elder wearing a dress and wrap
made of the old-fashioned bandanna handkerchiefs. They called at every store and office
addressed themselves more particularly to
men.
They wanted to read palms “just
for fun.”
and

j

the

1

Miss Ivy Babbidge of Dark Harbor will enthe New England Telegraph office for several weeks’ instruction.
Miss May Pendleton
of Dark Harbor has returned home after several weeks’ practice in telegraphy at the Belfast office. Misses Pendleton and Babbidge
will have charge of the new telegraph branch
st Dark Harbor in connection with the central

telephone office.
riuvrirn

TV_n
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lnnwniniv

with interest and pleasure that the office of
friends of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick the Western Union Telegraph Co. in Dexter
in the future, be located in the New Engwill,
A. Griffin will learn with regret that Mr. Griffin
land Telephone and Telegraph Co.’s offices,
was stricken with a shock a few days ago while
Masonic building in Main street—this change
superintending the digging of a grave in a to take effect on December 6th. Linemen are
burial place near his home on the Pitcher road. expected here today to make the necessary
that an operator
He was taken to his home and a physician call- change, and it is reported
from Camden will hare charge of the office
ed, who found the left side paralyzed, and we and the regular hours will be from 8 o’clock in
the morning until 8 o’clock in the evening.
are sorry to learn that there has been little or
no improvement in his condition for the past
The above is from the Bangor News of Dec.
few days. Mr. and Mrs. Griffin were getting 2nd. The manager of the new office is Miss
ready to go to Florida to spend the winter when Alice Thorndike of this city, who left here for
Dexter on Saturday, Dec. 3rd, after having
he was stricken.
Prof. John M. Briscoe of the Department of enjoyed a few weeks of vacation and much
needed rest at the home of Mrs. G. F. Ryan at
Forestry, University of Maine, will give a lecFor about two years Miss
ture on “The Planting and Care of Shade the Upper Bridge.
of the work
Trees,” with the stereopticon Illustrations Thorndike has done practically all
in Memorial Hall tomorrow, Friday, even- in the Camden Western Union office, where
and
ing, at 8 o’clock. There will be no charge during the summer months a very heavy
important business is handled, and by her unfor admission and the

The Democrats have charged that the
Republicans were in favor of prohibition
but opposed to its enforcement, and have
An analysis of the returns shows that pretended to be
opposed to prohibition
the Democratic candidates for Congress | but in favor of its enforcement, while it
in this State fell behind their party vote was
the law of the State. We use the
in all four districts, Pennell, in the first word
pretended advisedly, for the cases
district, making the poorest showing. In are
very rare indeed where a Democratic
the third district Gould, Dem., received official has enforced the law
against liway that you will hand him your watch

plated ware, cut glass, Pickard china, etc_
Carle & Jones announce cut prices on Christmas goods for the week of Dec. 8th to
15th.
They have the biggest and most varied stock
they have ever shown and the goods and
prices are alike tempting. See the prices
quoted in their advt. and call and look
at the many bargains offered.H. E.

ter

The many

want.

....

Prof. W. C. Chapman will bring to Belfast, to
appear in a concert January 24th, three New
York artists it will be a delight and privilege
to hear.
They are John Barnes Wells, tenor;
Estelle Harris, soprano; Hans Kronold, ’celloist. The concert will be under the auspices of
the Belfast Musical Society.

|

McDonald, 70 Main street, reminds you
that something useful and durable is
always
acceptable as a Christmas gift and invites you
to call and see what he has to offer in the furniture line-The Dinsmore Store
suggests
that you turn over a new leaf in gift
giving
this year and make your presents mean something; and what could be a more thoughtful
gift than a box of the famous Holeproof guaranteed hose... .Read Carle & Jones Christmas
Edison Phonograph offer, which begins
today,
Thursday. Edison Phonographs, any style,

with 12 records of your own
choice, $2 down
and $2 per month-At, Lothrop’s, 78 Main
street, you will find an attractive display of
articles suitable for Christmas gifts,
including
choice china, glassware, leather goods,
toys
and games, dolls, books, Christmas tree decorations, etc-Eastern Star pin lost.. Finder
will be rewarded on
leaving it at The Journal
office... E. H. Park of Pittsfield, N. H., has a
year-old collie dog for sale—a dog with a pediChristmas cards, ten cents a
gree
dozen,
at W. H. Richards, Masonic
Temple .'Annual
meeting of the stockholders of The City National Bank of Belfast at 10 a. m.,
January 10th.
-Chase & Doak, 25 Main street are
a

selling. Now it is announced that
following the inauguration of Governor
the Republican candidate, ran 1,300 votes Plaisted there will be a concerted
effort,
ahead of his party ticket.
in which saloon keepers, clubs and others |
Improvement Society,
i'ne remarks of Hon. S. W. Gould at interested in the liquor traffic will join,
under whose auspices Prof. Briscoe comes, in- failing patience and courtesy has won many
the alumni banquet to President Aley of to enforce prohibition in all parts of the i vites all interested to attend.
Mr. Linwood words of praise and appreciation, both from
the University of Maine were in the State, w'ith a view to making the law so
who is taking the Forestry course the townspeople and from the summer resiThompson,
worst possible taste. It was not. so much odious that the people will welcome a at the U. of M., will accompany Prof. Briscoe, i dents. The people of Dexter are to be conIt is safe to say j and
the ideas he advanced as his manner of license law in its place.
both will be guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sel- gratulated upon having secured so faithful and
making
that
had
such
a
been
announced wyn
policy
painstaking an operator for their new office, specialty of watches this
Thompson.
■expressing them. He would deprive the
year and have all the
before the State election, a Republican
and Miss Thorndike’s many friends in Belfast,
Songs of Othek Days. Mr. Charles R
best makes in all the best cases; also a fine
faculty of their vacations, have them on
Governor and Republican legislature Coombs will
where she learned telegraphy, and in Camden line of clocks.
See their attractive window
give the lecture, Songs of Other
duty every day in the year, and charged
would have been elected by substantial
them with “extravagance in what are
Days, illustrated by his large Victor Talking where she has done such conscientious work, display.... Carl© & Jones are giving January
new
in
her
will
wish
her
success
and
happiness
prices on all coats and suits. Let them give
known as social functions and college majorities. The disappointment of many Machine, in Memorial Hall this, Thuipday,
quor

_

BLANKETS!
a

-at_

New Advertisements. Santa Claus, as
usual, will have headquarters at D. P. Palmer’s,
Masonic Temple. It is next door to his old
stand and a bigger store, in which the large
stock of holiday goods can be displayed to advantage. In addition to choice lines of brass
and leather goods, china and Japanese ware,
Christmas cards, books, booklets, etc, Palmer
has everything desirable in men’s furnishings
H. J. Locke & Sons Christmas window is
one of the features of the
holiday season and
each year shows an advance on the one preceding in tasteful arrangement and the beauty
of the goods displayed. Don’t miss it as
you
go down Main street, and remember that it is
no trouble to show
goodd. You will find in this
store clocks and watches in great
variety, the
latest designs in jewelry, sterling silver and

practice work and some interesting games may
be looked for later in the season.

The News of Belfast.

and chain.

3112 votes less than the average party
strength, while Hon. Edwin C. Burleigh,

The Christmas Red Cross seals are now on
sale at the following local stores: M. P. Woodcock & Son; James H. Howes; N. H. Hopkins
& Co.; H. J. Locke & Son; City Drug Store;
and Poor’s Drug Store. The proceeds will be
used for the Hebron Sanitarium and it is hoped many thousands will be sold to aid in the
good work.

Brown,

Barks Herbs

mandments or the frailties and misdeeds
of humanity, as do so many of the “best
sellers”

Obadiah Gardner says that the Democratic machine is against him, and he
ought to know.

__i

novels

adventure, improbable perhaps, but not
dealing with the violation of the com-

The Republican Journal Publishing Co.
rHARLES A. FILSBURY,

A Petition of bankruptcy has been filed with
the clerk of the United States district court by
Caroline E. Rowell, Liberty;-debts, $299. Principal creditors, James A. Rowell. Attorney,
F. W.
Belfast.

soon

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL
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L. SLEEPER&Co;j

We wish

everybody

Edison

|

to know that we are agents

j

f0r

j

Phonographs

-and

Records

offentaH

And as such CAN and WILL duplicate
any
any agent is allowed to make.
We can give you a free trial,
We can give you their exchange proposition.
We can give you the four minute attachment
In fact, we want a share of your patronage and
will give you EVERY ADVANTAGE the
company
w,ii a,iow any agent to give. Our stock of
Machines
and Records is complete. We are also
agents for the

:

o

={

Victor
U

Ji

f

Talking Machine

and have a fine assortment of Machines and
Record
We want you to hear both machines, the “EDlSt i\"
and the “VICTOR." Which ever one
you like best
is the one we want to sell you.
We have them both. Give us a chance to sh w

n

j

|

I

j
j

I

J, L. SLEEPER & CO.

..

He was
activities.”
head at the feast.

a

veritable death’s

who voted the Democratic ticket if any
attempt is made at enforcement under

regime will be very great.
Because of a kind word spoken by
Preparations to run open bars were made
of
his
inevitable
Senator Hale
successor,
in some instances as soon as the result
Hon. Charles F. Johnson, the esteemed
The
Lewiston Journal speaks of Johnson as of the election was announced.
“Hale’s candidate.” The dear Journal, Lewiston correspondent of the Bangor
in these latter years, is very peculiar.— Commercial
says of the rumor there that
Bridgtor, News.
the newly elected sheriff will not allow
Senator Hale only said what any genthe rum shops to open: “This will be a
tleman would say under like conditions.
great disappointment to those who are
He recognized Mr. Johnson’s abilities,
engaged in the liquor traffic. They have
which few will dispute, and said that
the

new

been led to think that as soon as the

when Mr. Johnson came to Washington
Sturgis deputies are withdrawn, they
to take his seat in the Senate he should
could open the saloons and go on with
be glad to render him any assistance
the business unmolested.
Some men
needed. It was the right thing to say,
have made quite elaborate preparations
with the idea that they are to be allowed
“Some think
The laws cannot meet all cases. Per- to have free rein.”
haps it would be more correct to say that that the quickest way to bring about a
the laws are not always enforced as they different system is to enforce the present
Should be and thus transgressors are al- laws. This will not suit those who want
lowed to go unpunished. The duty then
devolves upon society to protect itself,
bv refusing recognition to the dishonest
and immoral, who are too often admitted
into homes whose doors should be barred
against them. It is encouraging crime

to sell rum, for all they think about is
their immediate profits.”

$100

Reward

*$100

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease that science has been able to cure in all
and immorality to admit to intimacy and its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now known to
to social gatherings those who are un- the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a condisease, requires a constitutional
worthy to associate with honorable and stitutional
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken in'refined people, and there would be less ternally,
acting
directly upon the blood and
1
crime and less immorality if the guilty muiqus surfaces of the system, thereby dethe foundation of the disease, and
stroying
'were socially ostracised, as they should
giving the patient strength by building up the
constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much faith in
its curative powers that they offer One HunDuring the campaign which preceeded dred
Dollars for any case that it fails to cure.
the last State election the Republicans i Send for list of testimonials.
were charged with extravagance, but Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75 cents.
when their Democratic accusers were
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
asked to point out where retrenchment

J_

'should have been made, whether in the

The News of Brooks

appropriations for schools, roads, hospitals or asylums, they were unable, or
Unwilling, to answer. Now an Augusta
correspondent of the Bangor Commer-

Martha E. Luce and daughter Bertha
are visiting her daughter Mrs. Nellie Cain in
Clinton.

cial reports conservative Democrats as
saying that too much is spent for schools,

charities and roads, and it is believed
that the pruning knife will be applied in
these directions. This is cheering news
to the friends of progress and of humanity; but what else was to be expected.
The

new

South is different from the

old South in many ways, says the Boston
It is much more business-

Transcript.
like ;it is
idea of

not

a

a

good

whit less

hospitable, but

time is different from that

'ts fathers entertained.

States

its

Most

of

its

prohibition by preponderance of popular opinion, even when the
attempt to make the liquor traffic unconstitutional has failed.
Georgia and
Alabama have Statewide prohibition;
thirty-three Louisiana parishes are dry;
so are the majority of the Florida counties. Mississippi prohibits the sale of
all intoxicating liquor.
South Carolina
has but five wet counties out of fortytwo.
North Carolina is dry.
Texas
came near going for Statewide prohibiare

for

tion, and 154 of its counties refuse to
license.

Virginia’s option system

has

r..11;„i_•

Seventy-one counties.
The reader of manuscripts laid a bulky
on the publisher’s desk.
“There’s a best seller for you,” he declared excitedly, “or I never saw one!
“Sure? asked the publisher.

^package

“Absolutely!” replied

the enthusiast,
“‘same old story of the sensitive wife,
the sympathetic affinity, and the brutal

husband—but, by George, the

author
has killed off the brutal husband with a

Joy ride
budget.

in

an

aeroplane.”—Boston
•

This is too close to the truth to be
funny. The dime novel of the past, so
severely criticised and so universally
condemned, was clean and wholesome
“compared with the "best sellers” of today, which attract attention by flashy
bindings and alluring titles to their often
unsavory and uncleanly contents. For
these books in the time of their success
-the public has to pay $1.50, but they

Mrs.

the grange last Monday evening Charles
E. Lane was again unanimously re-elected
Master, after several years of service, but
positively declined to serve.
At

The Good Templars installed their officers
last Saturday evening and had a collation at
the close of the regular exercises. Next Saturday evening there will be a literary entertainment.
The community was saddened to learn of the
leath of Percia P. Clifford, which occurred at
ii8 home last Sunday morning after a short
llness from brain fever, following a shock. He
vas a prominent member of Harvest Home
Grange, and also of George G. Davis Post, G.
R.; was a gallant soldier in the War of the

iebellion,

a

prosperous

farmer,

and

an

o’clock. The most popular songs
|
°f the different periods will be given, and the
lecturer will tell of their origin and authors.
The records are all new. It will be a benefit
to the Home for Aged Women, of which Mr.
| Coombs has been an interested director since
its beginning. Admission, 25 cents, which inj eludes a dance at the close of the lecture, with

evening

at 8

Miss Thorndike is especially pleased
to have been appointed to this office as she has
a sister living in Dexter, in whose family she

position.

win now mane ner nome.

William H.
From Gas Poisoning.
Staples, Jr., an employe of the Penobscot Bay
Electric Company, met his death by asphyxiation on Main street in front of Odd Fellow
Death

you a price on them.They have 500
to give away at Perry’s Market, Main

PURE AND FRESH, AT

-Also

street,
tell you how you can be worth a barrel of
money. See the quotations every day on the
bulletin board-Buy your Christmas candies,

Scott’s Emulsion
original—has

been

the standard for thirty-five

years.
There

so-called

(

tations which

I

\

it

Christmas!
Is

We H?ve

after
eye

they have tried all sorts of
doctors, and eye treatment.

Resolved, That our heartfelt sympathy be
;xtended to his family; that we have a page in

records dedicated to his memory; that we
Irape our charter for thirty days and that we
nstruct our secretary to forward a copy of
;hese resolutions to the family of the deceased.
Mrs. Emma Huxford,
) Committee
Mrs. Isabelle Boody, v
Qn
Mrs. Grace Tasker,
J Resolutions
>ur

coveiy

Our

We don’t claim to know everything, but we do know one

thing well.
Spectacles

We know how to fit

to relieve many
ills and ailments that will never
so as

them

complexion

A Clear Skin and Bright Eyes are Easy to
Get.
All the beauty creams in creation won't unwove your complexion if your stomach is out
if order.

Belching of gas and heartburn

mean

bad
bad

Food in the stomach. Bad food means
ilood and bad blood means a bad complexion.
Try MI-O-NA stomach tablets for stomach
nisery, biliousness, dizziness and indigestion.
They relieve in a few minutes; they make rich,
red blood.
They are guaranteed by A. A.
Howes & Co. to cure or money back.
Read what a Kansas woman says;
“I had been doctoring a year for stomach
trouble and found nothing that did as much
good as MI-O-NA. I only have the Becond
box and they have relieved all pain in my
itomach. MI-O-NA has done a world of good
For me when doctors failed.”—Mrs. Cordelia
B. Mann, 207 E. 11th St., Junction City, Kans.
MI-O-NA stomach tablets are sold by A. A.
Howes A Co. and druggists everywhere for 60
cents a large box.
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The Latest Toys and Games
Dolls Dolls
Dolls

|

Books

§

Books

Books

Christmas Tree Decorations.
Christmas Postals and Booklets,
Our 10c. Department is Crowded with Bargains.

LCTHROP’S,

78 Main St.

over.

PIPES and (r

be relieved in any other way.

of all kinds for Christm

WE PROVE WHAT WE SAY

Don’t forget the place

D. F. STEPHEN
Next door to Wind

^^EZEZZIZZZZSa^
£MT SPECiALfST

^

Wanted!

Room No. 1, Odd Fellows’ Block

WHITE CHESTER BOAR

|

O. I. C
Ready

tor service.

t(47

'k

THE P^STURl

SUPPLIES.
We Have

I have a full line of all kinds of

NEW RAISINS

Every

^

Fa

for Doing

CURRANTS

Plumbing

CITRON

p

line of Box c

has just arrived. Cor

j
|

yourself—with
but dont buy it thin.

lfj

fancy

HO Apollo Choc..::

it

Choice Selection of China,
Everything in Leather Goods,
Everything in Glass Ware,
Useful Aluminum Articles,
Fancy Christmas Stationery.

j|

„)Ur

to Us

PRUNES, ETC.

it

>e

place

IS AT

thin, do

! CHRISTMAS GUTS j

and the

Many

People Come

all-

nembers, leaving a vacant place in our ranks,
ve will sorely miss him as one who was ever
eady to do well his part, ever abiding by our
notto, Faith, Hope and Charity; therefore,

coining

Candies, Nuts,
Oranges and Bananas

•ound good citizen.
Brooks Lodge, No. 34 I. O. G. T., has adopted
he following resolutions of respect on the
leath of brother Edward B. Edwards:
Whereas, The hand of Death has removed
rom among us one of our young and active
j

n

MANUFACTURINC^^OMp1^

original.

thick like

1

-WANT STITCHERS--

heavy

If you

Fastrv

Fancy

Street

ESTABROOK’S SHIRT

like thin milk—

SCOTT’S

BAKERY.

of

A full line of Caskets, Robes and Furnishing Goods always in sbu k
services are at your command. Satisfaction guaranteed. Phone com.

“just

the

TCiiids

Licensed Embalmers. State License No. 226

thousands of

good”
Emulsions, but they
not—they
simply

good
They

AH

SPENCER-EATON COMPANY
UNDERTAKERS,

and

the

CITY

THE
ji
5

barrels

nuts, oranges and bananas at D. F. Stephenson’s, next door to Windsor Hotel. Fancy
line of box candy and Apollo chocolates just
Vie tor mimic
block about 4 o’clock last Saturday afternoon. arrived. Pipes, tobacco and cigars of all kinds.
Mrs. Charles Bradbury gave a shirt waist At 8 o’clock Saturday morning he began to ’-The Whitten Bros., Opera House block,
the frozen earth for repairs on the gas have just taken m 20 cheeses of extra rich
party last Friday afternoon and evening to the pick
members of the Monday Bridge Club in honor pipe running parallel with the street crossing. quality and invite you to come in and try
of Mrs. Clement W. Wescott, who left Saturday The excavation had been made over the leak them. They have also just received a fresh
and after getting below the frost a small tun- lot of the Clark Biscuit Co’s, cookies—five
morning for New York. The ladies all wore
shirt waist costumes and the score sards bore nel had been cut and Mr. Staples was at work kinds, all for 10 cents a pound.Christmas
pictures of shirt waists, front and back views, on the pipe at the end of the trench. Mr. A. D. candies, mixed nuts, broken candy, assorted
which when matched designated partners. The Smalley in passing on his way to Dr. S. W. kisses, the best teas and coffees the market
prize was won by Mrs. Wescott, who received Johnson’s office in Odd Fellows’ block no- j affords, staple and fancy groceries for the
ticed the gas odor and on returning to the Christmas dinner at Chas. F. Swift’s, Masonic
a very handsome
Japanese crape hand-emW. Clark & Co., the Main
broidered shirt waist pattern. Each guest, street five minutes later, thinking it strange Temple-Harry
street clothiers, Belfast, also suggest practical
however was given a dainty souvenir of the the trench should have been left open, went
and they have a great variety of
affair, in the form of a shirt waist accessory. out to it. Seeing Mr. Staples bending over the gift giving,
A belt, and Irish lace jabot, belt buckle, collar pipe he asked if he had got it fixed and receiv- useful, wearable articles, in that line. If you
want clothing or furnishing goods look their
pins, collars, etc., were among the gifts. Din- ing no reply repeated the question. By this
time he realized that something was wrong stock over.
ner was served at 6 o’clock, after which there
and getting into the trench lifted Mr. Staples
was music and more bridge.
John McCaulifT, a clerk in A. A. Howes
At the regular meeting of Thomas H. Mar- up.
went to his assistance and together they
shall Circle, No. 8, Ladies of the G. A. R., last Store,
the apparently lifeless body out of the
Tuesday afternoon the following officers were got
trench. Assistance was called for and Dr. E.
elected: President, Mrs. Gertrude M. KnowlW. Tapley was at his side in a very few minis
ton; Senior vice president, Mrs. Augusta
The
utes and rendered all the aid possible
Fletcher; Junior vice president, Mrs. Frances
that
Dr. Tapley suffered
H. Murch; Treasurer, Mrs. Julia G. McKeen; gas was so ?trong
from its effects while working over its victim.
Chaplain, Mrs. Mabel L. Miller; Conductress,
was taken to his home on Bridge
Mrs. Hattie E. Riggs; Guard, Mrs. Arbella P. Mr. Staples
to the Waldo County hospital*
Towle. Delegates to the State encampment: i street and later
where it was hoped that by the use of oxygen
are
Mrs. Ida W. Mahoney, Mrs. Dora A. Bridges, |
Mrs. Hannah H. Wilson, Mrs. Frances K. animation might be restored; but it was a hopeas
Murch, Mrs. Drusilla Frisbee, Mrs. Martha J. less case from the first. Staples had been at
work with Scott Gray, another employe of the
White; alternates, Mrs. Arbella P. Towle,
who had left a few minutes before
are
Mrs. Hattie E. Riggs, tylrs.
M. A. Smart, company,
to shut off the gas and had instructed Staples
Mrs. Sarah A. Knight, Mrs. Harriet N. Carter
to wait until the trench was free from gas beare
imiand Mrs. Mary J. Emery.
The remaining
fore doing any more work. It is a rule of the
officers will be appointed at the installation,
are never
company that a man must not work alone on a
which will take place later.
leak, to guard against such accidents as ended
A Wedding Reception.
Mr. Victor E. the life of young Staples. An examination
as
as
Larrabee and Miss Alice E. Nickerson, both showed that Mr. Staples had removed the cap
of this city, were married Nov. 23d, and last from the pipe at the end of the trench and was
are
Thursday evening a reception was given in working on it when he became unconscious
their honor at the home of the bride’s parents, and fell. The deceased was the son of William
is
a
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Nickerson, in East Bel- H. and Myra C. (Dickey) Staples and lived on
fast. Mr. and Mrs. Larrabee were assisted in
cream.
Bridge street with his parents who with the
receiving by Mrs. Everett Nickerson and Miss following brothers and sisters survive him:
Valora M. Nickerson, sister of the bride. The Lillian J., wife of Oscar Lawry of Vinalhaven,
want
affair was very informal and nearly 100 guests Dana, Jesse L., James D., Otis V. and Gertrude
called to pay their respects to the young E., all of Belfast. This tragic death was a
water—
couple. Many beautiful and useful gifts, in- great shock to the community, occurring as it
cluding cut glass, china, silver, linen, rugs, etc., did when the streets were filled with people.
were received by the young couple, which have
The funeral was held at the late home at 2 p.
FOB SALE BT ALL DRUGGISTS
m. Tuesday, Rev. Adolph Rossbach officiating,
found a place in their new home at Mason’s
Mills, where they have gone to housekeeping.
at
PERRY’S
be
500 BARRELS to
given away
Send 10c.. name 'of paper and this ad. for onr
Nice refreshments were served by Mrs. Nick- CASH MARKET during the next three weeks.
beautiful Savings Bank and Child's Skotch-Book.
erson and Miss Nickerson,
and the young DO YOU WANT ONE? If so, CALL and we
Each bank contains a Good Look Penny.
couple were deluged with good wishes for will show you how you can save the BARREL
SCOTT & BOWNE, 409 Pearl St, New York
future happiness.
full of MONEY.

j

HOME MADE CANDY

j

-AND

Everything the'market affords for the
Christmas Dinner.
Give me a call and look it over.

Masonic

CHAS. F. SWIFF,

j

Temple

Promptly and

OPERA HOUSE

PHOTO
The B. O.

H
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Every job, large

PLAYS

manship.

Orchestra
n_.

C. L.

I

unrisiuias uuiuhb.

WRIGHT.

Plumbing

and Meat ng

Contractor

Bast Line of FANCY BOXES and HIGH
BRAOE CHOCOLATES we ever had.
Call and eej them at

OPERA

RM%

HOUSE

Belfast, Maine.

CHAS. F. SWIFT’S,

Telephone

Masonic Temple.
SPECIAL ELECTION DEC.

at Rinn

is given our best
and most caretV

TUESDAY, THURSDAY and SATURDAY
/mi

Heatmg

69-2

12TH.

"or Representative from the Searsport Class.
A Republican class convention of the towns
>f Searsport, Swanville, Stockton Springs,
islesboro and Waldo was held in Searsport,
rhursday, Dec. 1st, to select a candidate for
‘epresentative to be voted for at a special
Section to be held on Dec. 12th, made neceslary by a tie vote at the September election.
3. R. Buzzell presided. On motion of J. W.
Hack unanimous choice was made of Lincoln
Gilkey of Islesboro, the Republican candi*
late at the previous election.
Melvin R. Trim was named at the Demoratic class convention, held in Islesboro, Nov.
10th.

GIRLS
1

Vanted for shirt work at the
Estabrook Shirt

4

MIXED NUTS and
BROKEN ( aM”
Assorted Kisses, &tc

•

Lt CHARLES F. SWIFT’S,

1

Mason*"T'

*
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Read

The Universalist Social Aid will meet will
Mrs. O. S. Vickery this,
Thursday afternoon
at 2 o’clock.
A popular subscription is in
circulation
generously signed by the business men, foi
special excursions from surrounding towns t<

The Young Ladies' Social Union of the
Baptist church will have their Christmas
sale in
the church vestry next
Saturday afternoon at
2.30 o’clock. Everyone is invited to attend
and
look over their assortment of
fancy and useful
articles. Orders will be taken for work to
be
delivered after Christmas.

Before

Unclaimed letters
remaining in the Belfast
post office for the week ending December 6th:
Mrs. Cora Bugby, Mrs. Etta
Lena

into the attic and look at the
relics of the “useless”
kinds. Notice the Plush
Celluloid Cuff Boxes,

Look in Your Attic!
you make out your

*■**-

1~“Chr/st^!rve,s

“•BsisS-'sssasp--.*

Christmas List just step up
1

Albums,

McKeen,

Plaster Statuary and lots of other
things that you lave
stowed away and forgotten,
only to be burned up by

Thomas, Mrs. Ida M. Towle, Miss Albina L.
Warren, Miss Jamieson Wentworth, Asa A.
Lane, Perl Nickerson, Ray Richardson, S. T.
Stewart, J. R. Tobin, Oscar Wilkins, P. W.

'°r

The Opera House will
present this, Thursa big double show of six
reels,
foremost among which is Lena Rivers, from
Mrs. Mary J. Holmes novel. Mr. Hammons
will sing the latest song successes,
"Moonlight
Glide,’’ and "I Wish Someone Would Fall in
Love with Me.” To-night will be orchestra

Other

day, evening

attics

are

probably

the

same—so

why

the

Citypoint is rejoicing over the new watering
trough at the Rolerson spring, the battered
and leaking trough having been
replaced by a
trim affair, painted white and
looking as neat
as a new broom.
Now Citypoint wants a new
bridge and a few more electric lights on that
road to keep the new watering
trough from
looking lonesome.

Holidays

are

4 Piece

forgotten.

And what could be a more
Thoughtful Gift than a
box of the wonderful HOLEPROOF Guaranteed hose.

occasion to “put

on

and pull off” these

Non-mending

FOR MEN

jar

the back steps she lost her balance
and fell the entire
length of the steps, bruising her right wrist and leg slightly and straining the tendons of her left knee. Late in the

Six pairs of

day

a physician was called and she
was taken
the Waldo County hospital.
Improvement
was rapid and she returned
home last Monday,
but is still unable to be out.

Holeproof Lustre Sox, guaranteed

six months, cost $3.00. Three pairs of Holeproof Silk Sox, guaranteed three months,$2.00
FOR WOMEN
Six pairs Women's Holeproof stockings guaranteed six months, sell for $2.00. Lustre

The Belfast Gun Club. An enthusiastic
crowd of Belfast sportsmen met in the Read
garage last Friday evening and organized a Gun
Club, with Raymond R. Sherman, president;
Charles Bradbury, vice president; Clarence E.

(mercerized), $3.00.

stockings

stockings

are

six months.

Read, secretary and treasurer; Charles R.
Coombs, A. B. Smalley and William H. Hall,

Children's

I

$2.00 for six pairs, guaranteed
For sale only by

i

directors. The dues are one dollar per year,
and 18 members joined with an immediate
prospect of doubling that number. All who love to
or
wish to learn, old and young, are inshoot,
vited to join. The headquarters will be in the

shipyard
proposed
spring.

We

were
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r

$1.00
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unable last
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give the prize winners at Mrs. R. P.
Orrin J. Dickey has been appointed mesChase’s bridge party, but gave a description of |
for the supreme court by Sheriff-elect
tie very handsome prizes, the artistic work of ; senger
of Monroe, to assume the posiMrs. Chase. The first prize was won by Mrs. | Edwin Jenkins
of the January term.
Charles Bradbury, the second by Mrs. Helen tion with the opening
Ellis of East
W. Crosby, and the consolation prizes were Mr. Dickey will succeed E. W.
served under Sheriff Amos F.

We

awarded to Mrs. William M. Randall and Miss
Sarah R. Gardner. The following guests were
present: Mrs. Joseph Tyler, Mrs. Albert M.
Carter, Miss Charlotte W. Colburn, Mrs. William M. Randall, Mrs. Edward Sibley, Mrs.
George A. Gilchrest, Mrs. A. C. Burgess, Miss
Frances Chase, Mrs. C. O. Poor, Mrs. I^ed R.
Poor, Mrs. S. A. Parker, Mrs. D. P. Palmer,
Mra. C. W. Wescott, Mrs. John H. Quimby,
Mrs. George A. Quimby, Miss Annie L. Barr,
Miss Annie Bean, Miss Calvina Hervey, Mrs.
Ada E. Swan, Miss Annie V. Field, Mrs. H. H.
Johnson, Miss Louise Hazeltine, Mrs. G. W.
Stoddard, Miss Juliet A. Wiggin, Mrs. Essie P.
Carle, Mrs. Phoebe D. Crawford, Miss Harriett
P. White, Mrs. A. F. Richards, Mrs. William B.
Swan, Mrs. Ralph H. Howes, Miss Sue M. Partridge, Mrs. Charles Bradbury, Mrs. Wilmer J.
Dorman, Mrs. George I. Keating, Mrs. Helen
W. Crosby, Mrs. Chas. H. Crosby, Miss Melvina V. Parker, Miss Maude M. Milliken, Miss
Nellie Hopkins.. Miss Maude Gammans, Miss
Sarah R. Gardner, Mrs. Charles H. Walden,
Mrs. Amos Clement, Mrs. George O. Bailey,
Mrs. Adolph Rossbach, Mrs. F. R. Woodcock,
Mrs. Thomas B. Dinsmore, Mrs. James S. Harriman, Mrs. Fred W. Pote, Mrs. E. R. Pierce,

We have

The Belfast Band gave the first of a seriei
Saturday night dances in Odd Fellows hal
last Saturday night, with a good attendant

of

Arthur Littlefield, who is employed by the
Resse Buttonhole Machine Co. of Haverhill,
Mass., has repaired the machines in the shoe
factory of Leonard & Barrows. Mr. Littlefield
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Littlefield, and
formerly worked for the Leonard & Barrows
company as machinist. Another Belfast man
is employed by the Haverhill Co., Herbert A.
Drinkwater, former leader of the Belfast band.

and

just taken

Fhes,
ianche Jennys.

Howath
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Specialty of

this year. All of the best makes in all of the best
cases.
Watches that keep time and that you will
be proud to own.

in twenty

cheeses of EXTRA RICH QUALITY
that

Taking

feel SURE will please
Just tasty

the most fastidious.

enjoyable evening.
The Hospital Aid sewing circle will meet to
morrow, Friday, at the hospital. A cordial in

enough

vitation is extended to any interested friem
to attend and assist in the sewing.

don’t buy.

Remember the Christmas sale of home cook
ing, home-made candy, fancy articles, books
aprons, etc., at the Unitarian church parloi

just received a FRESH lot
of Clark Biscuit Co.’s Cookies.

an

to be nice.

try them.

Come in and

No harm done if you

Clocks Clocks Clocks

Also

LET US SHOW You

this, Thursday, afternoon, beginning at 2.3<
Five kinds, all at 10c per lb.
Clyde Holmes is loading several cars at the o’clock. Admission free to all.
Low
he R: ti' v >ng
Maine Central yard with hemlock bark, to be
The Guild of the North church had a picni<
Ben Barker.
j
shipped to Bucksport for the Blodget tannery. supper in the banquet room at the church at (
Karganoff
Mr. Holmes has suspended work of cutting p. m., last Monday evening followed
Margaret Craig,
l
by work
Paderewski
liiuf. a L
and sawing timber at his woodlot a few miles in stenciling curtains for the room under th«
jue
i
!' ns Roberta.
from this city and the Norwood Bros, have directions of Miss Evelyn R. Morison.
keei V .*•
Heins
moved their portable steam saw mill to AppleJohn Cochran Chapter, D. A. R., will meei
i
Mary Hayes,
iexter !.
Donizetti
u
i ton. Several hundred, thousand feet of lum- with Mrs. E. P.
t.
Frost, High street, Monday
Most
Mar.el C'raig.
j
; ber is stacked and ready for shipment.
December 12th. The roll-call will be answerec
! of it will go to the Boston market.
! he Boston schooner <^ox
by Puritan Laws. The books for discussior
|
Baltimore November 8th
! A. W. Keene, writing of the Camden High will be King Noanett and the Story of Tonty
Decem.oard from until
1 school entertainment in the Camden Herald,
Mrs. Clement W. Wescott was operated or
earner British Sun in passThe Polymnian Quartet of Belfast,
says:
last Monday at the Stearns private hospital ir
rted by cable from
!__
! Mrs. Frost, Miss Quimby (who at short notice
Harlem, N. Y. She was met in Boston las' ! The County Commissioners will
Have the crew of the
open the
took the place of Mrs. Wescott, the regular
j
Dr.
Adelaide
Saturday
by
Wescott
of Nev
^
and Green on board.
I December term December 20th, and all bills
Miss Skay and Mrs. Pitcher, won
her sister-in-law.
Mrs. I. T. Dinsmore, Mrs. Annie Canney, Miss | member.)
York,
Mr. Wescott receiv
should be presented on or soon after that date.
Crew all well.” Capt.
laurels which wall not readily fade. Their ed a
E. Maude Barker, Mrs. F. A Johnson, Mrs. |
telegram Monday night stating that th«
and in
the Cox and Green was
North Belfast, The church vestry at the
are good ones, well cultivated,
voices
On my return from New York
Elon B. Gilchrest and Miss Mildred Slater.
operation was successful and the patient do
u mber 8th to Miss JenHead of the Tide is approaching completion.
the ensemble blended remarkably well. Their ing well. Mrs. H. W. Wescott of
[
and Boston I will open a fine line
A
Dnnnnimnu
XTnnTii
TXic |
Knox wil
was
true and every nuance reIt is so far advanced that a Christmas sale of
old, of Malden, Mass.
remain at the Wescott home during Mrs. Wes
of Furs for Christmas. Sale will
schooner the next day is the season of church fairs and festivals and
fancy articles will be held there Wednesday
was turned with excellent taste.”
quired
cott’s
absence.
notable among recent events was the reception
begin December 15th. Cail and
r honeymoon aboard her
December
14th.
A
will
1
e
evening,
supper
Successful Sale, Supper and EntertainPoor’s Mills. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Mars]
the Ladies’ Circle Wednesday evensee them.
and
an
given
by
.ndered.The
schooner
entertainment
will
follow.
provided
under
j
ment. A sale,supper and entertainment
are spending a few weeks in Boston and vicin
ed by J. S. Winslow & Co. ing, November 30th, in the Congregational
Supper and entertainment, 25 cents; children
\
the
Universalist
of
ladies
the
of
ity.Mrs. Elsie Banks has returned hom< under twelve. 15 cents. If very stormy the
church parlors, to the members of the church the auspices
..-.'led lo the water’s edge in
church and society took place in Memorial hall after a week’s visit in the
t
and parish. The rooms had been effectively
city with her daugh affair will occur the next fair evening. This
nr .ez
December
;
Wednesday night, Noand
evening,
afternoon
ter, Mrs. Estelle Haley... .Carle Cole of Cam
decorated for the occasion with vases of yellow Thursday
will be the first public gathering in the new
was valued at $16,000 and
The
\
was well patronized throughout.
BELFAST, MAINE
MAIN STREET
den passed a few days with his mother las
under the di- 1st, and
vestry and it is hoped by the management that
worth *10,000. The ves- chrysanthemums and red berries
table of the Social Aid was prework
fancy
week... .George Daggett has returned from
Miss Margaret Dunton, chairman of
of
rection
a large company will be in attendance, as the
while
the cargo was
"',000,
Mrs. Charles Bradbury and Mibs
j
and Mrs. C. M. sided over by
hunting trip and brought home two deer.
proceeds are to be used in defraying the exStinson was commanded the committee on decorations,
5
Maude M. Milliken, who sold their entire stock Miss Jennie
on arthe
committee
of
Miller is visiting Mrs. Annabel I penses of the much needed improvement.
was
chairman
Craig
For Bacnacmi Kidneys ano Blaooeo
F; kus of North port, Me.
|
and pretty articles suitable for
useful
of
Underwood....Mrs. George Daggett has gon
rangements, assisted by Mrs. David L. Wilson
are making some new sails
the
ladies'
of
sale
The
apron
|
Christmas gifts.
to Liberty to visit her mother, Mrs. Jackson
dleton Sisters, which ar- and Mrs. A. J. Knowlton. Mrs. Fred W. Brown,
G,
I
Sewing Circle was in charge of Mrs. J.
who is quite ill... There will be an entertain
smber 21st from Balti- president of the circle, assisted by Rev. and Paul and L. T. Shales and netted nearly $35.
ment and a baked bean supper at the hal
Mrs. David L. Wilson, Deacon and Mrs. Alonzo
According to orders
Club, which has been under
|
December 13th. If stormy it will b
and The Girls’ Sewing
Tuesday,
’■
U. S. Revenue service, J. Knowlton, Deacon Harry M. Prentiss
for
two
the direction of Miss J. A. Wiggin
the next evening.
How many times YOU have heard this expression. WE HAVE JUST 500
4
Miss Grace L. Hall, vice president of the guild,
]|
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I
Androscoggin has been
a table over which the entire club
had
< >
BARRELS which we are going to GIVE AWAY. We will GUARANTEE that
received the guests. A short musical pregram years,
+
The Weather. The first real snow storm o
a large quantity
of
along the Maine, New
disposed
presided. They
F. Dunton introducing
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their
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articles
night
of their hand-made
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CASH MARKET, for six months, can save enough MONEY “from the prices
those who took part. It included vocal solos
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and good sleighing was reported a fev
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her 1st to April 1st.
memday,
see.
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to
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good
iasm and interest
Miss Marian Wells and Mr. John Parker-they would pay elsewhere” to fill the BARREL. We encourage you to save
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and
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delighted
your MEATS and GROCERIES. You know a penny saved is as
#
g >r schooner Nat Ayer,
v,
Pottle, Grace Mitchell and in town, and Saturday a two-horse sled wa 1
Natalie
Colcord,
Mrs. Elon B.
good as TWO earned, and we give vou the LOWEST QUOTATIONS every
4
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on Main street near the
Deer Isle in Boston har- their hearers—a piano duet by
Savings Banl
< >
Dorothy Smith. Miss Florence Libby will hung up
Dennett and a
day on our BULLETIN BOARD. KEEP WATCH.
$
and remained there over Sunday with a dange
tro
Steamer Massasoit Gilchrest and Miss A. Louise
have charge of the club the coming year.
Do you want to be worth a barrel of money? If so, call at Perry’s Cash
W. Field.
|:
on it at night.
was a cold day
$
signal
irning with potash for humorous reading by Miss Caroline
over by Miss J.
Sunday
was
table
presided
The candy
R. Dun♦
market and get a BARREL FREE.
with increasing coldness at night, and Monday ! jj
Schs. Nile and Ella At the close of the program Hon. John
H
A. Wiggin and Mrs. Charles H. Crosby, who
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1
the mercury was down to zer<
Roston with fertil- ton spoke briefly, thanking
PERRY’S Market, Main St., Belfast, Me.
sold out the large supply of delicious hand- morning early
X
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circle in behalf of the gentlemen of the parish ;
l'd elds S. Pendleton
The supper committee included and it continued cold during the day. Tues
made
candy.
A. G. THORNDIKE, Manager.
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day
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Fair.” a bright little play
choice at $2.00 down and $2.00 per month.!
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The vocal solo, Serenade, by Mif ®
Why not take advantage of this offer now and secure one for your
in imagination, brought down the house re
Katherine C. Quimby, with violin obligato b
family for a Christmas present? Is there any other possible way that you
peatedly. The cast was as follows: Mrs. E. 1 Mrs. Carl Lampson, Mrs. Clarence E. Read a<
could get so much for your money and get it so easily—without in fact noticCook, Mrs. E. L. Talbot, Mrs. John Stephen
companying, was charmingly rendered an d
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Yours very truly,
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to build a club house there in the
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The Prize Winners.
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dSleds

Six pairs of the regular light weight Holeproof
Sox sell for $1.50, with a guarantee for six
months. Light weight (mercerized) $2.00.
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Every morning for Six Months to come will your good
sense be appreciated by the Man or Woman who has

Mrs. George E. Brackett met with a serious
accident at her home on Spring street
early
last Thursday morning. In reaching for a

I
I

Ste“br 3c.18o2- J5*«t
2b»%t?e

wouldn’t this be a good time to turn over a new leaf on
Gift Giving. Make your presents mean something.
Instead of “Prettiness” think of “Usefulness”—gifts
that will be remembered long after the excitement of

night.

U^PS' «**r£ 3.75.’

/

2«c.
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the next generation.

Webber.

of milk
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Belfast for the Christmas trade.
Mrs. George W. Boulter, who
recently sole
her farm on the Belmont road to Mr.
Horace
Chenery, has bought the Jere. Sullivan house
at the comer of Miller and
Congress streets,
and will occupy the lower tenement.

Whitten Bros.

CHASE & DOAK,
25 flam Street.
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the candies made by
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HE IS WORTH A BARREL OF MOREY

who runs a number of
branch stores in this
tion.
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These goods are fresh
and pure and are sold at
the uniform price of 20
cents

pound.
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Try the MOLASSES
KISSES; nothing better
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Giving January Prices on
Coats & Suits

fhese Goods must go. If you want
let give you price
them.

All

Gar-

LOST
Somewhere on

day afternoon,

PARLE &.JPNE3.

CARLE & JONES.

1

*

or

near

Main street Mon*

Eastern Star pin.
The
finder will he rewarded on leaving the same
at The Journal Office.
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The' Lumber Industry.
Outside of Agriculture, It Employs More
Men Than in Any Other Line of
Business.
“From the early days, the manufacture of lumber has been the leading industry of Maine,” says an article in the
Directory of the Manufacturing Industries of Maine, recently issued by the
Bureau of Industrial and Labor Statis“Outside of

tics.

agriculture,

For Every Living Thing

on the Farm

Humphreys’ Veterinary Specifies.

LIST OF SPECIFICS.
A. For FKVERS. Milk Fever. Lane Fare*.
B. For SPRAINS, Lameness, Rheumatism,
C. For SORB Throat, Eplxootlc, Distemper.
D. For WORMS* Dots, Grabs,
B. For COUGHS, Colds, Inflnenxa,
F. F# For COLIC, Bellyache, Diarrhea.
B. G. Prevents MISCARRIAGE.
IL H. For KIDNEY and Bladder disorder*
L I. For SKIN DISEASES, Mange, ErnptlOM|
I. K. For BAD CONDITION, Indigestion.
At druggists or sent prepaid on receipt
of price. 60 cts. each.

A.
D.
C.
D.
B.

men are employed in the various branches
of its production than in any ot! er line
of business. Nearly every town has its
local saw-mill, and besides, there are
scores of immense plants in the State
where millions of feet of lumber are
sawed annually for shipment. For years,
Bangor was the greatest lumber shipping port in the world, and today, by far
the largest item of freight over the Bangor and Aroostook and Maine Central
railroads is made up of the forest products of our State, and still an immense

HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE
William and Ann Streets, New York.

amount of lumber is shipped by water.
“Although the amount cut for all purposes shows no diminution as the years
come and go, there is every indication
that the supply, up to a reasonable limit,
will be permanent. One of the best
posted men on forest conditions is our
State Forest Commissioner, Edgar R.
Ring. In his report for 1902, he has this
to say on this •point:
‘Very little land is being stripped to
such an extent that it will not furnish
another crop of lumber from the undersized trees of the present stand in a compaiatively few years. Actual deforestation, except from forest fires, as I
have stated, can never take place to any
considerable extent in Maine, as the agricultural lands are very largely occupied. On the other hand, there is likely to
be a constant increase in our lumber producing areas, on account of there being
so little profit in cultivating dry, stony
ground for farm crops, and more or less
of such lands are reverting to foress
growth each season. On the whole, it it
safe to reckon that there will be from
eleven to twelve million acres of land in
this State that will be lumber producing
for all time.’
“It is claimed that the first saw mill
in Maine was erected in what is now
South Berwick about 1634, and fifty
years later there were 24 mills in operation in the State. The locality in this
town, known as Great Works, took its
name from a
mill containing eighteen
saws, which was built in 1650, at the
falls on the Piscataquis river. The
abundance of pine and the numerous
available water powers attracted the attention of the settlers, and an export
trade in lumber was early built up which
has ever since continued to flourish.
“As the settlement of the State gradually extended to the eastward, many

Lifted From

CO, Cornet

Lippincott’s.

THE HAPPY MAN.

“I hear she is to be married.
the happy man?”
“Her father.
THE PRICE OF A

“In

Who is

WIFE.

parts of Africa,” dilated the
returned explorer, “one can buy a wife
for half a pint of common glass beads.”
“Well,” replied the fussy old bachelor,
“no doubt a good wife is worth that
some

much.”

A

TRUE STORY.

When a fireman who had gallantly lost
his life in action was buried, his comrades, as a token of affection for their
dead hero, covered his coffin with a magnificent funeral sheaf, inscribed with the
words: “Gone to his last fire.”

ON CHRISTMAS MORNING.

of large capacity,

sawed lumber was largely rafted to Bath
for shipment, yet a considerable portion
was hauled by ox-teams to a shipping
point on the bay in the southern part of
the town.
“Machias early became an important
point in Eastern Maine in the manufacture of lumber, later followed by Ellsworth on the Union river and Calais on
the Saint Croix; but the falls on the Penobscot river, between Old Town and
Bangor, at one time furnished power for
more saws than were ever run in any
other section of the State. A large
amount of lumber was formerly sawed
at Winnegance, on the fine between
Bath and Phippsburg, a tide power of
over 300 horse power being utilized.
“There is no manufacturing industry
in the State so widely scattered, the
number of mills being several times
greater than that of any other industry.
i. nett-

nave

ucciJ

gicai ciiaiigcjs

in

ic-

years as to the location of mills
manufacturing lumber for export. While
formerly they were invariably built at
the falls on the rivers so as to utilize the
water power there developed, and from
which the sawed lumber could be rafted
to tide water, at the present time the
mills are built either on the line of some
railway convenient to a water way where
logs can be collected, or on a tide water
river where the logs can be rafted down
from the boom, and the sawed product
loaded directly on a vessel from the mill.
“While the lumber sawed at the mills
located on tide water is very largely
shipped to market by schooners, that
produced at the mills along the railway
lines is generally sent by rail; and while
formerly water was the motive power
used by all mills, now steam power is,
for the most part, used in the large
plants, sawdust and other mill waste being utilized for fuel, being conveyed automatically to the furnaces.
“In the matter of improved machinery
this industry has kept well abreast of the
time, perhaps as much so in the saw itself as in any other part of the equipFrom the old up-and-down saw,
ment.
w'hich would cut perhaps 1,000 feet of
lumber per day. has been developed the
muley, the gang, the rotary, and the
band saw, which latter, under favorable
conditions, has been made to cut 100,000
feet in a day, though from 50,000 to 60,000 feet might be an average day’s work.
“The largest plant shipping its product by rail is that of the Saint John
Lumber Company, located in the town of
It is important in another
Van Buren.
sense, for it is using lumber cut on the
upper sections of the Saint John river.
It is manufacturing within our borders a
large amount of lumber, which otherwise
would be floated into New Brunswick
and reshipped into the United States as
cent

a

manufactured product.

IN CANADA.

Prosecuting Attorney:
! the sheriff’s bull-pup has
ed up the court Bible.”

j

j

“Your honor,
gone and chaw-

General
This

Character
Session.

They
though hubby

was

general pension legislation is expected at the present session of Conmeasures
gress. The most important
now before Congress, designed to remove the restriction which has kept
off the pension
many widows of soldiers
rolls, is upon the Senate calendar; but

chairman of the
State pensions committee, and other
members of the committee, are not in

Senator McCumber,

rnnlri hp simnlifieH and nnsaiinside of the $78,000 it is now

nnprfltmns

bly kept
costing.

age?”
“Oh, not very; I can stand the strain,”
she replied belligerently.
“Well, it’s something for the one I

love best in all the world,” he said coaxingly, trying to win a smile.
“Oh, is that so?” she sniffed. “I suppose, then, it’s those suspenders you
said you needed!”
FREE FOR THE

NONCE.

They tel! in Nebraska of

a

clergyman

who in the pulpit was a fearless expounder of rights and wrongs, but who
in the domestic circle maintained for

prudential reasons considerable
of speech and action.

reserve

On one occasion when this divine visited a neighboring town, the editor of
the

only

paper

published therein,

which

have been made to combine the

Plans

sea

and

shore fisheries with the inland hsh

ana

game

department.

The office of State historian may be
expenses reduced somewhat
in the office of Secretary of State and
railroad and health departin
the
also
ment, the pension department linked
with the regular duties of the executive
council, with a further disposition to reduce in membership most of the existing
State commissions.

abolished,

Worse than an alarm of fire at night is th<
metallic cough of croup, bringing dread to the
Careful mothers keep Foley’c
household.
Honey and Tar in the house and give it at th<
first sign of danger. It contains no opiates
Sold

by

druggists.

all

THE

NATION S RUM BILL.

Cigarettes

Increased Sales of Cigars,
The

anc

Oleomargarine
United States has just passec

through

a

banner year for drinks

anc

failed to notice the presence of a smokes and oleomargarine. Here is the
for the 12 months endec
stranger in town, offered the following, nation’s record
on June 30th, as it shows in the figures
so worded as to prove unwittingly keen:
bureau:
revenue
“Doctor Carroll is once more among of the internal
He says and does
163.000. 000 gallons of distilled spirits—
us for a brief stay.
exactly as he thinks right, without re- 30.000. 000 gallons more than the yeai
gard to the opinions or beliefs of others. before.
59,485,117 barrels of fermented liquors
“His wife is not with him.”
an increase of 3,000,000.
MIXED EMOTIONS.
7.600.000. 000 cigars-160,000,000 more
A Bostonian tells of a clean, well-set- than 1909.
6.830.000. 000 cigarettes an increase
up young Irishman, who formerly saw
service in the British Navy, but who is of a solid billion.
402.000. 000 pounds of plug, fine-cut,
now engaged in business at the Hub.
or sliced smoking
“When are you going to get home rule cube-cut, granulated
or snuff—4,000,00C
in Ireland, John?” the Bostonian once or chewing tobacco
more than the year before.
idly asked.
141,862,282 pounds of oleomargarine—
“The only way that we’ll get home
increase.
rule in ould Ireland,” said the Celt,“will 50.000. 000 pounds
The internal revenue receipts on all
be if France—an’ Russia—an’ Germany
certain other things,
—an’ Austria—an’ maybe Italy—if they these things—and
mixed flournever

—

—

got?”—December

Clubbing Offebs. The following clubbing
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in advance; and when payment is made it should be
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
also necessary to say that none of these publications are mailed with The Journal or from
this office. We have to pay for these publications one year in advance, and they are then
sent from their respective offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
The Journal and Farm and Home.$2.00
The Journal and Tribune Farmer.2.25
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine.2.10
The Journal and New Idea Magazine.2.10
The publications included in our clubbing offers may be sent to different addresses.

favor of further consideration of the bill
during the 61st Congress.
Widows who married soldiers after
June 27. 1890, are now barred from rebefore the
ceiving pensions. The bill
Senate is to remove this restriction and
to receive
widow
Sardine Season Closed.
to permit any soldier’s
This
the benefits of the pension system.
The sardine canning season for the
wouM add approximately $20,000,000 to
to estimates year 1910 closed November 30th. The
the pension rolls, according
and the wis- pack will fall short fully one-half. Those
made by pension officials,
is in a position to estimate the pack say it
dom of the removal of the restriction
will not be over 1,000,000 cases. In forseriously questioned.
will not mer seasons as many as 2,500,000 cases
The pension appropriation bill
For of sardines have been canned on the
exceed $145,000,000, it is believed.
Maine coast.
the present fiscal year the appropriation
for the last
is about $166,000,000, and
were in
year the pension expenditures
Ton Bmumi Kidmkysamv Btfonw
excess of $162,000,000.

FOLEYS KIDHEYPIIIS

such as playing cards and
amounted to more than $2

9,000,000 and
Commissioner Cabell’s organization collected it all at a cost of about $5,000,000.
When the present year is ended, next

June

30th, Commissioner

Cabell estiwill have collected at

mates his men
least $308,000,000.
Only three other years have surpassed
the year 1910 as an internal revenue producer, since the bureau was established
in 1863.
In 1866 while Civil War taxes
were still heavy, receipts mounted up to
$310,000,000 and following the Spanish
War, in 1900 and 1901, there were $295,000,000 and $306,000,000 respectively.
But for times of peace and normal prosperity, 1910 heads the roll with the prospect of being eclipsed by 1911.

St. Paul

Machinery Mfg. Co.

A New Corporation of Which Walter B.
Said to he Planning to Make
Kelley, a “Belfast Boy” is the Manager.
Maine the "Driest” Ever,
The Dovetail Box Machine Co., and
is
29.
It
Newport Me., November
expected that a few days after Colonel the St. Paul Ditcher & Carrier Co., have
Frederick W. Plaisted takes his oath of been amalgamated into a new corporaoffice as Governor January 1st, an order
will be issued from Augusta that every tion of $450,000 under the name of the
sheriff in Maine strictly and impartially St. Paul Machinery Mfg. Co. The inenforce the laws against the sale of in- corporatqrs are John E. Burchard, Walter
toxicating liquors. That it is the plan of B. Kelley, Julian Noyes Kirby, William
the powen-that-be in the Democratic
J. Dean and Chas. M. Powers. This
party iB said to be a fact by persons high
m the
will enable the concern to solicit and
party councils.
With Democratic sheriffs in two-thirds handle a much larger business.
of the counties in Maine and a Democrat
The Dovetail Box Machine Co., has
in the Governor’s chair for the first time not solicited orders for over two years,
in 20 years, the party will see if it is and the St. Paul Ditcher & Carrier Co.,
possible to have real enforcement of the has not solicited new business since the
spring of 1910, and yet the volume of
prohibitory law.
The Democrats in their campaign business for the past year has been
charged the Republicans with not im- double any former year, and with the
partially enforcing the liquor laws and new arrangement the business will be
promised that if elected their aim would pushed from now on.
be to enforce all laws and the prohibitory
However, in the interim, they have
law in particular.
designed, built and perfected machinery
A
meeting of the State Democratic for making boxes, in the Dodd’s Setting
committee was held last week in Au- Up Machine, that is so well made that
gusta, at which Governor-elect Plaisted the breakage of lumber is always a fracwas present.
It is said, upon excellent tion of 1 per cent, even at 50 per cent,
authority, that the question of enforcing increased speed over their former
the liquor laws was one of the important “Squeezer.”

|

matters considered. It is also said that
the State committeemen, without exception, favored real enforcement and were
heartily in favor of any plan that would
make Maine drier than ever.

for
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Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable jB
jH£
PRESTON’S

inch

x

24-inch,

any

depth

Is situated on Washington street, just off Main street. I have sin.
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Youi
age is solicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13
YV. G.

real taste of real
“The other branch of the Dovetail Box
State-wide enforcement and of making Machine
Co., known as the St. Paul
every county absolutely dry.
Ditcher & Carrier Co., has developed
It is expected, that barring any unand patented the Hovland Tile Ditching
foreseen complications, the sixth amendand a Caterpillar Traction u^"d
ment to the constitution, which is the Machine,
with same, so that it has no competition
famous clause making constitutional
in a machine for ditching wet farm lands.
prohibition in this State, will be resub- The mechanical and commercial success
mitted to a popular vote by the incoming
: can possibly be shown by the fact that
legislature. The Democratic platforms three years ago the price for a ditcher
for years have contained a plank favor- !
and traction was $1,800 “on time.” The
ing resubmission and this has been the last sale this fall was $7,000 cash and the
keynote of many campaigns. Now that ; outfits are showing an earning capacity
the party is in power this is certain te
of $100 to $300 a day, so that it is reasonbe done.
able to suppose that with the earning
CLUBS TO JOIN IN CAMPAIGN,
power and being patented and no comThe special election at which the vot- petition, the company has certainly a
ers will cast their ballots either for oi
bright future. In years to come the
against constitutional prohibition, will company will manufacture a small out- |
probably not be held before September, fit that will be bought by the farmer or
1911, and from January 1st to the dated group of farmers, as the threshing ma- I
the election, the Democrats plan to makt chine is sold.
The St. Paul Ditcher & Carrier Co.,
Maine just as dry as it is possible t( 1
make it in order that the voters may se( has also designed, patented and built a
I
just how real enforced prohibition works Caterpillar Plow Traction embodying
It is said that this plan also meets witt j many of the same principles as their
traction used with the ditcher. It pulls
the approbation of the officers of tht
clubs in many of the cities where it i; t 8 to 12 plows, turns a square corner in
has been customary to maintain buffet; i1 about a minute’s time, has a speed of
where liquors might be obtained. These j 2 1-2 miles an hour, plows every square
foot of soil, does not “pack down” the
it is expeeted, will all be closed tight.
Some of the hotels where it has beei i soil, so that the crop is much larger than
customary to dispense liquors to guest; if the land is plowed in the spring by the
and where the revenue was a large par ; round wheel tractors. The plows are hingof the Jiotel’s earnings will, it is said, bi ed to the traction frame, raised and lowby power, individually or in groups.
\ closed and the proprietors will take ; ! ered
vacation of several months.
It is ex ! The whole outfit can be backed up after
i pected the Democrats will have mor I the plows are raised to clear plows of
hearty co-operation from all sources ii obstructions such as “quickgrass, etc.
Mr. Kelley and his associates have the
their efforts to make Maine more "dry’ |
than has ever been seen in all of th
highest endorsements of both ditcher and
i State’s long experience with prohibition j plow traction, by such eminent authoriSome aver that if Maine was give; , ties as Prof. Andrew Boss of the State
real enforcement for six months the re
Experiment Farm, also the Robertson
suit of the vote would be overwhelming
Bros., who own the farms east of the
ly for a local option system. Others sa; ! State fair grounds, St. Paul, probably
real enforcement would be popular am f: where more steam and gasoline plows
have been demonstrated than any other
that it would greatly strengthen the pro
farms in the world.
hibitory law.
The active management of the new
It can be safely predicted, however
that those who had expected “ope;
company will be vested in Walter B.
; times” under the Democratic adminis
Kelley, and Julian Noyes Kirby, and
tration will be greatly surprised at th > they will have the able assistance of the
other
turn affairs will take after the ne\
incorporators as directors.
officials step into power.

To

boots and rubbers in

wet weather is to practice
Continual wetting and drying will
rot the best shoe leather ever tanned.
There’s no economy in buying a poor grade of rubberi
wear

Buy

Malden Rubbers

for

Agents

Ladies

,,

,*■ have used the true L. F" Aticood's Medicine for sick
and pains in my stomach and speedy r lief has
always resulted." Yours truly,
-L. F. BURRELL.
Don’t accept substitutes—the original bears L. F.” in
large red tetters on the label. A large bottle, 85 cents at
your dealer 9. Write for liberal sample, to

^headache
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THE ADVANTAGES OF THE

CHAPMAN DETACHABLE RUBBER
over the nailed on rubber
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down on the outside
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can change
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These heels at
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Chapman Detachable Rubber
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Don’t wait till serious illness comes. If your stomach, liver
and bowels are not doing their work
properly, your whole
system will eventually become weakened and liable to a
serious breakdown.
r,

I

Good Investment

^NOTICE

GET THE GENUINE AI.WAYS.

J,r

I

A. H. Berry Shoe Co., Portland me

A substitute is a dangerous makeshift es
pecially in medicine. The genuine Foley’s
Honey and Tar cures coughs and colds quickly
and is in a yellow package. Accept no sub-

Befiorc **
Is Too Late

a

IJ

If your dealer does not carry MALDEN RUBBERS
write us and we will see that you are supplied.

|

The Underwriter has reached Bosto 1
from New York after one of the bes
paying salvage jobs she has ever had stitutes. Sold by all Druggists.
She tow ed the crippled, rudderles
schooner Rebecca Palmer from Bruns
THEIR GOLDEN WEDDING.
wick to New York, the trip occupying 1 i
days, and it is said that the owners of th
Palmer paid the owners of the tug $20 ) Rev. Dr. and Mrs. George D. B. Pepper
The four
per day for her services.
Observed That Happy Event.
masted schooner Sallie C. Marvel, whicl
Dr. and Mrs. George Dana Boardman
was engaged to sail astern of the Palm
Pepper of Waterville passed the 50th
er and act as rudder, was paid $50 eacl ,
day from the time of her leaving Bruns milestone of their wedded life, Tuesday,
Nov. 29th and their many friends in
wick until her arrival at Philadelphia
Waterville and vicinity assisted them to
The Marvel went as far as Sandy Hook
nn/I fltnn r\M/\Aaa/1 a/1
Uam rlr
properly celebrate the event. In the
afternoon the couple held a reception in
the parlors of the First Baptist church
The Spruce Tree State.
from 3 to 5 and again in the evening met
friends
who could not attend in the afterEstimates of well known Skowhegai
noon.
Both of these occasions were atlumbermen are that there is standing ii
tended by many people and Dr. and Mrs.
the Maine woods today 21,239,000,000 o
spruce timber. The St. John watershei 1 Pepper were warmly congratulated upon
alone, it is estimated, contains 6,942,000, reaching this golden anniversary.
Dr. Pepper will be 78 years of age on
000 feet of spruce, 427,000,000 feet o:
pine and $1,830,000,000 feet of cedar Feb. 5th next, and his wife is a year
He was born in Ware, Mass.
The sawmills of Maine turn out annuall;
younger.
Mrs. Pepper was Miss Annie Grassie,
a little more than 1,000,000,000 feet o
lumber. Of this quantity 50 percent ii : born in Aberdeenshire, Scotland, coming
to America at the age of seven years.
spruce.
Commissioner Ring estimates that thi They were married in 1860, the same
Maine forests rightly handled will pro
year that Rev. Dr. Pepper was ordained
to the ministry at Waterville.
duce 637,000,000 feet of spruce a yea
Three of their children attended the
continuously.
celebration of their parents’ wedding
Asssesors Were Diligent.
anniversary. They are Charles Hovey

I
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common sense economy.

Maine a

Big Salvage Money.

PRESTON,

up to 14-inch.

tuc

work has been done in Maine this year in
the way of building State road in 475
cities and towns, and that there have
been employed in the work 9,500 men, at
a total cost in wages approximating
$166,250. In addition to this item many
teams have been employed, the cost of
which was $76,000, making the grand
total spent for labor on the roads during
the year $242,250. During the preceding
year of 1900 the expenditure on State
roads for labor and materials was $278,600, but this year the total expense,
which has not vet been figured out, will
be somewhat in excess of that amount

HR

against Experiment

Pepper, the artist, of Concord, Mass.; to buy COAL is now. NOW
BOSTON,' November 29. As a result o: Mrs. Annie Varney of Newton Center,
the diligent search for personal property
Mass., and Mrs. Fred M. Padelford of because we can offer you unby Massachusetts assessors during tin Seattle, Wash.
Flowers came from everywhere. Fifty usually good coal.
Coal that
past year, there has been an increase o:
$74,042,787 in assessed personal property white roses were the gift of Colby colsince May 1, 1909, according to report! I lege, of which Dr. Pepper was formerly has been carefullv selected—
issued late today. The increase in thi president, and roses and golden chrysanthemums decked all tables and stands.
valuation of real estate was $106,376,176
with this point in view—to give
The State Roads.
A couple of handsome wedding cakes
The taxable property in the Common
wealth April 1, reached the total of $3, were seen on the refreshment tables and the utmost satisfaction to our
lniormauun
rrom
given
907,892,598, of which $930,075,471 wai light lunches of ice cream and cake were
office of Paul D. Sargent, State comserved.
personal and $2,977,075,471 real.
customers and to all other peomissioner of highways, it is learned that
uui

I

^R
endanger*!?* He?

People prominent in the Democracy The cost of labor to “frame
up” is from
also hint that the hotel men will be call15c. to 25c. per hundred, according to
ed into headquarters and the situation
the price of local labor and size of box.
explained. They will be asked to refrain
“We feel certain that in this machine,
from dealing in intoxicants and to give I
we have overcome
every objection that
their assistance in making Maine really
box maker ever made to wedge dove“dry.” Several well-known hotel men any
The boxes turned
have declared that they will quit the liquor tailing machinery.
out are absolutely uniforn, strong and atbusiness January 1st and will give all astractive. These machines require only
sistance to officers in enforcing the law.
of power that is necessary to operOthers, who have been directly or in- part
ate lock-corner machines, and
have
the
interested
in
directly
liquor business, double the capacity of any lock-corner
are said to be in favor of giving the
machine.

j

Children.

and

The officials of the company have also

appropriated their original principles of
sawing the wedge shaped pins and “V”
shaped grooves into a new double end,
jI automatic hopper feed, wedge dovetailing machine, and the capacity of same is
limited only to strength of the operator
to keep the “hopper,” the “wood box”

EXPECT TO KILL STURGIS LAW.

voters of

Infants

The Kind You Have Always Bought lias borne
the ^
ture of Chas. H. Fletcher, and has been made
nm|,
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow
to deceive you in this.
Counterfeits, Imitations
“
Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and
**
health of Children—Experience

It is expected the sheriffs of the 16
!
counties will be called together soon
filled.
after Colonel Plaisted takes his seat and
the
machine
Describing
further, Mr.
the situation will be canvassed. They
will be given explicit orders to see that Kelley says:
cne ooctom ooara is ieu automatical\ no liquors are sold in their respective ly into two vice like clamps,
(the mai counties and will have the assurance
chine has twelve) and is carried on a
mat me leaders oi me
party win stand
behind them in doing their duty in this straight horizontal line through two pairs
of circular hollow ground saws, which
respect.
dovetail the boards perfectly regardless *
With the death of the Sturgis law,
of the uneven length of the lumber.
which is expected to occur early at the
Same is true if the shook was not cut
coming session of the legislature, the
or if it be of uneven thickness.
sheriffs will have everything in their square
This insures uniform inside dimension of
own hands.
Several of the Democratic the box
regardless of long or short lumsheriffs-elect have said openly that they ber. These
machines have a capacity of
will enforce the law to the letter if it
800 boxes per hour and are adapted to
takes the last cent in the county treasany size box from 6-inch x 6-inch, to 36uries to pay the costs.

ing department.
The two largest amounts accredited to
departments are $160,685 for the good
roads campaign and $305,839 for the educational department.
While the new
administration is greatly in favor of
good roads there is some question as to
the amount that it will likely recommend
for expenditure for the next two years.
Some gigantic sums have been mentioned in connection with projects already
contemplated. It is said that some of
the Democrats have a plan by which this

quarrelling,
willing to take the will be considerably increased.

blame all upon himself and smooth matters over peaceably, she was still snippy
and indifferent.
“Come over here, Jessie. Aren’t you
curious to know what is in this pack-

grand navy we’ve
Expected Lippincott’s.

No

Democrats say that, while this department is doing much good, part of its

j

__

of

about $48,000 a year. The expenses of
the attorney general’s department will
probably be curtailed by doing away with
the assistant and reducing the salary of
the head of the department. The assistant was almost an issue with the Democrats in the September campaign. The
attorney general gets $4,000 a year, the
highest salary paid any official at the
State house, and his assistant $1,800.
The agricultural department has become in the last few years somewhat
complicated, as many additional interests
Some of the
are taken into its scope.

Judge: “Well, make the witness kiss work can be continued without too much
the bull-pup, then. We can’t adjourn1
expenditure on the part of the State for
court just to hunt up a new Bible.”
any one year.
The executive
department, costing
i
close to 20,000, is probably safe, The
FIXING THE PRICE.
office of the Sturgis enforcement comTwo miserable-looking hoboes called !
missioners will likely be abolished, cuton the Dean of a medical college and proting out ar. expense of $31,000. There is
posed that he purchase their bodies for talk of reducing the fish and game comthe dissecting-room, as they were on the
mission to one man in place of three.
verge of starvation and had not long to This
department costs nearly $90,000 a
live.
“It is an odd proposition,” hesitated year.
It is said the work of investigating
the Dean.
fires will be discontinued as a part of the
‘‘But it is occasionally done,” suggestduties of the State insurance depart: ed the spokesman eagerly.
this having cost last year nearly
‘‘Well.” said the Dean, “we might ar- ment,
$2,000. Deputies both here and in the
What price do you ask?”
range it.
may be dis“Over in New York,” replied the State forestry department of
the State
continued. To take care
spokesman, “they gave us forty dollars.' house and keep it running in good shape
is now costing nearly $26,000 a year, but
THE WAY OF A WOMAN.
it is believed that with the additional
and al- space provided by the annex this sum
had been

“This plant is conveniently located on
the shore of Saint John river on the one
hand, and the track of the Bangor and
Aroostook Railroad on the other. It
was erected at a cost of $500,000 and
commenced operations in the summer of
1904, using, at first, about 25,000,000 would all join together to give those
feet of logs yearly, but the cut has since blackguards of England a rare old batin’.
been increased to 50,000,000 feet an- ! That’s the only way, sir, we’U get home
nually, the spruce going largely into long ! rule.”
Then, as he looked cautiously round, a
lumber and the cedar into shingles.”
•
twinkle of cunning was added to his expression. “An’the whole lot of ’em toPENSION LEGISLATION.
gether couldn’t do it, sir. Oh, it’s the
None

I

They Do It?

Democrats

An Augusta dispatch in the Boston
Globe says: With a Democratic Governor, a Democratic executive council, a
Democrat working majority of 13 in the
Senate and about 24 in the House, it has
been expected that the ascendant party
would mold all over again this section
of this country. It is generally conceded that there will be a number of changes,
but friends of the Governor and lawmakers-elect say that whatever policies
or systems are adopted will be along conservative and practical lines. They argue
that the new administration has a chance
to make a record and its champions are
confident that it will be an enviable one.
Several officeholders, in expectation of
the January house cleaning, have prospective places in view ana a few have
already taken up new jobs before the
official ax falls.
Although ther,e may be some changes
in the routine of the office it is not expected that the adjutant general’s department will be materially disturbed.
This department has been expending

There is talk of combining the special
office of auditor of State printing, costing $3,213, with the office of the general
State auditor, costing $14,000, making
VARSITY WIT.
in the departa
Hotel Clerk: “I found that ‘Not to be of the former clerkship
ment. It is expected there will be some
used except in case of fire’ placard those
curtailment in the State auditor’s office.
college boys stole out of the corridor,”
It has been costing about $5,000 a year
Manager: “Where?”
Clerk: “They’d nailed it up over the for clerks.
Abolishing the State labor department
coal-bin.”
has long been threatened as not being in
harmony with the labor interests of the
NOT EXTRAVAGANT.
State, but the office has worked well in
“I’ve taken a liking to you, Miss Pe- several labor
complications and did much
tite,” declared Mr. Closephist, “because to settle controversy among the paperdon’t
to
be
seem
in
you
extravagant
any makers. Some of the Democrats say
way. May I call on you an evening a that portions of the work in this departweek?”
ment could be made more directly use“Sorry, Mr. Closephist, but I’m not ful. Little change is expected among
extravagant with my evenings either.” the State assessors and the State bank-

Willie:
“Oh, Papa, I heard Santy
mills were built,
Claus last night. He bumped his foot
and many of the important water powers
against a chi ir, and he said-”
on our larger rivers were utilized for
Willie’s Papa: “There, there, Willie,
this purpose. Brunswick was early a I know what he said.
Run away now.”
great lumber producing place, having at
The
one time thirty large saw mills.
some

How They Propose to Reduce Expenses.
Some of the Offices That May be Abolished.

BOO Page Book free, on the Treatment and
Care of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Doga,
Hogs and Poultry, also Stable Chart to
bang np, mailed free.

more

'Will

Democratic Retrenchment.

FREE BOOK

ple

of discernment. Good clean

weight. Yes,
the right time to buy is now and
the right place, here, assuredly.
coal and honest

j
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a

monthly

n

world’s news, quotations lT

{

mentsonthe press of thew
graphic cartoons and other

j

photographs and biograpi
of the conspicuous persona;

I

month; the most recent
science and discovery; the
events in
critical

religion,

reviews of

literatu?
the I1

|

dramatic and musical workthe best humor and a corn!
the leading play of the month.
It

gathers impartially

j

from

of human thought and acti
facts which are best worth k
gives the reader a clear, wand illuminating view of what
world is doing.

\
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HOSPn'ALJzNA
Hospital
H

K£

r

Aid

are

deeply

Ur. E. J. Vote
the past week.

the
of donatioi
fle tf'"
-enerous response
for
nurse it
,„foll*iiS v-eilie Marshall, the
that the hospital family
^
daily and consumes a large
**
have so
the articles people
tf
following is a list of the
nool
names o{ otherg whoge
"

Annie c. Crosby, $200 for
Mr. Alfred Johnson, $251
Mr. Ben D
Johnson, N. Y„ $10;
a

L

y ;

M

f»W*

^

|Mr. Jesse Sampson has

i

|

|
f’

Sltrnnt.

R

Mrs. J. M.
k'

to her,

ipllv: Mr*

Barr, vege-

vegetables;

John

$1; J. R. Dunton, $1,
Miss Hattie M. Black;
C. Webber, apples; I
rts of jelly; Mrs. J. O.
s and old
linen; MarMrs. E. F. Littlefield,
Fogg, preserves; Mrs.
and old linen; Robert
|
F. Webber, cocoa, jelly |

[

i,

I

|

f
i'

|

[■
[■

[

Maud F.

i f,v-

Follett, pre-

Wadsworth,

linen and

Friend, cereal; Mrs.
Mrs. H. H. Carter,
aadwick, old linen; C.
.> ift,
$1; Mrs. Selwyn
preserves; Mrs. S. B.
cotton; Mrs. Mary C.
Roberts, 50c. and 3
unet A. Wiggin, 4 botA

j

ve>;

|
|
|

i

Frank R. Woodcock,

f-

cream, tea set; Mrs.
lbs. of coffee; Mrs. H.

j-'

!

f
;

c

coffee; Mrs. 0. E. Frost,
jars of jelly; Mrs.
mince meat; J. Donald

ar.d 2

■

stoak; Miss Maude Gami' meat P. Piper, 2 bushels of
:

lC£i. -e

s;

e;

Hospital Aid,

A
v

ij

T

'.v

3

hampers

y. 2 dinner trays and celery;
1 bushel of turnips; Mr.

bushel
A. Wdlson, 1 chicken and
I
po’ji.
Mrs. B. P. Gardner, 1 lb.
tot-;*:
d'h tcomb, 1 bushel potatoes
t»er
sis, ca; i-ago and pumpkins; H. Carter, vegepickles, tomatoes, jelly and
Uts; Mr.r Upham, 2 dozen jars of
t?or.,

pjtvsliel

of

apples

and 1

Brackett, 2 jars pre"
Miss Abbie Poor, magazines!
r, 1 jar pickles, I lb. coffee,jelly;
Mi .am, jelly; W.C. Nichols, $1;
has.

gr
rvt:
u

e
r.t.

Mr. Harry Davis, a graduate of Freedom
Academy, who has been very sick with infantile paralysis, was remembered by his many
friends and old schoolmates November 23rd by
receiving a shower of post cards (157), for
which he wishes to extend many thanks.

Rogers, jelly; Mrs. J. O.
Fpencer W. Mathews
\. Dean, potatoes; Mrs.
Mrs. E. D. Elms, 1
M .rsh. 1 bushel potatoes;
:uart blackberries; Mrs !
i!uw cases; Mrs. W. E
|
Hiid pickles; Mr. W. E.
sh; Mrs. Frank L. Towle,

t

i,r;

Mr. Chester Thompson of Montville went to
the Central Maine General Hospital in Lewiston, Dec. 5th,]to be operated on for appendicitis.

Mrs.

tat1’-'"
f‘

V

1

Shiro 1 sugar spoon;
blackberries: Mrs. T. P. Lod,pickles, j.'iiy, chili sauce and 1 bushel of
Friend,

M-.-uis S.

Fret...

.f

tat'-d. Mi

^

irge A.
r.

Quimby,

preserves
reserves, Mrs. M.

preserves;
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"
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Jpteserv°f,
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Worst

Enemy.

THE OLD COLOR.

A Timely and
Eloquent Article by Franl
W. Cowen of Watavillc.

i

tr*®c> which i» legalized and
our
government, is a blight

sanrHnnildKby
sanctioned

ia.*sas«rfissL*fS

Goldie Patterson
Florence Wardell, her daughter, Orrie Worth
Kate Wardell, who comes into her own,

Sparrow
Captain’s daughter,
Hazel

Spray Hopper, the
who laughs at love,
Persis Went worth
Arbella Wortendyke, between the devil
and the deep sea,
Roberta Wig gin

Roy

He

occasion

never

lqts

goes on

/

the

ruin

wrought by ruto

To

began

to

man

j
J

I
I

great care in what

I
I
I

“By far the best food,

you’ll

I
B

agree

Is bread from Rob Roy Flour,”
says he.

I
I

8

n

Dvel. Not many years ago a Massachu;tts veteran on his death bed requested

I
I
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S IIDNLY PELS

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregular!tie*.
Foley’s Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes*

mankind,
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New York Tribune Farmer
AND YOUR FAVORITE HOME PAPER

That father

the war, and often told
v ith justifiable
pride how he hugged the
alor to his breast when both of his arms
'ere shattered.
As much as $100 had
t een offered in vain for a piece of the
Id color by a rich veteran, who hoped
hat in the inspection and repairing a
ragment might fall to the ground. A
ign at the State House requests visiors to remove their hats in passing beore the battle flags.
At first it seemed
ovel, perhaps arbitrary, but it so sortd with the general sentiment of devoion to the flag that now the observance
3 so general that an individual excepion excites comment.^ The attachment
'f the soldier for the” color is one the
ivilian recognizes without wholly unlerstanding. It must be felt to be realzed in its intensity. The Union veteran
oves the Stars and Strips, but his love_
!or the regimental or State color is a'
win love.—Boston Transcript.
The

Thus strong drink has been regarded
in all the ages of the world, and especially
since the dawn of the Christian era, as
All parts were so well taken that it would
the deadly and inveterate foe of mankind.
be difficult to single out any one as the best.
It has been the cause or rather hasplayPerhaps mention might be made of Miss Pat- > d no inconsiderable
part in the ruin of emterson in the difficult role of the Widow WTarYet there
pires and the fall of nations.
dell. Mr. Nutter was applauded often in his are ministers of the
gospel even in Maine
laughable attempt at courtship and his uncer- like the Rev. Mr. Bushford of Portland,
tainty, at times, as to the object of his affec- who cry out for resubmission, because
tion. Spray Hopper or Arbella Wortendyke they believe by such means our prohibilaws will be overthrown and regula(Miss Wiggin.) Miss Arbella, in her bright tory
tion of the liquor traffic by license or
plaid shawl and wonderful bonnet, with two local
option laws will take its place.
little curls on each side of her face, wras surely
Whenever any minister of the word of
an object to make a poor fisherman forget his
God, or anyone else, cries down the glorifish. Those two fascinating little curls! One ous principles of prohibition, or in any
could but winder if they grew, or ere they way favors regulation or license of the
bought. Mr. Bryant, as the fussy little pastor hell born traffic in rum, they are simto the criminal and vicious
of Bar Haven, was pleasing to the eye and in- ply pandering
classes to set at naught the laws of our
teresting to listen to—especially his Fourth of commonwealth as has been witnessed so
July oration. His tact, too, in getting ou|tof very recently in the city of Portland where
difficult situations with Miss Arbella could not
a brave officer who was endeavoring to enbe excelled in real life. The entire evening
force our prohibitory law was set upon by
was a success and a credit to the teachers, who
have been doing faithful work not only for a mob and nearly murdered in cold blood.
this class but the entire school. On Thursday i Every minister and every church in our
evening December 8th the play will be given State and nation should be a unit in dein Waldo. It has been customary for the
manding absolute prohibition and suppresseniors to give their drama in Freedom and to sion of the
liquor traffic for beverage
go to some one of the surrounding towns.
and I say here shame on any
They also sometimes play the second time at purposes, or
any citizen of our State, whohome, and shoukPthey do so this year would minister,
ever they may be, who would by voice or
have a full house.
pen in bitter denunciation of our prohibitory system fire the hearts of men who
JAMES EDWARD KELLEY, ESQ.
derive their inspiration from the saloon
in a deadly hatred of the temperance
A Native of Unity, Now a Successful Bos- iaws of our commonwealth.
Intimida-

||M
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“County Clerk" Case.

Supreme Court

Declares the Clerks of

Courts

Legally Elected.
Augusta, December 1. “The person
in each county who received the highest
number of votes for ‘county clerk’ (at

the State election in September) should
be notified that he has been elected clerk
of the judicial courts.” The opinion was
handed down Thursday by the entire
bench of the Maine Supreme court in
answer to a series of questions propounded by Gov. Fernald as a result of the
State ifjpction at which the title ‘county
clerk’ ..iBps used on the official ballots instead or “clerk of courts” in the ten
counties in which the terms of such
officers expire in January.
One of the questions asked was:
“Was the election of a candidate to
the office of ‘county clerk’ equal to the
election of the same candidate to the office of cler,ks of the judicial courts?”
Answering this question, the rescript
says:
“It is the opinion of the undersigned
that the voters were not misled by the
use of the term ‘county clerk’ instead of
the more appropriate one of ‘clerk of judicial courts’ on the official ballot and
that their purpose in casting these ballots can be ascertained with reasonable

certainty.”
The Pendleton Sisters’ New Dances.
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ground cooked

meat and bene.

materials and offered

as soon as

It

manufactured,

We will supply you if your local dealer
does not handle, but ask him first.

l

PORTLAND RENDERING CO.,

..

com

1

i

PORTLAND, ME.

All persons
County of Waldo, deceased.
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Caroline b. merriam.
Morrill, November 8, 1910.

DEALERS IN YOUR VICINITY.
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—Christian Endeavor World.

j

j

NORTH 1SLESBORO.
Islesboro may have a sardine

factory,

at

Ry-

! der’s Cove. Parties have been looking over
the Farrow farm at the head of the harbor,
j now
owned by John F. Crowley of Bangor, with

|

a

view

Crowley

to

establishing
that

a

factory

there.

Mr.

yet nothing definite has
been decided upon but he has no doubt that the
deal will go through. The packing concern
wants the shore and is willing to pay for it,
but the owner wishes to sell the entire property, extending back some distance from the
shcre. He has named his price and the concern has made an offer, and there the matter
stands_Mr. Melville Grover returned last
week from a visit with relatives in Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ladd spent
Sunday in Castine with Mrs. Ladd’s parents^
...Mrs. Elzina Knowlton closed her house
last week and went to Nashua, N. H. for the
winter.... Mrs. B. F. Heal, who has been quite
ill, is improving.... Mr. Joseph McFarland is
spending the winter with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Coombs... .The Grammar school is having a
vacation. The High Bchool reopened Tuesday
says

as

...

MAXWELL, OVERLAND, BUICK, REGAL

Special Notice

12 to 40 H. P., $600 to $2260.
Body Styles to Suit; from Runabout to the New Torpedo Type.

This is to notify all parties owing us
to Sept mber 1st, that such unsettled accounts will be left for collection
6w47
January 1,1911,
BELFAST FUEL & HAY CO.

previous

-call on-

BEAD GARAGE & MACHINE COMPANY

EXECUTRIX’S
in the

for sale by

after a long and serious illness. The funeral
was held Tuesday, the 6th. The friends of Mrs.
An
Fenwick extend their sincere sympathy.
obituary will be sriven later.

N JT1CE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has been duly appointed executrix of the last will and testament
uf
ELISHA MERRI AM, late of .Morrill,

Ridiculous Optimist,

Because he lived he smiled
And did not look ahead
With bitterness or dread.
But nightly sought his bed
As calmly as a child.
And people called him mad
For being always glad
With such things as he had,
And shook their heads and smiled.

anoe.

|

over

_

j||

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
I weeks successively, in The Republican Journal.
I a newspaper published in Belfast,in said County.
! that all persons interested may attend at a Pro• bate Court, to be held at Belfast. «>n the mtli
day of December next, and show cause, ii any
; they have, why the said account should not be
I allowed.
GEO. K. JOHNSON, Judge.
I
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. flAZELTINK, Register.
8w47
I

IT

He toiled and still was glad
Because the air was free,
Because he loved, and she
That claimed his love and he
Shared all the joys they had!
Because the grasses grew.
Because the sweet winds blew,
Because that. he coulu hew
And hammer, he was glad.

count of adminisirat ion of said estate for allow-

|
jI

USS

Could leap and laugh and run.
Because the distant sun
Smiled on the earth, he smiled.

WALDO

XV^*Oi
The Iowa Experiment
Station test demon.
tjv' gjS^ "?l strated
■Sr'J’C'ir'^v.
conclusively that I
^
Mn^
y<xV5s»
>
S*lCr.
ration of five parts
.4,., K Tf
yjh-Ar
part Bone and
5Sp^ Allows
cP'^fL^ and
Meat Meal yielded
^•1
-‘•^ajgjSg^*
34 per cent,
Inf JISIS U00U^2^M4B^Sy*
alone.
ration of
at'
greater profits than
fine
Our Bone and Meat Meal is made of pure
FOP Him
fresh
from
made
is wholesome and fattening because
a

The

SS—In Court of Probate, field at Pelfast, on the 8th day of November, 11*10.
I James K. Sheldon, administrator on t he estate of
Justin Men Iain, late of Morrill, in said Count y,
deceased, l aving presented his iirst and final ae-

Bone and Meat Meal is the best
and cheapest hog fattener.
Actual tests prove it.

A>x

W

Me.

CHILDXSZi

There was once a man who smiled
Because the day was bright,
Because he slept at night.
Because God gave him sight.
To gaze upon his child;
Because his little one

j PROBATE NOTICES

high prices paid for pork make hog raising to-day
But feed, too, has admore profitable than ever.
vanced and the up-to-date hog raiser has
learned by necessity that Portland

..

THE

KENNEDY’S LAX ATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

II

Republican Journal Pub. Co., Belfast,

IIO&L

j

Sjpjf

new

Both for $2.25.

|p

mountain climbing and driving. Visitors
the shore have marvelled at their proficiency in rowing, sailing and especially
their swimming.
Hardly a day passes
during the long summer but what the
sisters can be seen swimming and sporting in the cold saltwater.—Camden Herald.
to

f

$1.00

The

The sisters will be remembered in
Camden by their freedom from conventionalities, their love for long walks,

Vp

y$|

S

Admission, 10 cts; supper, 25 cts. per
couple... E. B. Pottie, who is on the sick list,
He is attendis said to be improving slowly.
ed by Dr. Crooker... .There will be a Christmas hall at Tranquility Grange Hall on Monday
evening, December 26th with music by Brown's
Orchestra.
Come, one and all-Mrs. Bessie
Wentworth passed a few days in Belfast last
week... Mrs. Mary Cross is visiting in BelMr. Lewis Fenwick, one of our highly
fast.
respected young citizens died December 3rd

dancing sketch.

The Tribune Farmer alone is $1.00.

The Tribune Farmer,

Hi

came

:£w\
price of

anew

and novel dance which immediately beknown as the Pendleton Sisters’
whirlwind and acrobatic specialty. This
specialty is used as a climax to their

Ap

subscribers and all old subscribers who will pay
we make this liberal offer
up arrearages and one year in advance
B®“To

ap

served.

Girl from Rectors,” introducing

or cow.

The subscription

SSl

sketch.
During the act they
show ten handsome costumes designed
particularly for this act by Miss Louise
Pendleton, one of the sisters. The act
comprises nine different styles of dancing and features each of the sisters in
a
specialty. Among the dances is a
very cute kid dance in which the sisters
wear knee length
white lingerie baby
doll dresses trimmed with blue ribbon,
executing difficult steps with a skip
rope. Last season the Pendleton Sisters
made an extensive tour of the western and
southern States with “The

Ipp.

a

horse

dancing

fw

reliable market reports.
Dr. C. D. Smead, the best known veterinary surgeon in
America, writes regularly for The Tribune Farmer, thoroughly
covering the breeding, care and feeding of all domestic animals,
and his articles meet the needs of every practical working farmer and interests every man or woman in city or town who owns a

vSrSj

f|

The Pendleton Sisters, who recuperate
each summer at their mother’s home in
Camden, are now preparing to enter
vaudeville with a new twenty minute

FOR ONLY $2.25.

thoroughly practical, helpful, up-to-date illustrated national
weekly. Special pages for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, etc., and most
Is

lfli>
Cl||
MB

UNCOLNVILLE.
The schools in town began Monday, November 28th.
Following are some of the teachers
employed: Hill district, Miss Jessie Young;
Miller district, Miss Annie Richards of Appleton; village, Frank H. Miller; Lamb district
Mrs. Edna McKinney; Beach, Mrs. L. D. Ames.
....A. H. Miller left Monday on a business
trip to Boston... Mr. Percy Cross, who has
been in town on a short vacation, returned to
Boston this week_Miss Bessie Harvey is
spending a few days in Belfast-Melvin
Dickey and daughter returned Monday from a
visit in Waterville-Mr. Carle Mathews has
.Miss
gone to Athens, Me., for a short visit
Mabel Peavey returned Sunday from a visit in
Belfast_Mrs. Carrie Hall is spending a few
weeks in Northport... There will be a social
at t: e Grange hall Wednesday evening, December 14th. A musical and literary program
will be furnished and a baked bean supper

Journals

The Tribune Farmer

mk
•“O j

and dynamite
tion, assassination,
bombs are the arguments used by the
licensed liquor traffic and I do not wonder
that the attempts at assassination or
murder by the saloon defenders of a
fearless officer of the law in Portland,
where was reared that grand man, General Neal Dow, who stamped his name on
the legislation of the world, has aroused
a feeling of indignation against this murderous traffic in rum, which is a crime
against humanity and should be driven
As the antifrom the face of the earth.
slavery determination which finally put
a stop to the power of slavery in our land
grew from a nucleus of abolitionism, so
may this foul outrage on the life of a
brave officer of the law in Portland be
used of God to forward the great cause of
prohibition and the annihilation of futher
sentiment for resubmission and license in
the State of Maine.
I will add that there is one thing the
Democratic party will do well to heed
when they assemble at the opening of our
incoming Legislature, and it is this: if
they desire a very long lease of life in our
State they will be mighty careful how
they handle our liquor laws. The people
of Maine will not stand for the repeal of
the prohibitory law and the enactment of
a license law in its place.
arson

for sale at her store.

blood of his father.

le

[ ved long after

Unnerves the limbs and dulls the noble mind.
Let chiefs abstain, and spare the sacred juice
To sprinkle to the gods its fitter use.”

LIBERTY.
Last week was a profitable one for the local
hunters, G. W. Cram and Dr. W. L. Cargill each
brought in a deer, and John Sanford and D. F.
Sanborn a fox....The prospective mail route
between Liberty and China has been rejected
for the present on account of the largness ol
the bids. This is to be regretted, as the route
would greatly benefit the town....Miss Mildred Ayer and Miss Inez Quigg are at the Cas
tine Normal school for the winter term....
Mrs. A. L. Batchelor has the Red Cross stampi

•at he was near his end but had felt that
must see the "old color" again before
died. The scene iB rathe r typical than

»

t lat the “old color” might be
placed
pon his coffin. On the application of
is family the request was granted, the
s tate authorities seeing that the flag was
:turned to its glass case when the fueral was over. There are two bars of
: r isty brown on the State color of one
° f the Massachusetts
regiments, which
“ woman once was overheard
pointing
ut to a
at
her
side as made by
boy

I

■

regimental flag he followed
iring the Civil War was granted by the
djutant General of the State, comment
pon it as if it were an exceptional happing The picture presented is strikig and pathetic, the old soldier passing
is hands over the frayed, sacred silk,
hich by General Verbeck's order was
iken from the glass case to gratify him,
len
turning sadly away with the words
e

I

1

City

was more

^

I

I

he eats.

mond P. Hobson, now a
Congressman
stated m an address before the
Patriotic
Women of America in New York

Inflaming wine, pernicious

use

would

Little wonder then that Lord
Chesterfield
called distillers of
liquor, “Artists in human slaughter,” and that
Addison, one
the, great names in literature, said:
Drink is death’s prime minister
Very recently the famous Captain Rich-

that liquor

I

I
To tell each travelling
he meets

to untimely graves thousands
upon thousands of our people each
year, and the
tears of sorrow and of
shame that
have been shed since the world
Boat the great navies of the
world.

b >uch the old

■

As little Rob
his trip

stessaffastssia:
over

Many newspapers, recounting the inci—

;nt of a New York veteran whose relest that he might be permitted to

■

dangerous than a
gatling gun. He also claimed that it had
killed more
people in one year’s time
than had been killed by all the wars of
hundreds
of years.
many
No language can describe this
mighty
The senior class of Freedom Academy pre- evil that some people desire legalized or
in
regulated
Maine, although you might
sented the drama.“Bar Haven” Friday evening,
as well try to
regulate a powder magaDec. 2nd, in the Grange hall, to an appreciative zine
by thrusting a red hot poker into it
audience. The hall was well filled, and many as to
try to regulate the hellish traffic in
former graduates were present.
Freedom rum. No home in all our broad land but
students
are
what
to
the
has felt the blight of this monster
institution
Academy
loyal
in one way or another.
and on this evening, as usual, former graduates
Shakespeare,
furnished the music. They were Miss Wini- our greatest poet, has said:
"Oh
thou
invisible spirit of wine
fred Dodge, Mr. Loren Stewart and Messrs.
If we can call thee by no other name,
Dana and Seth Banton. In this respect FreeLet us call thee Devil.”
dom and Freedom Academy has always been
Long before the birth of our Savior
fortunate. Following is the cast:
Homer made Agamemnon say:
miaul
an uiu iiMieiiuuu,
“Disastrous folly led me thus astray
Lee Kenney
Hardy Stone, his helper, with ambition to be Kate’s
Everett Blanchard
In the great poems of Homer there is
Leo Bradley, in search of an heir,
nothing more beautiful than the words
William Sayward
of Hector when receiving the parting
Gideon Graham, a wealthy rascal.
Chester Thompson cup from his ^mother at the siege of
Rev. John Wesley Wiggins, pastor at Bar
Troy. When sne urged him, “by Bacchus
Everard Bryant crowned, to take a plentiful draught, to
Haven,
refresh his soul, and to give new spirits
Cy Brackett, who is fishing for fish and
Claude Nutter to him,’’ this noble son,
Arbella,
great in war, reMrs. Wardell, of “The Manor,”
plied,

and jelly; Mrs.
s. 1}ie- ;
S. Peavy, vegee 1. Thombs, $2; Mrs. James H.
kkt; Mm
ton Lawyer.
Wt
f towels; Mrs. Allen Orcutt,
Press Reporter, October, 1910.]
[National
1
dozen
Robbins
&
m;
partArey,
Kelley, James Edward, lawyer, was born at
it
mds of candy; Mrs. Florence
Unity, Me., February 2, 1858, son of Benjamin
ia.
pillows; Mrs. John Stevens, Franklin and Louisa P. (Adams) Kelley. His
Emma W. West, $1; Mrs. first paternal American ancestor was Aaron
|
I
who W'ith his brother Joseph came from
rves; Mrs. Fred Rackliff, Kelley,
j Kildare, Ireland, about 1780 and settled at
Cl aries B. Eaton, preserves;
Boothbay, Maine. Aaron afterward married
>d, pickles and jelly; Mr- and went north with his family and was one
of the first settles in what was then called
;
C.
L.
Harriman.
tatoes;
but it is now known as Unity, Maine,
C .G. Abbott, 2 bushels of | Antioch,
following in his northward trek the trail made !
turnips and 25 pounds of by Arnold’s army when it marched to take
;■
turnips and beets; Mrs. Quebec. Aaron’s wife was Mary Canady, and
their son Samuel married Sarah Vickery, a
Mr. J. H. Elms, vegeniece of John Mitchell, the first settler of the
Pitcher, 50c; E. C. Dow, town, and a daughter of David Vickery, who
1
of
was
a revolutionary soldier. Samuel and Sarah I
bushel
ml,
potatoes
Kelley were the grandparents of the subject
ps; llomer B. Carter, 50c;
of this sketch. During the war of 1812 his !
ege tables; George Innes,
j
grandfather Samuel and his uncle, James KelRogers, jelly, pickles and ley, were members of the home guard which
f
Rogers, pickles and cotton; was called out and stationed at Edgecomb,
for a short time. Benjamin Franklin
!
-ileton, 2 pillows; A Friend, Maine, the
Kelley,
father, was a writer of some note,
fici
agar spoon; 2 friends, 2 bed
and a frequent poetical contributor to the
^
Mason, pair blankets, eggs, local papers. He was deeply interested in the
liberal religious movement of the last century,
Smith, 1 bed spread.
and a pioneer in promoting temperance and
ii Aid, 9 jars of preserves,
[
prohibition in Maine when the cause was new.
clorn, beans, and cherries James Edward Kelley receivifd his early edu'oarS:
=quash, 4 pumpkins, 1 peck apples, cation in the district schools of Maine, and at
the home fireside, both his father and mother
«cotton,
having been school teachers. He also attended
«
Alii e (,rindle, Mrs.T. E. Hale, the normal school at Castine, Me., at the same
I hilbrook, Mrs. Margaret time teaching school, and was graduated in
(B
'irs El;a Varnham, Mrs. Helen Grin- 1880, as president and valedictorian of his
u
class. For the next five years he taught one
'bbard, Mrs. John Dresser, of the institution schools of Boston, Mass.,
j
Mrs.
June
Burr,
Dennett, during three years of which he was assistant
■:>, Miss Ethel Noyes, Miss
[J*'
superintendent of the institution, and in 1885
Misses Nellie and Carrie he entered the Law Department of Boston
and
Rev.
I
G., University, where he was graduated with the
Smallidge
package of corn starch, degree of LL. B. in 1887. He was admitted
ard pickles, 1 jar chili to the Massachusetts bar in
5
January, 1888, and
’-■^serves, 10 jars jelly, pair of immediately began the practice of law in Camit
cotton.
but
to Boston in De\
removed
Mass.,
bridge,
b M. Burgess, 1 pair towels,
[•
cember, 1888, where he has since continued.
-1
Mrs. W. F. Kellar, 50c.; Mrs. He has represented diverse and important inV ;
I iMrs. G. L. Ryder, 50c.; Mrs. terests and enjoys the satisfaction of never
towels.
having asked or accepted public office or asKnight, 4 bushels of pota- sistance outside of his profession since he bekT.
bushel of turnips;
-n, 1
His large clientele has been
4gan its practice.
j.shel of potatoes and 1-2 built
lji$
up entirely by his own unaided and
ed Greer, potatoes, beets
\
but
patient
unceasing effort. He is a collector
>'tyant, vegetables; Carrie of prints and a reader and collector of books
11. E. Morrill, $1.
and possesses an extensive library. The time
I
Wentworth, 1 1-2 bushel he devotes to the social side of life is given to
uni.
<
nijuasu, uuiin
benevolent and literary clubs, he being presiirnips; Everett Banks, 1 dent of a local literary society, a member of
1
Sanborn, cotton, salt cu- the Middlesex and Massachusetts bar associatil*.
a
i-v
Dutton, 1 bushel beets, 2 tions; the American Civic Alliance; Sons of
jar of jelly; Mrs. Hattie
s!
Maine, Independent Order of Odd Fellows, and
: l
til’
utter; Mr. Delbert Paul, he is a past commander of the Knights of
ar!<‘ pumpkins; Mr. S. W.
|
Malta, of which order he is a representative to
abbage and pumpkins; Mrs. the Supreme Commandery. He was married,
ivr:,
preserves and 3 jelly; Mr. 1887, to Fannie E., daughter of Franklin and
j
?tatoe8. squash and pumpkins; Rhoda A.. (Hicks) Banks of Belfast, Me., and
ir,- V
Klor \p's
bears, preserves, jelly and old |I has one son, Walter E. Kelley.
‘*Ulha ^erry. 2 quarts of pickles;
JsnhJrrv tatoes, beets and
turnips; Frank
ifoouth
*er; i i''V‘^atoe-S beets and turnips; Nellie
The remains of Mrs. Olive Farwell of Lynn,
of
Potatoes and towels; T. A.
jiiis iis !e
were brought
** btah.iiJar?®8 u°yle, 1 bushel of apples Mass., formerly of this town,
f
potatoes; Mae Thomas, $1; C. here for burial in the family lot in Oak Grove
Mott
'^tables.
many friends of Rev. E. H.
'-“dies Guild, Congregational cemetery....The
fell,
were pained to learn of his death in
cereal- 1 box macaroni, S Boynton
Pk* jello, towels, 4 cans to- Hampden. Mr. Boynton was at one time pas*,
ffe, ieiiJ!
A- M- Ross, pickles, cereal, tor of the Searsmont church and was greatly
ki»e8'a: y.,and magazines; S. A. Ross, beloved... Mr. Bert Paul has returned from
1
Rebec,-- n ily Ro»». apples and cereal;
Dr. E.
>. jelly, v,' ''mss, marmalade; Miss Lucy Belfast after a successful operation by
George McClure, fl and 2 jars W. Tapley... .The mail service between LiberMy:,(
b* Gi;k;„ ,,ar';er. breakfast food, 4 pkges;
ty and Belfast does not reflect much credit upI2wei' \ glasses
jelly; Mrs. N. F. Gila young man,
Vf lea and 1 pkg. jello; A friend, on “Uncle Sam.” Last week
ft
his overcoat and
J. t,el of
•fed
potatoes and 3 squash; wishing to get to Belfast, put
•fed’:i,' * h'wels, one-half bushel of ap- suit case into the stage at this office, saying to
•fed
preserves; A friend, 1 barrel the driver he “would start on and walk until
A friend, $1; A friend,
!fe&; KeUiides;
the enSt J**- 50 centa and oranges; D. H, the stage overtook him.” He walked before
chickens.
tire distance, arriving at Belfast long
Contributions were received the
•fed f„:
Miss Bessie Waterman of Apple•jUtei j"*.'nK; Miss Maude E. Mathews, ton stage....
December 8rd... Remember
in
town
was
Miss
E.
BarHt! i;,, “'athews,
Maude
Williamson, Miss Field, the Christmas sale and supper in the vestry
V to. i Mrs. James F. McKean, Mrs Thursday .evening December 16th. Will all
SH.pT; Herbert Kimball, Mrs. Charles who have articles for the sale please send them
!U,™lton, Mr. M. I. Stevens, Geo,
to the vestry early Thursday afternoon.
B.

1. H

Mars Hill,

W. Dodge has gone to Vineland,
N ew Jersey to spend several weeks with her
husband’s sister, Mrs. Mary H. Robinson.

^ 0f crash; Edna Coombs, VegeHoward, pickles; Mrs. I.
..., i
I
Mrs Eli Hoyt, towels; Mrs.
rales and jelly; Mrs. Fred
I
F
serves; Mrs. W. H. Snow,
Xj.cr. honey; Miss Stella M.
Si
Miss Alice I. Aborn, $1; Miss
li
"/•'tables; Mrs. C. M.
y*
serves; Miss Julia E. Brown,
I*'
; Wells, towels; Mrs. Roscoe
1
W. H. Small, jelly; Mrs.
it1’
Mrs. Herbert Clark, pre-

t'

gone to

Mrs. D.

ta

*'

in Bel-

Aroostook county, where he has employment.
Miss Maude Ware of Thorndike was the
guest of her sister, Mrs. E. J. Vose, the past
week.

jp*“1

’'r

were

Misses Winifred Dodge and Rena and Ethel
Vose were in Unity village Dec. 5th.

Smith, 50 bushels
quilt; Mr. Horace
r, ladies,
Mrs. Lucinda Fletcher,
j
strawa Wardwell, 1 quart
atsup; Mrs. Albert Knight
Maude Wight, 1 dozen sauce
1 dozen tumblers; Mrs.
pair of towels; Mrs. Essie

B
f dour; M.

\

business

Rev. G. H. Kent will occupy the pulpit again
Sunday, Dec. 11th, at the usual hour.

Mm

;lh-

on

Misses Rena and Ethel Vose passed December 3rd with Miss Winifred Dodge.

>r'"

F*Tm

Man's

in Waterville

Dr. A. M. Small and Mrs. Small
fast on business December 1st.

jUS(ed
^ycontr't; ^
P* .^mentioned:
arc
fe

was

Mrs. E. E Vose is caring for her niece, Mrs.
John Cornforth.

"““tjo
st"
no

1U.C.UU1H.
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Kndnl

For indigestion.

Believes sour stomach,
palpitation of the heart. Divests w ..at you eat

FOLEYS OMNOlAXATM
For Stomach Trouble and Cohrtiratioi*

The Churches.

SEARSPORT.
Frank Crockett of Brewer

waa

Capt. Amos Nichols left Thursday for Sebec
on a two weeks’ hunting trip.

There will be services in the Citypoint chapel
every Sunday evening at 7 o’clock, with sermon
by Rev. J. W. Vaughan. All are invited.

Lake

Miss Esther Beach left Monday for Franklin,
Mass., where she will spend the winter.
Mrs. H. G. Curtis was in Belfast last
he guest of Mr. and Mrs, R. P. Chase.

day

Rev. Charles Harbutt of Portland will preach
at the Congregational church next Sunday
Miss Marie Cyphers left Saturday for Portland to take a course in Miss Sawyer’s Busi-

college.

Pike Bros, had a carload of corn come over
the B. & A. railroad from Portland last Saturday—1,500 bushels.

Absolutely Pure

The only baking powdei
made from Royal Grape
Cream of Tartar

The monthly collection for parish expenses
will be taken at the Congregational church

Sunday morning.

Mrs. Elizabeth Wanson of Portland, Maine,
formerly of Searsport, is spending the fall and
winter in Pasadena, California.
Sch. 'amuel J. Goucher, Capt. Hart, arrived
Saturday from Newport News with 4,415 tons
of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co.

j

NoAlum,NoLime Phosphate
STOCKTON SPRINGS.

j

Mr. Eugene Shute is new with his mother,
Mrs. Elden Shute, after a summer’s absence.

Cant. James B. Parse, i
Preparations for Christmas gifts and festiviarrived at Montevideo, S. A., November 29th, j ties are now
engaging the attention of StockYerk.
New
from
twenty days’ passage
tonites, young and old alike.
The steamshiD Texan.

Capt. Nathan F. Gilkey, who has been for
several months in the schooner Rebecca Palmer, arrived Friday from New York.

1

Miss Sadie Merrithew is again at her post as
bookkeeper for the J. M. Ames Co., having recently returned from her vacation trip.

Mr, and Mrs. Warren A. Griffin have gone to
Capt. Horace Staples left Monday for a
Locksley, Ala., where Mr. Griffin has employ- i business trip to Boston and Somerville, Mass.
ment as a carpenter for the winter.
He will return the latter part of the week.
Edson W. Fletcher, who has been confined to
The sardine factory at Lowder Brook closed
the house for several weeks with typhoid last
Thursday for the season, it being now the
was
to
be
out
able
fever,
Saturday.
legal close time for herring fishing in this viCapt. F. C. Pendleton of Islesboro was in cinity.
town Saturday on business connected with the
Mr. Harry Shute, quartermaster on the Bar
schooner Pendleton Sisters at Mack’s Point.
Harbor steamers, is at home on his vacation,
Sch. Northland, Capt. Sanders, arrived Mon- spending the time with his mother, Mrs. Elden
day from Newport News with 2,900 tons of Shute, Sylvan street.
coal to

the Penobscot Coal Co. at Mack’s Point.

Miss Erdine
of Mrs. Carrie
last Thursday
will spend the

Edward Stickney and Harry Coleman have
been drawn as traverse jurors for the January
term of the Supreme Judicial court to be held
in Belfast.
Sch. Pendleton Sisters, Capt. Small, finished I
discharging fertilizer at the Hubbard fertilizer |
wharf at Mack’s Point Saturday and sailid the
same day for Baltimore.

November 29th from

a six weeks’ visit with
wife, Mr. and Mrs. F. P. R. Patterson, Newr Bedford, Mass., and their daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Griffin,
in Mattapoiset, Mass. Welcome to Stockton-

The High school, which had been closed for
a

week

on

account of

a

mild form of

diphtheria their

town, reopened Monday. All other schools
will be closed until Tuesday, December 27th.

in

B. Smith has a fine line *© Dennison’s
Christmas novelties and crepe paper, and of
Reputation chocolates in all sizes, to suit his
Christmas patrons, at his store on Main street*
F.

Tribou, U. S. N., recently
retired for age, is well remembered in Searsport, having taught school in the Nichols district when that school was one of the largest

Chaplain David

H.

1

son

and

Mr. Jesse P. Forbell of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
arrived in town last Saturday and was the
guest of Capt. Melvin E. Colcord and family
until Monday, when he left by boat for Boston.
Mr. F. has been an occasional visitor in town
for many years and numerous friends welcome
his calls.

The public schools throughout town opened Monday with the same teachers as last
term, with the exception of the Sandypoint
district, where Miss Margaret Frame of Searsport takes Mr. Crawford Treat’s place, he
(
j having been called to Harmony as principal of
the High school.
Dodges Corner. Miss Winnifred Matthews i
The following shipping report was telereturned last Saturday from visits in Massa- ;
chusetts and Portland... Mrs. James M. Nick- phoned Monday evening from Cape Jellison
erson and Mrs. J. Wr. Smart are still quite ill.
piers: December 3rd, schooner William Jones
Mrs. Etta M. Chapin is seriously ill at her sailed with lumber for New’ York.December 3rd,
daughter’s, Mrs. Carl Howard, in the village. steamer Millinocket sailed with paper and potatoes fir New York. December 6th, steamer
Antonio Croce, the Main street fruit dealer,
Millinocket arrived with general cargo from
left Wednesday for Genoa, Italy, to visit his
New York.
mother. This will be his first visit to his home
Last week was one of almost continual
since he left there 20 years ago. Mrs. Croce
and two children will spend the winter in Bath storm, rain and snow falling apparently towith her parents.
Joseph Croce will have gether, day after day, until Friday brought
charge of the fruit stand duriug the two quite a decided snow fall. The weather cleared Saturday, leaving the temperature considmonths’ absence of the proprietor.
not below normal for
Sch. Margaret Haskell, Capt. McKown, ar- | erably colder, although
The entire autumn was beautiful
rived Friday from Newport News with 3,815 j December.
mild!
Penobscot Coal Co. at and unusually
in town.

of the Eastern Steamship Co., two trips a week, went into effect
Dec. 5th. The boats will arrive from Boston
Wednesday’s and Saturday’s and will leave
Searsportfor Boston Monday’s and Thursday’s,
The winter schedule

....

tons of coal

to

the

finished discharging Wednesday at the Penobscot coal docks and will
sail for a coal port in command of Capt. N. F.
Mack’s Point.

home in

She

Malden, Mass., for

Students who

are

trip.
attending St. John’s Cola

Mrs. Sarah S. Snell took Monday’s boat for
Boston, en rout* to Malden, Mass, where she
will remain through the cold weather with her
Mr. S.
son and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Ciifton Snell
is the principal of the Grammar schools of
Malden, a position he has held for some years.
Her absence is regretted by her numerous
friends in this, her native village.

lege in Danvers, Mass., sent to their home in
Mrs. Annie K. Harriman closed her home on
Searsport last week for their skates and reEast Main street, Monday, and took the steamported good skating there, while down here in er for Boston, en route to Lowell, Mass., where
Searsport the Opeechee stream, or mill pond, she will spend a fortnight with her sister and
near the Union school house, where the pupils
husband, Mr. and Mrs. John Green, before going to North Adams, Mass., to spend the winskate, was open from shore to shore. But it is
ter with her son, Mr. James H. Griffin, and
expected that later the pond will freeze over family. The home-coming will be gladly
welcomed by a host of friends.
so that there will be good skating.

It is expected that the dredging of our harLadies Aid will hold their Christmas
bor will be completed about Christmas time, if
and entertainment Thursday, December
all progresses as favorably in the future weeks
15th, in the M. E. vestry. The usual number i as in the past, since the arrival of the J. S.
of fancy articles, aprons of all kinds, cooked j Packard Dredging Co.’s outfit from Providence,
R. I. The community will regret the departure
food, candy, etc., will be on sale. An attrac- of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Imbrie from town.
Mr.
tive feature will be the bag table. Cocoa and
I. is supervising the work of increasing the
will
of
our
and
be
served
sandwiches
land-protected anchoring ground.
cake,
tea,
during deptfi
the afternoon. In the evening a miscellaneous j
We regret to chronicle a severe ill turn in
program, appropriate to the Christmas season, Capt. Horace M. Griffin’s case. For several
days he has been confined to the bed with
will be given.
man) old troubles again in evidence and it is
in
class
convention
held
feared a return to the hospital may become
At a Republican
Dr. G. A. Stevens is watching the
Union hall, Dec. 1st, Lincoln R. Gilkey of Isles- necessary.
patient, and Dr. G. A. Foster of Winn is exboro, was nominated as a candidate to the pected to arrive soon, he being Cat>t. G.’s sonlegislature. At a Democratic class convention in-law. All hope that favorable symptoms
held in Islesboro, Nov. 30th, Melvin R. Trim may develop before long in our neighbor’s condition.
was nominated as a candidate for representaelection
was
tive. The vote in the September
11U
1 1V/I V
X/MhUIllt
a tie and a special election will be held Monday, Dec. 12th. The towns in this class are
A. A. Howes & Co. Have a Guaranteed Cure
Islesboro, Searsport, Stockton Springs, ProsThat Has Stood the Test of Time.
Waldo.
and
Swanville
pect,
Catarrh cures come and catarrh cures go,
North Searsport. The Methodist church but HYOMEI continues to cure catarrh and
at this place, built in the year 1828, was re- abolish its digusting symptoms wherever civildedicated Dec. 4,1910. Rev. J. Albert Corey ization exists.
If
buy a HYOMEI outfit for $1.00 and
of Searsport gave the dedication sermon and hide you
it in a dark cupboard it won't cure your
was at his best. The choir of the M. E. church
catarrh.
If you breathe it daily as directed it will
Searsport gave some fine singing, and we take
this opportunity to thank them for their ser- cure your catarrh or it won't cost you a cent,
vices. A. Stinson gave a little historic sketch ask A. A. Howes & Co.
of the church from the time it was built until
If you have a hard rubber Hyomei inhaler
the present time. Wm. J. Matthews made a somewhere around the house, get it out and
report on the repairs. The church has new start at once to forever rid yourself of catarrh.
A. A. Howes & Co., will sell you a bottle of
wainscotting, steel ceiling, new carpets, pulpit,
new vestry, and has been given two coats of
HYOMEI (liquid) for only 50 cents; start to
white paint throughout. The repairs cost breathe it and notice how quickly it clears out
about $400. We think the church will compare the air passages and makes the entire head
favorably with any country church in Waldo feel fine.
HYOMEI used regularly will cure catarrh,
county and we feel proud of the work, and
through the generosity of one of Searsport’s coughs, colds, bronchitis or sore throat. A
residents there is no debt on the church, and a complete outfit, including a hard rubber
nucleus to fall back on. Rev. Mr. Brown of pocket inhaler, costs $1.00. No stomach dosing.
Bangor performed the dedication services. Just breathe it. It kills the germs, soothes and
—A. 8.
heals the inflamed membrane.
The

sale

at

Rev. C. J. Brown, the special Sunday school
worker of the Maine M. E. Conference, occupied the Methodist pulpit last Sunday evening
and gave an excellent talk on Sunday school
work. He went from here to Bangor, driving
to Searsport late Sunday evenirg.

International Arbitration, or to
allude tp the subject. The Sunday
schools, the Young People’s Societies, the Y.
M. C. A., and all other religious societies are
also requested to observe the day. Helpful
literature may be obtained on receipt of
stamps sent to Mrs. H. J. Bailey, Winthrop
the interest of

at least

Centre, Maine, National Superintendent, or to
Alice May Douglass, Bath, Maine, State Superintendent of the Dept, of Peace and Arbitration of t.he Maine W, C. T. U.

please

the

multitude, Calendars,

g

"

?
U

host of other

things.

dwight p.
Store

formerly occupied by Fred

---

report made by January 1, 1911#

The ladies' grange sewing circle met Thursday the 8th. They have bought new draperies
for the stage and a sewing machine.

SECRET SOCIETIES.

Golden Cross Lodge K. of P., initiated two
candidates at the regular meeting last Monday
evening. The election of officers will take
place December 19th.
One of the most notable events in the history of Calais fraternal orders was the conferring of the rank of page upon a class of 35
candidates in Calais lodge 45, Knights of
Pythias, Dec. 1st. The class will be known as
the Hanson page clasB in honor of George M.

Hanson, supreme chancellor.

M

M

M

M

born

and

In
November 16, to
Mr. and Mrs. GeorgeC?8tine>
McKinnon, a son.
Philbrook In Sanford, Me., November
29,
to Rev, and Mrs, E, S,
Philbrook, a
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SOMETHING
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Carter. In Brooklin, November
16, to Mr.
and Mrs. Delmont L.
Carter, a daughter
Carter.
In Stonington, November
11 to
ArthUr M' Carter. a son, Chester

i=sb

■

DURABLE!jH

IS AL WA YS ACCEPTABLE /IS .4

daughter.

MARRIED

CHRISTMAS

In Atlantic. November
trBi,CK”ORrrS7INSON
15. Merton Bickmore and Misa Goldie

Timothy Chase Lodge, F. & A. M. worked
the degree on one candidate at their regular
meeting December 1st.

M

B

B
B

Johnson.

(oHQlld^lfcrDlIcz^ocr^l^llolf^^oE;.
iff..V.

a

A.

Bf

'"vsCb
B

palmer,

Clothiers, Belfast

Cain; Gate Keeper, Leslie Thompson; Chorister, Allen Goodwin; Pianist, Mrs. Annie L.
Clement. The library committee requested
the master to announce that books would not
be given out through December, and it is rebe
quested that all books already out should
returned, so that the catalogue can be completed and

H.,
Book' fl
everything H,

desirable in Men’s Furnishings, Bathrobes
Men and Women, also Hosiery—Everwear a
u
Interwoven—none better, Silk Hose for Men 50c
and* $1.00, Gloves and Mittens, Fur Lined a
Dress, up-to-date Silk Umbrellas, an inimen
line of Fine Neckwear, 25c. to $1.00, beaut:
Hathaway and S. & S. Shirts, $1.00 to $2.00
Lamson & Hubbard Soft and Stiff Hats and !

o

Harry W. Clark & Co.,
The Main Street

>■'

Leith

to

o

money

tion.

The services at the North church will be as
follows: Junior C. E. Thursday at 3.30 p. m.;
prayer meeting at 7.30 p. m.; K. O. K. A., Friday, *at 7 p. m.; morning worship Sunday, at
10.45 a.^ m.; Sunday school at 12 m.; C. E.
prayer meeting at 6.30 p. m.; evening worship,

fi]

We have an elegant assortment of Furnishing Goods,
and our prices are the very lowest to be had.
We can save you
Look our stock over before you buy.

7.30 o’clock.

International Bible Students’ AssociaClasses for independent Bible study are
held every Sunday at 11 a. m. and Thursday at
7.30 p. m. at the home of Mrs. Eliza Jefferds,
3 Charles street.
All interested in the study
of the Scriptures are cordially invited to attend.

U|

purpose.
We sell the Buckingham Rae Garment Holder to screw
on the closet door, to hold 6 pair of pants, or ladies’
This makes a splendid present.
skirts; price, $1.50.

There will be services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills at 10.30 a. m. and at Trinity Reformed Church at 2.30 p. m., with sermons by Rev.
William Vaughan, followed by Sunday school.
Prayer meeting at Trinity Church this, Thurs-

Scott, the guest for some weeks at 7.30p. m.
A. Gardner, Middle street, left
The services for the week at the Methodist
for Foxboro, Mass., where she
church will be as follows: this, Thursday, evenwinter.
ing the prayer meeting; Sunday, at 10.45, mornThe Current Events Club meeting, postponed
ing worship with sermon by the pastor; Sunlast week because of the unpropitious weather,
day school at 12 m.; Junior League at 3.30 p.
was held Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. Lor
m., evening service at 7.30 p. m.; Tuesday at
ing Griffin, Maple street.
7.30 p. m., the Epworth League meeting.
The ladies of the Congregational church
The third Sunday of December is to be obannounce their “Christmas Sale,’’ at Colcord's
served as Peace Sunday and all pascors are restore for December 8th, 9th and 10th, and hope
quested to preach upon that day sermons in

Nichols, who has been visit- |
ing her grandmother, Mrs. B. F. Pendleton, in
Park, has returned to the Howard Seminary, for a generous patronage from the town’s
West Bridgewater, Mass.
people.
Mrs. N. D. Hewes, who has been for several
Miss Phoebe Calkin has returned from a visit
months the guest of her sister, Miss Catherine with her sister Mary at Wellesley College.
F. Sullivan, on Water street, left Saturday for Miss Mary will be at home to spend her Christmas vacation—an
her home in Waltham, Mass.
occasion her family and
Fort Knox Lodge, I. O. O. F., Bucksport, friends anticipate enjoying with her.
Mr. Alvah C. Treat had the good fortune to
will give an entertainment, drill and ball at
Union hall, Searsport Friday evening, Decem- bring down a deer November 29th just in the
ber 16th. Good music will be furnished.
rear of the village at Sandypoint. He had been
Fieids P. Dodge, clerk at the Searsport absent but a few hours from his home when
House for the past year, was called to Isles- Mrs. T. was telephoned to send a horse to take
boro Saturday on account of the serious illness the animal to Stockton village.
Cant. Frank A Pnttprsnn and wifp rptnrnod
of his grandfather, Capt. Charles Dodge.
Miss Winifred

house at 2 J. m. and at the Brainard schoolhouse 7 p. m.
Wednesday night meetings at
Hills schoolhouse.

nicely settled in our new quarters with
choice
line of mdse, for Xmas and
very
Year’s Gifts: Brass goods in great
variety,
and Japanese Ware in beautiful designs^
Hand Bags, Wallets, Purses, Bill Folds,
Ca,d
Cases, Collar, Hdkfs. and Shirt Case, etc., p,
tures for all, Ghristmas Cards, Booklets,
are

Ne!,
Chi,! B;

o

A Kuppenheimer Suit or Winter Overcoat.
A Widow Jones Suit or Overcoat tor the boy.
A pair of Gloves or a nice Shirt makes a good gift.
Sweaters, Caps, Umbrellas, Pajamas, Bathrobes, Arm
Elastics, fancy Braces and Bose are ideal for the

Sunday school at Brainard schoolhouse at
10.30 a. m.; preaching services at Wood school-

day, evening

We

to think of what we are

1-2 doz. Pure Linen Handkerchiefs in box at $1.50.
A Four-in-Hand lie, price 25 and 50 cts.
A Hau/es Van Gal $3.00 Stiff Hat, “to be exchanged
”
if not the right fit.

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main Btreet, Sunday morning
at 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o’clock, to which all are cordially welcome.

C. C. Ward of Augusta, who has been in
town on business for several days, returned
home Friday.

early

going to give
the
or
friends
for
a
Boys
Holiday Gift. We
Mother, Father,
offer a few suggestions which we think, without doubt,
will be a most acceptable gift.

There will be a service of the Protestant
Episcopal church at the North church vestry
next Sunday at 4 o’clock p. m.
Orlando Titherington lay reader. All are welcome.

morning.

next

It is none too

There will be services in the chapel at East
Northport December 11th at 10.46 a. m., conducted by the pastor, Rev. G. G. Winslow, and
followed by the Sunday school.

Fla.

| Holiday Good®

and the

Services at the Universalist church next Sunat 10.46 a. m., with sermon by the pastor.
Rev. A. A. Smith. Sunday school at 12 o'clock.

week,

Capt. Albert T. Whittier of sch. James W.
Paul, Jr., arrived Wednesday from Port Tampa,

ness

Practical Gift Giving
The Thing Today Among Friends
Family Circle

Pint Parish (Unitarian) church. Service
next Sunday at 10.46 a. m., with sermon
by the pastor, Rev. Adolph Rossbach

in town

Monday on business.

M. Stinboth of Swan s Island.
Curtis-Fish. In Bangor, November 30, Wal°f Bucksport and Miss Grace E.
*£r F*
risn of Brewer.
Decrow-Littlefield. In Belfast, December 3. by Rev. Ashley A.
Smith. Charles R.
a"d M,8S Gr8Ce E'
Littleficld> both °f
Belfast
Herrick-Gray. In Belfast, December 3, by
Rev. Arthur G. Roberts,
Percy Herrick and
Minnie Gray, both of
Northport,
In Bucksport, November
19, Ariel E. Leach and Mrs. Emma E.
Raymond, both of Bucksport.
Merchant-Richardson. In Mt. Desert,
November 20, Llewellyn Merchant and Mrs
Hannah Richardson, both of Hall
Quarry.
Prescott-Howes. In Liberty, December 2,
by L. D. Jones, Esq., Everett Prescott of Liberty and Mrs. Geneva Howes of Montville
Richards-McCrillis. In Belfast, December 1. by Wayland
Knowlton, Esq., David G
Richards and Miss Cora B.
MeCrillis, both of
Belfast.

GIFT.

9

Call and See What I Have to Offer
in the Furniture Line.

son,

>:“rt'3

Desks,

Card

and

I
jfl

Center

jH

Tables, Mission Furniture,
Rockers, Easy Chairs,

,oL?A^I?~5ATM0ND-

Lounges, Sideboards

Chiffoniers,
Bookcases,

China

j|B

and

Closets,

the regular meeting of Penobscot Encampment, IndeEtc.
j pendent Order of Odd Fellows, last Tuesday
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
evening. The suggested changes in the by- ooK°aKE?~^,IGHT’ In Washington, November
The next session of Knox Pomona Grange laws were discussed, but the only change was 23, Andrew Rokes of Burkettville and Miss
Blanche Light of Washington.
will be with Good Will Grange, South Warren, the hour of meeting, which was made per*n Buc,£sport, November
All visiting patrons are request- manent from 7 to 7.30. The election of officer 28, Ralph E. Sawyer of
Dec. 14th.
Bucksport and Miss
Blanche
G.
Heath
of
Orland.
ed to carry lunch for dinner according to the will take
place December 20tn.
Wood-Berry. In Thomaston, December 1, :
is
rule of Pomona; also each patron
requested
Albert L. Wood and Martha S.
Primrose Chapter, order of the Eastern
Berry, both of
to furnish grain for his or her horse.
last Friday Roekport.
annual
meeting
their
held
Star,
70 Main
Belfast.
for
a
The State Grange will meet in Augusta
the year as
evening and elected officers for
I>1ED
week, beginning Dec. 20th. There is no elec- follows: Worthy Matron, Mrs. Jessie S. Pattion of officers this year, but it is expected
Assotee; Worthy Patron, Clifford J. Pattee;
A re Y.'*'In Bucksport Center, November
25,
the session will be of unusual interest, for ciate Matron, Mrs. Bertha E. Dorman; SecreH. Arey, aged 80 years.
( Stephen
matters in which the general public will have
Bartlett. In Pretty Marsh, November 26,
Miss
tary, Mrs. Ethel K. Locke, Treasurer,
Katie, widow of David G. Bartlett, aged about
a strong feeling may be brought up for conMaude E. Barker; Conductress, Mrs. Hattie S. 76
years.
sideration.
Julia S.
Mrs.
Conductress,
Associate
Brennan. In Port Clyde, December 4, James
Ritchie;
anheld
its
a native of Ireland,
later
held
be
will
Brennan,
Lincolnville,
Tranquility Grange,
aged 84 years, 9
Vickery. The installation
months.
nual election of officers Saturday evening, De- anu me
Boynton. In Hampden, December 2, Rev*
and
cember 3d. There was a good attendance
Elton H. Boynton, aged 67 years, 11 months
The officers of King Solomon’s Council, No. and 24
a very interesting meeting was held. Following
days.
evenlast
installed
were
Tuesday
&
s.
R.
M.,
j,
Fenwick.
In Lincolnville, December 3,
are the officers elected: Master, Edwin GoodMaster Wilmer Lewis Fenwick, aged 35 years, 9 months and 21
Illustrious
Thrice
Past
ing by
win; Overseer, Parker Young; Lecturer, Mrs.
William
Marshal
days.
Grand
assisted
by
J. Dorman,
Biantha Brown; Secretary, Mabel Peavey;
Farwell. In Lynn, Mass., December 2,
masonic temple
C. Libbey. The officers are as follows: Au- Mrs. Sarah
Farwell, formerly of Searsmont,
"■ n' niunMnuc,
Treasurer, Mrs. Addie Lasself; Steward, Claire
Belfast, maime
D. Hayes, Thrice Illustrious Master; aged 72 years and 2 months.
gustus
Pottle; Lady Assistant Steward, Hazel Miller;
N.
Allen
Googins.
In Bucksport, December 2, FredAlonzo J. Knowlton, Deputy Master;
eric B. Googins, aged 71 years and 8 months.
Chaplain, Henry Peavey; Flora, Myra Young;
Curtis, Principal Conductor of the Work;
Gilley. In Cranberry Isles, November 26, i
Ceres, Effie Goodwin; Pomona, Villa Pottle;
Charles E. Johnson, Secretary; Robert Bur- Mrs. Catherine M.
Gilley, aged 77 years, 7
Gate Keeper, William Knight.
sassasfisssssssssfisii*/. »
A. Smith, Chap- months and 14 days.
Rev.
Ashley
treasurer;
gess,
Hayes. In Winterport, November 29, Charles
Silver Harvest Grange, Waldo, held an inter- lain; George C. Trussell, Captain of the
j
Addison Hayes, aged 80 years.
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
esting meeting December 1st and elected the Guard; Adrian C. Tuttle, Conductor of the
Homer. In New York, November 22, Ed- 1
following officers for the ensuing year: Master, Council; Warren A. Nichols, Steward; Henry ward K. Homer of Bucksport,
72 years, 7
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
aged
James H. Cilley; Overseer, Freeman A. Cross; Marriner. sent'.'.:!.
\ banquet followed the months and 21 days.
PAID PRODUCER.
PRODUCE MARKET.
Hall. In East Belfast, December 7, Mr.
Lecturer, Birdie Cross; Steward, H. F. Smith; work.
AT
Jefferson Hall, aged 67 years and 5 months.
14.0 i
Asst. Steward, Herbert Wentworth; Chaplain
Apples, per bu, 50a75 Hay,
Haney.
In
Pittsburg, Pa., December 6, NetS. K. Whiting Chap7 Hides,
7a7
lb.,
evening
dried,
Last
per
Thursday
Theodore
Ruth Smith; Treasurer,
Simpson;
tie L. Haney, formerly of Bangor, aged 35
1
2.50a2.75 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
Order Eastern Star, of Castine, years, 10 months, 2
Secretary, Alma Cilley; Gate Keeper, Emerson ter, No. 79,
days.
6
Beans, Y. E., 2.25a2.50 Lamb Skins,
the
occasion
the
being
Ladd.
In
a
meeting,
December
Augusta,
4, David Ladd Butter,
28a30 Mutton,
Poland; Ceres, Hattie Wentworth; Flora, Illie held special
Hand painted pictures' of
Grand Matron, Miss Edith of Belfast, aged about 65 years.
3:
Beef, sides,
6a81$ Oats, 32 lb.,
Smith; Pomona, Caroline Smith; Lady Asst. official visit of the
Robbins.
In Belfast,
December
Mr.
scape, shore and bay, suit.:
4'
5,
there
was
a
fore
weather
bad
the
Beef,
quarters, 6a7 Potatoes,
Lenfest.
Despite
installation
The
Wentworth.
Isa
72
Steward,
Ephraim Robbins, aged
years.
60 Round Hog,
li
mas gifts and home decora;
bu,
of members, and the degree
Staples. In Belfast, December 3, William Barley,
will take place January 5, 1911, with Mr. and large gathering
7.0
16Straw,
Cheese,
Prices very reasonable \
H. Staples, aged 25 years and 10 months.
After the meeting
one candidate.
26a2:
was
as
offiMorrill
given
of
16iTurkey,
Paul
Chicken,
installing
Mrs. Delbert
each, and lots jof handsome
of ice cream and differCalf Skins,
14'Tallow,
refreshments
delicious
cers.
lOal
22'Veal,
Duck,
making acceptable Christr
ent kinds of cake were served by the follow42 Wool, unwashed,
2Union Harvest Grange, Center Montville,
Eggs,
well worthy of permaner
Miss
Helen
Mrs.
Grindle,
committee:
4.00a4.5<
hard,
ing
Fowl,
as
fol14jWood,
elected officers last Saturday evening,
3.0
18;Wood, soft,
Geese.
VISITORS WELCOMI
Gertie Hooper, Mrs. Cora Jones, Mrs. Willis A.
lows: Master, Mark Howard; Overseer, J. W.
RETAIL MARKET.
RETAIL PRICE.
and Mrs. Walter C. Brown. Miss LenRicker,
best
market
The
the
j
affords
at
Wentworth; Steward, W. P. Jones; Chaplain,
and
in1.U
14 Lime,
fest gave the lodge a very interesting
Beef, Corned,
W. D. Tasker; Lecturer, Allen Goodwin; Sec.,
CHAS. f. SWIFT’S,
Butter Salt, 14 lb., 18a22 0at Meal,
structive talk, and the evening was thorough<
69
Onions,
Annie L. Clements; Treas., John Tibbetts; Ass.
Corn,
Masonic
lOal:
64 Oil, kerosene,
ly enjoyed by all present.
Cracked Corn,
Steward, G. E. Terrey; Lady Ass. Steward,
64!Pollock,
Corn Meal,
Carrie Mehuren; Ceres, Mrs. W. D. Tasker;
U
20'Pork,
Cheese,
1.1c
1.75 Plaster,
Cotton Seed,
Pomona, Mrs. Cora Goodwin; Flora, Mrs. Addie
10
Meal,
3^
Rye
Codfish, dry,
1)
1.4C
12Shorts,
Cranberries,
6
18 Sugar,
Clover Seed,
4C
5.75a7.00 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
4
O.OO Sweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed,
14 Wheat Meal,
41$
Lard,
There

was a

large attendance

at

I
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}B

1

oqS1:>'TEi!*_tHeath’

h. e.

McDonald
Street,

r
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CHRISTMAS CARDS
10c. per dozen
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RICHARDS

l

|Water

t

\
1

Colors

Sanborn’s Sindio

Teas and Coffees.
Temple.

^REGISTER!

1 Only 17 Days to Christmas!

IS

GLADLY EXTENDED BY
FAST CITIZEN.

A

BEL-

There are many enthusiastic citizens in Belfast prepared to tell their experience for the
public good. Testimony from such a source is
the best of evidence, and will prove a “helping
hand” to scores of readers. Read the follow-

ing

statement:

Mrs. T. S. Connell, 57 Miller street, Belfast,
Me., says: “In 1901 I was taken with a complication of diseases and was laid up for several months. I finally recovered, but was left
with kidney complaint. I doctored, but the relief I received was only temporary and rapidly grew worse, until I was in a bad way.
unable to do any
was
and
work
practically helpless. I
suffered terribly from backache and was
bothered by the kidney secretions. I was
in that condition when I began using Doan’s
Kidney Pills, procured at Wilson’s Drug Store.
I had little faith in this remedy however, as I
had previously taken so many others without
For

over

a

year

I

was

satisfactory results. Much to my surprise
after using one box of Doan’s Kidney Pills, I
improved, and by the time I had taken the
contents of several boxes, I was able to be up
and around, attending to my work. I had no
return attack of the trouble until last spring.
At that time I again took Doan’6 Kidney Pills
and the contents of two boxes cured me. I am
now in the best of health.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Foeter-Milbura Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
other.

no

1
H

Our Christmas Window |
Is

now

pg

(ill)

i
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exhibition and contains the Largest
and Most Extensive Display Ever
Shown in this City.
on

Watch Cases, Lockets, Signet
Rings, Cuff Buttons, Toilet Sets, Etc.

Plain

Old

jH

English
Requiring Monograms
selected
be
Should
early.

ff

Sterling Silver, Silver Plated Ware,
Silver Novelties, Cut Glass,

or

mi)

—PICKARD CHINA—
i Fountain Pens
Safety Razors

|—
Egg

SlS

POSITIVELY HO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS.

NOTICE.

engraving arising from our
shall be .unable to [do engraving on mdse.

0n account of the amount 01
own sates we

purchased elsewhere.

H. J. LOCKE & SON.
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UNDERTAKERS

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine, Waldo County.
In the matter of Caroline E. I In
F
Bankruptcy_
i
Rowell, Bankrupt,
To the Creditors of Caroline E. Rowell of Liberty, in the County of Waldo and District
aforesaid, a Bankrupt;
Notice is hereby given that on the 5th day of
December, A. D. 1910, the said Caroline E. Row•11 was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and that
the first meeting of her Creditors will be held
it the office of Dunton & Morse, Savings Bank
Building, Belfast, Maine, on the 16th day of De;ember, A. D. 1910, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at which time the said Creditors may attend, prove their claims, appoint a Trustee,
examine the bankrupt and transact such other
business as may properly come before said
JOHN R. MASON,
meeting.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
1910. -lw'49

Bangor, Maine, December 6,

NOTICE.
Gentlemen: I have for sale a 1 year old
Scotch Collie dog raised from the very best
bred stock in Western Ohio. A splendid dog
and a beauty, with a pedigree you cannot beat.
E. H. PARK.
Pittsfield, N. H.
3w49
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CHRISTMAS DINNER
Go to CHAS. F. SWIFT'S for
Olives, Pickles, Canned Goods
and best line Fancy Groceries.
MASONIC TEMPLE.

^ANDfcf.

EMBALM
STOCKTON SPRINGS. M\<M
Prices reasonable.

Offici Phone 9-3
House Phone 9-13.

or

5-21

IV

LOST
Book

No.

3960

Savings

1'

Waldo Trust Company, Belfast.
please return to
FRANK R. VV1CG1V

3t47

Dressing

Wanted

having stable dressv.
that they want to sell to gei

Any

one

ashes
way, write

2w48

ARTHUR H1
Pearl Pr"

THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
The annual meeting of the bU.cC1
the City National Bank of Bclu*choice of Directors and the transit
other business that may legally
them, will be held at their banking
cl
Tuesday, January 10,1911, at 10 o
“■
C. W. WESCOT1
Belfast, December 7, 1910.—5w49
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